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The Brigands of New York.
Ey OLD SLE'U'T::S::.

CHAPTER 1.
move or speak, or, beautiful as thou
art, 1'11 plunge this knife In thy fair bosom, and
bush thy voice fo1ever! "
lt was a man who spoke. A black mask cov·
ered his face to the chin. In one hand he held
a dark lantern, in the other a glittering knite.
He was standi ng in an elegantly tmnished bedroom, beside a richly diaped conch, whereon
reclined a beautiful and youthful maiden. The
burglar, for such his unwarranted presence in
that room, supplemented by his disguise and
threatening attiludo, proclaimed him, was evidently of a different type from those who generally follow this perilous, but wicked, voca·
tion. His clothes were of the finest material,
evidently cut and titted by an artistic tradesman.
His slippered feet were small and shapely -the
hands which held the lantern and the murderous knife, fair and soft; anti his voice, when he
uttered the horrid threat, was not gruff, neither
was his accent vul gar. Although he spoke in
low, firm tones, they were soft, and sweetly
modulated,
For an instant he stood over tht beautiful and
frightened girl. A pair of fierce eyes glittered
through the mask, while the aroused sleeper, as
though held by some terrible fascination, gazed
straight at them. It was a striking tableau;
more intensely so, because of the fearful peril
which threatened one of them.
Again the burglar spoke:
" :Promise me," he said, in the same low,
musical, bnt manly voice, "that yc.u will not
make an outcry, and you are perfectly safe."
The room was shrouded in darkness, except.
the narrow gleam of light which shot trcm the
partially opened masked lamp of the speaker.
There was an instant's silence. At len!?th the
lips of the maiden moved, but her lips only, the
balance other form remained as rigid as though
frozen in lleath. She said:
" Why have you come here? What is it you
want?"
"Ttat which you can most readily spare,"
replied the robber. "You are rich, I am poor.
1 want your jewels; where are they?"
"How do you know that l have any jewels?"
" I saw them g littering in all their splendor
upon your person, less than two hours ago."
"DON ' T

" Then you were present in this house as one
of my uncle 's guests?!'
"Yes."
" What terrible need has driven you to attempt Ille commisf!ion ot such a terrible crime
as midnight robbery, and threatened murder?"
" Under orainary circumstances, Miss Dulay,
l would esteem it a privilege to argue motives
and causes. Ae it is, time pres&ea. Have I your
promise?"
" One quP.Stion. ls it a momentary need
which. drives you to the commission of this
dreadtul crime?"
"Why do you ask?"
" Because, it it is, J will save you from yourselt."
"Row?"·
" By making you a present ot my jewels."
For a moment the burglar made no reply. .A.
slight quiver of emotion trembled over his
fnune. At length he said:
"You are an angel-but 1 can not accept
them as a gift. Were this my first crime, 1
would think that Beaven had interposed to rescue me from a life of villainy. Miss Dulay, I
can not wipe out th e past-I have been a thief
from my boyhood."
"Oh God!" murmured the fair girl, as her
beautilul eyes were dimmed with tears, " would
to Heaven th is had been your first c1irue, and
that I could have saved you I"
" Rad I seen you, Adele Dulay, before 1 became a criminal, a thought ot crime would never
have entered my head. But save your sympathy-for once I'll speak the truth. 1 am a
th orough ra~cal. At present, my needs are
desperate. Were they a thousand limes niore
so, I would not steal your jewels, if I di<l not
know that their value to you were a mere bagatelle. To receive them as a gift would be a
mockery."
" What is your nameY" inquired Miss Dntay,
suddenly.

" I would be a silly robber to betray my identity."
"You need not fear-I will not betray you,
bat would mingle your name with my prayers."
"Do not pollute your lips wilh my name, nor
ever think of me again. There is but one weak

spot in my heart-I once had a sister, and you
resemble her. "
" And could r.be not save you from a life ol
crime ?"
" Jn trying to save me, she sacrificed her life.
But no more. Give me your promise that you
will not make an outcry. Time presses, and I
would not, it possible, have more blood upon
my bands."
"And if 1 made an outcry, would you murder me? "
"No, not you-but any one who should oppose my egress from this house. I am merciless. Within a tew moments 1 hava learned
that there is one life that l could spare, if it
stood bet \\'een me and my projects. I t is yo ur~."
" 1 think you belie yourself; your very frank·
ness would indicate a nobler nature."
" Then it's the first time that l have done or
said anything that could be 1:alled noble."
As the last word fell from the burglar's lips,
an elegant little French clock, which stood
upon the marble mantel, tinkled a premonitory
alarm, then chimed in 8i!very tones, one, two,
three. At I be last stroke, the t!lrglar stepped
from beside the bed, and muttered:
" 'Tia an hour later than l thought. 1 have
not a moment to spare. Miss Dutay, I have
your p1·omise; where are the jewels?"
" You will find them all in that little casket,
upon yonder dressing-table; take casket and all,
and begone."
·
'lhe robber stepped across the room in the
direction indicated, when Adele Dntay quickly
rose up iu her bed, turn ed on the gas at a bracket
ju~t ahove her head, seized a match from a delicately carveo stand which stoeid at the head of
her bedstead, stru ck it deftly, and quickly thrust
the fluttering lucifer over the current of gasand in an instant the room was fiooded with a
brilliant Ji~ht. The thief had just reached forward to seize the casket, when the blaze of light
burst upon him. With a smothered curse, he
turned about suddenly. As he did so, for an
instant, the mask was jerked partly aside, lfn<l
Adele caught an instant 's glimpse of a part of
the villain's face.
"0 Heaven[" she screamed; "it's E.:igarl"
and fe~l back insensible upon the pillow.
'l'be robber returned quickly beside her. One
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"Well, have it your own way; the gems are
beautiful, ain't they?"
" Yes; but did you tell me the truth about
their former owner? Was she beautitul, loo?"
"Yes, as these gems are proportionately more
beautiful than glass Imitations, the dear girl
that gave them to me is more beautitul than
you."
"She is, is she?" and as Lottie spoke she
dashed the costly necklace spitefully upon the
Jioor, and added, with a low, hissing utterance:
"That praise from you will coat her her life!"
" Oh I l guess not," replied Tom, carelessly.
"You're a fool!"
"No, l am not a fool In the way you mean.
l was a fool once, when 1 allowed you to beguile
me from a home of Innocence, and make me the
wife of a criminal; and l'm a fool for still loving that criminal, afterdiacovering that his love
for me had died out. But 1 do love him, and 1
tell you, Tom, my Jove is so illtense that l
would take your life, or that of a rival's, 11nd
CHAPTER IL
glory in the dt:edl"
THE light of day was just streaking the east" Well, well, Lottie, we've had enough of
ern horizon, when a young man, about thhty romancing. I've got no idea of going back on
years of age, stepped oft the tront platform of you. 1 never saw the owner of thest1 gemR bean Eighth Avenue car, and passed down one of fore to-night; and when she first saw me, it was
the up -town streets that cross the city trom river when she wakened out of a sleep, and I was
to river. _Proceeding to about the middle of standing over her, with a dark-lantern in one
the block, he turned and passed up the stoop of han(l, and a knife in the other, telling her that
one ol a row or handsome houses, produced a if she moved or spoke l'd plunge {be kn ife in
night key, admitted himself, and spee(ling light- her bosom. Those were not honeyed words of
ly up the stni1s to the second floor, passed to flattery, neither was my attitude and position
the front-room door, and enter"d without ooe to inspire love. I stole the gems, Lottie, alknocking. As he closed the dour behind him, though the maid would have ~iven them to me,
a slight rustling was heard upon an elegantly piously thinking it wus my first crime. But,
carved bedstead, and a female voice inquired, ha, ha, ha! old gal, you and 1 know better.
drowsily:
There isn't a hair of my bead that isn't a reco1d
"ld that you, 'fom?"
ot some piece of villainy, so don'! you get jeal... Yes; who else would it be?" was the fm- ous. Things are all right."
patient ieply; and stepping to the window, the
"Tom, you are an awful vlllain. But all the
last speaker raised llie heavy crimson curtains, acts ot your lite combined, would not be as viland let in the morning light. 'J:he room was lainous as your desertion of me!"
"That's so sis· but that ain't a ' brace' I'm
handsomely furnished, but it was evident that
the genius of order did not preside there. 'laying out' 'tor 'yet; you and 1 are too useful
Everything was ~catlered about in confusion. to each other to tug on opposite ends of a lifeSeveral elegant dresses were thrown over as line."
many chairs, and everything betokened careless
" We're an odd pair, Tom, at best; and l
shouldn't wonder if there was a special hell for
extravagance.
As the man raised the window shade, the oc- us."
cupant of the btid, whom the light just admitted
"1 suppose so; but we pay our debts, if we
showed to be a handsome women, with delicate do steal the montiy to do it with, don't we?
and refined, but dissipated features, rose to a How about the old friz curls down-stairs? Did
sitting posture, and said:
she make another assault on you after your
"What luck, Tom? did you make a raise?" promenade yesterday atternoon?"
"Did you ever know me to faili Look at
"You bet she did; and she's a shrewder old
this." He thrust bis hand inti) the inner pocket woman than we gave her credit for. She onof his coat, and drew forth an elegant casket, masked her tongue batteries Inst night, and
raised the lid, took from it a necklace, which talked about swindlers and police."
"Well, eight hundred dollars ls a pretty big
glittered and sparkled with rarest gems, and
holding it up before the woman's face, he con- bill to stand the old woman up on, and we'll
tinued:
have to raise the lead on these baubles to -day,
•• Wba( do you think of that for a raise?"
and square up with her. 1 don't want to change
An exclamation of surprise and delight burst our quarters just now, and 1 clon't want to bring
from t.he woman's lips as she reached forth her these man-bunters on my tr3.ck."
band to take it, and said:
The foregoing conversation bad been carried
"Ain't 1t beautiful! it's worth thousand3J on in a low tone. During the latter part of it,
Tom, you're a brick to bring . me such a pies- the woman bad risen from the bed and robed
ent as this."
herself. As Tom gave utterance to the last re" Present, Lottie! l guess you're sick to think . mark, she was stepping by him to go toward the
l could afford to make you such a present as mirror, when sbe sloppP.d suddenly and exthat. No, no, birdie, it came from one uncle, claimed, while a deathly pallor overspread her
an1l it's going to another in exchange for a little countenance:
ready duplex, as soon as l can get it there safe"Why, Tom, there's blood on you!"
ly."
" It would be strange it there wasn't," re,
"lt came from one uncle; what do you plied Tom, coolly.
'
mean?"
For an instant Lottie stood and gazed at him;
"I saw it upon a lady's neck last niJht. l then she said slowly:
was present 11t her uncle's house-a man who
"The price of these, then, was blood! Whose
could well afl:ord to buy a dozen like it for his was it-the young girl's?"
niece, if be wanted to. Atter the party the fair
"No; the girl promised not to scream. She
niece m'lde me a pri::sent of it."
broke her promise, and the 'i'l'ay of escape was
.A.a angry flush mantled the woman's pale barred by the form of a man. 1 couldn't be
features, and a wicked glitter brightened her captured, and I bad no time for a strug1'le. I
plunged my knife in his hEart, leaped over his
eyes, as she said, sneeringly·
"Some bony, parchment-skinned old maid struggling body and escaped amidst the terror
wore this, then; and you, instead of stealing it, and shrieks of the other Inmates of the house."
like a man, beguiled it trom her with honeyetl
"Then we ought to tty-we're liable to be
words of ·flattery. I thought you ~ere a gay run down!"
brigand, not a sneak."
".No, we're sate enough; my tracks are well
"A scrawny old maid, was she?" replied covered."
Tom, with a tantalizing laugh; " if she was an
" You intimated that there was a party there,
<>ld maid~ you must be a grandmother; if l'm a and you mingled with the guests?"
judge, she was not more than eighteen, and 1
"Yes."
know you're twenty-eight. And as to parch"You saM I.bat young lady promised not to
ment skin, pshaw! yours at infancy was coarse scream, and broke her promise?"
and tough compared to what hers is now."
"Yes."
"You're lying now, Tom; you want to tan"Well, maybe the reason she screamed was
talize me, buL you can not do it. No young and because she caught a glimpse of your face, and
beautiful girl would be deceived by such a reco7nlzed you as one of the guests of the eventongue as yours."
ing? •

glance convinced him of her condition. Instinctively he seized a bottle which stood upon
the stand beside her, sprinkled a portion ot its
contents upon her fece; then cast the bottle
upon the bed; turned oft the gas; sprung across
the room; seized the ca8ket, and made for the
door; but ere he put his hand upon the knob, it
flew open, anti the outlines ot a mall were revealed. For an instant, the robber recoiled, then
quickly sprung forward. An arm rose 11nd tell
with a rapid motion; a deep groan burst as
though from suffering lips, and was succeeded
by a heavy fall.
" 1 would have avoided this, but must not be
taken!" exctaimed the burglar, as he leaped
over the prostrate and writhing form which had
fallen across the doorway, partly into the room,
passed along the hall, and glided swiftly down
the stairs, as a succession of fearful shrieks
echoed in his rear.

"l guess that was the reason she screamed.
She lit the ~as suddenly, and as I turned quickly, the mask was partly jerked oft of my face
lor an instant, and, probably, she recognized
me."
" And you are liable to be arrested al any
moment?"
" No, 1 ain't."
"Why not?''
"Because she was the only one that saw my
face."
"Then she will be the one to describe your
appearance."
"Never! she would die first."
" There's something mysterious about this,
Tom."
,
"Yes, there is, sis; and this mystery is your
husband's salvation. But 1'11 change the color
of my skin, and not show myself for .iwhile,
only after dark, so as to be on the safe side."
" We can raise money enough on these to fly
somewhere el11e."
"No, r.o, Lottie, New York's the best place
in the world for a thief, e~peclnll.r if he has ~ot
money. The cash we can litt on the gems will
raise me enough to have the tools made for the
gang. 11 we .llave good luck when we skip to
the other side of the At Iantic, we'll have enough
to settle down. Diet you see any of the gang
yesterday ?"
"Yes; I saw Nevins."
"What did he have to say?"
/
"He wanted lo borrow a fiver. He said he'd
been living on free lunches for a week."
"1 suppose so. Well, we"Jl fare belier-we 'll
have our breakfast sent up this morning. Yon
can tell old friz curls that the draft came to
hand yesterday, and 11s soon as 1 cau _get it
cashed, 1'11 pay her that little bagatelle. Come,
pay her~ visit, Lottie. l'm getting hun gry."
As the woman left the room, Tom took oft
his coat, and threw himselt upon the beet, ancl
lay then: looking up toward the ceiling, with
his eyes wide open, but with an intelligent ex·
pression, as though revolving something in his
mind. While be lies there, we judge it a good
opportunity to make our readers ncquaintctl
with his personal appearance.
.
Tom Redway was a remarkably handsome
man. Nature had not cast bis face in the mold
ot a criminal: but on the contrary, his fine,
well-cut features were illuminated by 11 pnir of
handsome blue .eyes, whose ordinary expression
was kindly and pleasant, yet when excite\! or
maddened, they became perfectly lurid, and
fairly snapp~ with a fierce light. His hair was
a genuine au'bmn. His stature not large, )rnt
lithe and well-knit, and as vigorous and elastic
as whip-cord. He wore a heavy mustache of
a color a shade between a sandy end blonde;
while a short, fine crop ot side whiskers, a
shade darker than his mustache, ornamented
the side of his face. His complexion was clear
and healthy; for, villain as he was, he was not
a debauchee, nor an immoderate drinker. On the
contrary, he was peculiarly abstemious. '\'(ithal,
he was a man of striking appearance, and possessed personal peculiarities which individualized him to a remarkable degree.
For some time after the departure of his wift1,
he lay quietly thinking ; but at length muttered
audibly:
"Yes, it Is strange, but 1 suppose it is another
of these mysteries which have before come
across my career. In tact, my whole life bus
been a mystery. 1 am a myster_v to myself. l
guess lam a kind of animal. It doesn ' t seem
to me as though 1 belonged to the human family
at all. l! 1 am human, 1 only resemble my species in my love for enjoyment and ease. 1
know 1 have no conscience, for l never bad but
one regret, and that was connected witb my sistr.r; and it 's strange what a singular effect the
looks and voice of that Adele Dutay bad upon
me. There is a resemblan('.e, and yet she is far
more beautiful than my sister was. Well, well,
1 can't help it. Fate fixed my birth and superintended my education-Fate mu~t fix my
death; 1 repudiate all responsibility."
At this instant, Lottie re-entered the room.
"What did she say, Lottie?"
" She don't put much faith in the draft stm ),
but our breakfast will be up shortly; but no
money, no supper, I guess is her last resolve."
"Well, Miss Strongnerves, I guess we can
manage the money; but yon must strike a
strange pawnbroker. Visit one ot your uncles
whom you have never seen before; and 11s to
the tale you are to tell him, 1 will leave that to
you. You are a better romancist than l.''
Two hours later, Lottie Redway, with the
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had his eye upon you when l gave you the sig~.
"No, she only offered me the ring."
jewels in her pDssession, issued forth to visit
" Why dicl you tell her then that you didn 't nal, down-stairs. I bluffed him oil.' ~
several "uncles," ae her husband called them,
"Well, what ha~ that got lo do with it?" re•little dreaming that at one of the pawnshops take in things of such value, just as 1 came in
she was to meet the Nemesis who in the end the door ? l know you take in articles of more plied the woman, coolly. " If we can't deal 11
, can go to those \vho will."
would run her and her handsome but villainous value than that rin~, every day."
"But 1 can't let you leave this house with,
" I said that because 1 wanted to get rid of
husband to the death.
her; she's a hard customer to <lcal with. Be- this necklace on your person."
"You can't! why?"
caude her husband is so well known, she gener"Because that detective isn ' t bluffed entirely
ally w11nts all a thin g is worth-she's given us
CHAPTEH lll.
-he'll shadow you when you leave thi!r!llace1 .
a ' bilk ' two or thrt:e times."
··I believe you nre lying, Moss."
and if this thing is found on you, it'll liring;
"WE don't take anything in as valuable as
" 1 assure you on my honor, I'm telling the me into the snap."
this, lady," whispered the pawnbroker, under
"There's something in that-still I don't Me"
his breath, to a heavily veiled lady who stood truth. "
in one of the booths partitioned oJl from the
"I !mow l\irs. - - by sight; l'd like to see the necessity of your seeing my tace. "
" Then we can't make a bargain."
rest ot the office.
that woman's veil raised, to be satisfied. "
" Very well; return the necklace."
" 1 want to enter these under special con·
"Well," said Moss, turning sligh:ly pale
tract," replied the veiled woman, in a low, and giving his sltoulders a characteristic shrug,
"l told you once why l couldn't do thatguarded tone of voice.
"that i~ your business; l told you the truth, yom own safety demands that you should leave
The dark, handsome face of the money-lender and it you don't believe me, why go and raise it here, for the present, at least."
was turned partly away, as he gave her a sig- her veil, then it'll be between you and her husFor a moment the woman tapped with her
nificant wink, and, by a voiceless motion of his band; I ' ll have nothing to do with It."
foot upon the floor, then suddenly removing her
lips, attempted to convey a signal to her; and
Char1ey Burton was a young officer, and had veil, disclosed the pale features of Lottie RedIn an instant he had the satisfaction ot knowing but recently been promoted to the detective way, as she exclaimed:
that his warning had been understood.
"'I here, will that satisfy you!"
force. Eis daring and shrewdness had freIn a loud tone, the woman remarked:
"1 never saw you before," said the pawn.
quently earned him commendatory notices from
" I thought it was customary to advance the press while still onl,v a patrolman, but he broker.
twenty-five dollars. This ring is worth a hun- did not succeed in obtainrng bis present position
" I know it, and that is why I objected to redred, at least, and twenty.five is all I require." until he fortunately secured the political iuttu- move my veil. It wasn't necessary that we
While speaking, she had slipped a ring from ence ot a prominent politician; and political in- should be acquainted to understand each other.
ber finger, and held it toward the money-lender ; fluence outweighs merit: although rarely the You are a rascal, and I am a thief's wife, this
at the same time she ~killfully concealed the case, yet in this instance it was a well-merited ought to enable u~ to do busine!!s."
costly diamond necklace which she had pre- appointment.
" l'rr.. a rascal, am l? Well, I'll take thai
viously tendered him.
·
Charley did not believe the statement of Moss; from a woman: but whose wife are you?"
"Well, if you only want twenty-five dollars, yet there was a bare chance that he had told the
"You are making fresh conditions."
I guess 1 can accommodate you. I thought you truth, and the officer hesitated. He hardly dared
" No, 1 only asktid out of mere curiosity; and
wanted more."
to take the risk. lie owed his appointment to now to business. Why didn't you take these
Taking the ring from her hand, the pawn . the very politician mentione1.-a mistakti would stones out, and avoid the risk of carrying the
.
broker pussed behind the counter in the hont of prove fatal. This latter idea pa.ssed through his necklace without destroying its identity!"
his shop, and openly exlimined the ring, pre- mind quickly, ond he said, cmelessly:
" Because I expected to deal with a thief who
'
tending not to be aware that a pair of calm,
' · All right, Moss, I am bound to take your wouldn't ask any questions. ·rhe s!ones show
gray eyes, belonging to a fine looking young word, but if I find out you've lied to me, 'twill their value better in their original setting."
man who stood in the outer office, was watch- be all the worse for you, for this is an impor"How much money do you want for this
ing every movement. But this seemiug indif- tant C<'lse."
thing?" inquired the pawnbroker.
ference was all assumed. The money:broker at
" How much will you give?"
" What case is it ?"
a g!Ance had recognized the official character of
" I am taking long chances. I will give one
" The murder of General Dutay, and we exthe young man, upon ot>serving him enter, al pect to get our strongest evidence through one thousand dollars."
the very moment the veiled lady exposed the ot your cribs."
" Why, you fooll any two of these stones are
costly jewels; and that was the re11son he turned .There was o strange glitte.r in Moss's eyes, and worth m:>re than that."
so suddenly and conveyed the pantomimic sig- his lips twitched nervously as he said:
"Yes, but the man wasmu1·de1·ed from whom
nal-and it was also the reason ot his present
"
Well,
I've
told
you
the
truth;
but
if you'll they were stolen. I would not buy them at
ostentatious examination of the comparatively
me what you're looking for, if It's offered uny price if that detective was not Wfiting for
valueless ring. He knew thtieyes of the detect- tell
here, I'll let you know at once. It don't pay you outside of the door."
ive were upon him-he had shrewdly guessed me in my business to meddle with anything that
"That detective being outside won't induce
upon thP. instant that the oflicer was upon the ain't on the square."
me to take a penny less than the amount I
want."
track of the veiled lady; anti there were many
" It won't in this case, that's certain," replied
reaions why he wished to ·throw him off the Burton,
"Bow much do you want?"
as he buttoned his coat around him
track. Firstly, personal satety was a motive; and
"Four thousand dollars I and that ain't a
passed ou 1.
he would not, even for !lie value ot the jewels,
"By jimiilettal that was a close shave!" ex- third ot its value."
"I'll give you two."
have them discovered in his possession. Sec- claimed the pawnbroker, as he laiil down the
ondly, he knew that his timely warning would twenty-five dollars he held in his hand, tore up
" I want four."
enable him to drive a far t>etter bargain upon the pawn checks, and proceeded back to the
" I can't give a pen·ny more than two."
some future occasion, if the woman was suc- booth where the veiled woman still patieutly
" Then return the necklace."
cessful in eludin.11. the detective.
"You forget the detective outside."
" Madam, it you will puss aroun1I to
" I c:ucss that·s a genuine stone," remarked waited.
"No, 1 don't; I'll take my chn11ce with him
the
rear,
and
go
upstairs
to
my
private
office,
I
the money-lender, h'.olding tile ring toward the i.i:uess we can make a trade. l 've thrown that -I have dealt with detectives before. "
"You can't have this necklace."
officer.
off the lay, and we can fix things so it will
"Yes," replied t,he detective, dryly, as he cop
" lint l will have it."
be
all
right."
held it up to the light.
" I'll call in the officer, and hand both you
The woman at once passed ro.un<.l to the rear and the necklace over to his charge," said Moss,
"I think I'd be safe in advancing twenty-five
as directed, up a narrow pair of s'.airs, and coolly.
on thll.t ?"
through
a dark hall, where she was quickly folThe detective paid no attention to this last re"Will you?" hissed Lottie; aod us she spoke,
mark ot the money-hroker, but leaned over care- lowed by Moss, who opened the door of a room, she drew a small, silver-mounted pistol from
·
a
nd
set
a
chair
for
her,
with
the
ushered
her
in,
lessly upon the counter, then fastening his
her dress pocket, quietly cocked it, and added:
clear, gray eye upon him, he anid in a low whis- remark,
"When that detective comes in here, he'll ar"Now,
I
guess,
we
can
tlllk
business,
withper :
rest me for two murders instead of one!" ,
out
the
fear
of
interruption.
Will
you
please
"Do you know that woman, .!\'.loss?" and he
" What l 1'. ou wouldn't shoot? " cried the
pointed toward the booth where the veiled lady ltit me see that necklace?"
pawnbroker, stepping back, his tace blanched
The
woman
thrust
her
hand
in
the
bosom
of
with terror.
still remained.
Moss nodded his head and winked knowing- her drnss, drew forth the 15littering jewels, and
" Yes, I will shoot in a second, if you don't
to
him.
As
be
received
them,
he
handed
them
ly, seemingly implying: "Yes, J know her,
hand back that necklace. This nin't r.he first
said
:
that's all right."
time Tom Red way's wife has had dealings with
"Now, if you please, as our business is confi- a kid like you."
"Who is she?" inquired the officer, in the
dential,
remove
your
veil.
There
is
no
further
same low tone.
.
"'fom Red way's 1vi!el" muttered the pawn"l will tell you after she's gone," whispered need ot concealment, and I like to know the par- broker, hoarsely; "'.!'om Redway, th e forgerties
I
do
business
with,
especially
delicate
busiMoss, who, during the foregoing oriet colloquy,
the coiner-the murderer-the man without a
had made out the duplicate pawn-tickets, and ness of this nature."
human heart l"
was now counting out the amount of the loan.
" There is no ni>cessity for me to remove my
"That's the man-you've described him ex"1 don't mean her to go just yet. I wish to veil; we can transact our business just as well actly."
with rny identity conceliled."
have a little talk with her."
" Here, madam, take your necklace, and be"No, 1 must know who I deal with."
The pawnbroker beckoned to the officer to
gone. 1 don 't want anything that ever belonged
"Very well, then," said the woman, rising, to that man."
come toward the front ot the store, and reaching over and placing his mouth close to the "if those me your conditions, I must go to rnme
"Very well, I'll get the money somewhere
other's ear, he said:
one who is not so exacting. Return me the else, but I suppose, now, you'll go and give
"That le the wife of - - , " naming a prom!. necklace."
Tom away, tind take a 'rake' in the reward
nent and influential politician.
t
The pawnbroker swilcd sardonically, as he that will soon be oflered ?"
saicl, in slow, deliberate tones:
"No, I won't; l'll tell you the truth, l don't
" Do you know that to be a fact, Mose?"
" Can you afford the risk?"
want anythin,g to <.lo with Redway, dead or
"Upon my honor. I assure you, I know that
alive; he's the boss of the Brigands of New
" The risk ot what?"
is Mrs. - - . "
" 1 know the history of this necklace-it was l'.ork."
,
'l he detective appeared lost in thought for a
by
the
"1'.es; and you know the oath that binds the
stolen
from
the
house
of
General
Ducay
moment, but said at length:
were'
piped'
to
Brigands
together.
If
anything
happens
to
man
who
murdered
him.
You
" Didn't she ofier you something else at first,
this place-the smartest detective in New York Tom, there'll be twenty knives searching for
instead of that ring?"
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your heart!" and as Lottie spoke, she concealed
the necklace, passed out ot the room, down the
stairs, through the shop, stepped boldly out
upon the sidewi lk, and proceeded up the street,
expecting every moment to feel the touch of the
detective 's hand upon her shoulder.
CHAP'l'ER IV.
DuTAY sat alone in her room, a pictlJre of miRery and despair.
h the parlor beneath her, reposed in i. costly
•t:asket the rigid remains of her murdered uncle,
who, since her early infancy, had been her
:guardian and truest friend.
There was a mystery t'onnected with Adele's
birth, with which ~he herself was unacquainted.
At times a weird suspicion had crossed her mind,
and she had, frequ<!ntly, at such moments, when
being catessed by General Dutay, inquired:
"Cncle, am I the child of a brother, or a sister of yours? or did you merely adopt me, and,
through your kindness of heart, bestow upon
me the imaginary relationRhip of niece?''
Always when these questions were asked, tbe
usually kind face of the old general would
g!C1wer witll an expression ot anger. At once
his caresses would cease, and in tones of severity
he would order her from his presence, without
answering her inquily. Upon one occasion only
he made a reply.
" Adele," he said, " if you were not of my
blood, you would not possess my atrection, for l
Jove thee, child, as l love nothing else on ea rth;
neither would you oo the sole inheritor Qf all
my we11llll. Never again ask me that question,
l have so provided, that you shall lea·rn the
truth atter my death. My lips will never reveal
the mystery."
Though still unsatisfied, Adele had never
dared to approach the subject again, nor had
she ever inquired bow he had provided for the
posthumous unraveling ot the mystery. But
litlle waM t.nown ot the previous history of General Dutay by his friends and acquaintances in
New York.
Sixteen years previous to his tragic death by
the hand ot a midnight assassin, he bad arrived
in New York, and subsequently informed the
new acquaintances that he made in America,
that he came from Paris. Hinted, furthermore,
that he was a political refugee; the beautiful
child ot tl'lo years that' he brought with him,
be said, was his niece. lt soon becll.me kno\\ n
that hjl was a man ot wealth. , He b10ught large
, sums with him from France; these he invested
judiciously, r.nd at the time of his death, Jett an
estate worth millions.
From the moment that Adele had recovered
from the unconsciousness into which she was
thrown, upon the startling recognition of the
midnight robber, and fully realized the terrible
tragedy which had occurred, she had hardly
spoken a word. She appeared like one stricken
dumb. All her senses seemed paralyzed by horror. Frienas and neighbors were lluickly summoned. The murdered form of General Dulay
was borne to his dressing-room.- The police authorities were notified, and while friendly hands
were preparing the millionaire for the grave,
the shrewdest detectives upon the Metropolitan
force were investigating the circumstances
which Jed lo the trag<>dy. From Adele they
<lOuld learn nothing. Their most cunning and
artful questions were met. by the steri>otyped
rnply:
"1 kuow nothing about it; 1 awoke to consciousness only to find poor uncle murden~tl!"
This undeviating reply was not satisfactory
to the keen officers. They resorted to every de
vice to extort something from her, but failed,
anti probably would never have discovered the
slig-hlest clew, had it not been for the merest accideat.
During the examiuatton, Adele's maid was in
the room. 'l'he latter loved her young mistress,
and was aano.1ed and angry at seein g her subjected to such an evidently distressing cross-examinalion.
The officers had been as tender and delicate
as possible, altllough their questions were many
and skillfully put.
At length, completely
baffled, they turned away, when one of them,
appa1ently struck by a sudden thoHght, was
about to renew his questioning.
The maid
wishing to save her young mistress further annoyance by changing the subject,• exclaimed
suddenly, as her eye fell upon her lady's dressing case:
"Why, Miss Adele, where is your casket of
jewelM? 1 placed it upon your dressing-table
t\le last thing la.st night when yo11 retired!"
ADELE

Adele 11:ave utterance to a teirified scrt>am,
and fell back insensible. The maid rushed to
the assistance of her mistress, exclaiming:
"Merciful heavens! what have I done?"
while the two office1s of the law exchanged significant end satisfied glances.
Detectives are patient men. Patience is their
best capital. They knew they had a clew-a
faint, a very faint ray of light had glimmered
upon the truth. Leaving Adele to the care of
her mind they quietly withdrew, but their
countenances clearly said, " Here is a great
mystery, and we have accidently found the key
to unravel it."
·
Thus General Dutay had been prepared for
the grave. The hour for the funeral had been
fixed, and Adele sat alone as described in the
opening paragraph of this chapter, lost in sorrowful reflection. 'rhere wa~ a tap at her room
door. She knew the knock, and hid the person
enter.
"Miss Adele," sa!d her maid, as she came
into the room, "Ec!gar Hall is below iu the par·
!or, an<l in~ists upon seeing you."
A look of agony convulsed Adele's features
as she said, " I thought l gave strict orders
that be was not to be admitted with in the
door."
" You did, Miss Adele; he called thrice yesterday, and was informed each time that you
were too ill to see any one. Re was here again
enrly this morning, and received the same inforrnat.ior..
This time, when he called, I 11t
tended the door myself, he did not say a word,
but pushed by me, entered the parlor, and then
directed me to inform you tllat he was here."
"What shall l, what can 1 do?" murmured
Adele.
"Miss Adele," said the maid," ifl were you,
if 1 may be so bold to advise, I wouM see him,
or 1 believe Mr. Hall will go mad. 1 never saw
such a change in a gentleman'~ appearan ce before in so short a tioe."
"No, Fanny, 1 C!LD not, I will not see him."
" Shall 1 go and tell him that you are sick
and can not see anybody?"
·
"No; this matter must be settled at once.
Wait a moment, 1 will send a note."
Edgar Ball pace::d to and tro excitedly across
the parlor floor. Re was a hnndsome man, apparently between twenty-eight and thirty· years
ot age, and outwardly bore the appearance of
being a refined and cultured gentleman. His excited walk was interrupted by the entrance of
F imuy, who handed him a missive. Proceeding
to the window, for the stately parlor ot the
llouse whose torme::r master lay rigid and cold in
the adjoining room, was dart;: and somber, he
drew up the shade and glanced at the note. A
few words only were traced on the snowy paper.
" EDGAR,-! recognized you last night in
spite ot your disguise. We must never meet
again.
lf you are not wholly a fiend, never
seek my_ presence.
"ADELE. "

The handsome tace of the gentleman assumed
an ashen hue. He steppEtl back hom the window, and adva need toward the maid, exclaiming:
"What terrible mystery is this? why have
you brought me snch a. note? why did you not
tell me the truth? has this terrible shock bereft
my poor Adele of reason? and is this the illness that you feared to make known to me?"
"Miss Dulay has not lost her reason. l know
nothing of the contents ot tl.Je note you have
just read, but. when she penned it she was as
calm and reasonable as 1 am at this moment."
'' Dare you tell me that Miss Dutay knew
what she was rtoing when she wrote these lines?
-I know you are not telling me the truth."
"Sir, I have told yon the truth, and l do not
understand your present excitement.
H you
wish me lo convey a message to Miss Dutay, I
will do so."
"Yes, l do wish you to convey a message to
Miss Dutay; tell her, that before l received this,
one word from herself directly would have relieved my anxiety on her account, bnt that since
receiving this note, 1 insist that she graut me an
interview, if only for a moment. Either bear
this message back to her, or else confess that
she is not respQnsible tor what she does."
_ " 1 will bear your message."
" What did he say when he read the note?"
inquired Adele upon the re-entrance ot Fanny.
" His face, miss, became as white as a ghost,
and he rushed toward me franticrtlly exr.Jii.im·
iag ' what mystery is this? why did you not
tell me that this terrible shock hac: bereft Miss

Adele of her reason?' He thinks you are insane.''
" Woul<i to l:Leaven l llal 1 were, and· I would
be spared this present agony.
.But no, my
reason is keener than ever. Has he gone?"
"No, miss; he told me to tell you that before be received your note, one word trom you
dir~ctl_y would have relieved his anxiety, now
he ms1sls upon seeing you ."
" My God I what perfidy ; can it be possible
that he will attempt to deny the proofs of my
own eyes? 1 wtll see him.
Bis audacity
strengthens my own ne1ves."
With a firm step and a set, determined countenance, Arl.ele passe<l down the stairs, entered
the parlor, aud stood face lo face with Edgar
I:l.nll.
"Darling, do you know me? What stran~e
fantasy bas talrnn possession ot your brain?
Why have you sent me this noter .What mys·
tery is this?"
"Dare you ask me these questions?"
"Da1·e I ask you these questions? Am l not
your betrothed husband? Why has your dcor
been closed against me since the occurren~e of
this fearful tragedy? I, of all other persons,
should have been the first. admitted to your
presence, to cousole and comfo1t you. Since the
de!lth of your uncle, l hold the nearest relation
toward you of all the world."
During this speech Adele gazed at the
speaker steadily. Not a muscle of her beautiful
but pale tace quivered; but there was a strange
glitter in her eye as she said , in icy tones:
" Dare you attempt to decei>e me, since what
bas occurred when the little clock upon my
mantel, night before last, chimed three, and no
ears heard it but yours and mine?"
"Why, Adele!" exclaimed Bdgar, "poor
dear girl! this shock has aftected your reason;
and the eyes of love, such as mine, have been
the first to discover it.
So much more the
reason why r should not have been kept from
yom side. Try to think, darling. Try to remember who you are addressing. Recall those
fearful words. Tell me that you did not know
what you were doing when you penned th€se
lines!" and Edgar advanced toward her with
the paper extended in his hand. But she recoiled trom him with a look of honor upon her
face, as though she had discovered a elimy serpent wound in- the deadly coil, just ready to
spring upon her.
· "Back! hack!" she exclaimed. "Don't approach me! 1 would rather again awake and
behold you .standing over me with your mnrderous knife, than have you come nearer with
such subtle simulation of innocence upon your
villainous face!"
"Oh, God I what shall l 110?" exclaimed
the young man, as lie slopped, and stood gazing
upon her with a look ot uatlisguised bewilderment.
"Do?" replied Adele. " Go hence, repent,
and reform. Though they kill me, they shall
not wring the secret from nil'. Personally, you
are safe; but, oh, God 1 can there be any hope
tor your soul?"
Upon hearing these strange words, coherent,
yet so terribly suggestive, Edgar muttered;
"Would that 1 had a mother or sister that. I
could send to her ! How blind her se1vants
must be not to have recognized her condi•.ion!"
"So you would like to brand me as imane?"
exclaimed Adele. " I doubt not that since you
have discovered that l am poEsessed of your secret, you would not hesitate at a more cruel device than this to make your personal safety
doubly sure. "
" Come. demest, I will humor your whim. l
will admit that this great trou':lle has not disturbed your reason at all. Now tell mil what
secret of mine do you possess?"
"Would you. know~"
"l woulct."
"Thea come with me;" and Adele passed
out ot the room ._ followed by 1!:dgar. Crossing
the tall, and opening the library door, she disclosed to view the splendill casket which held
the remains of General Dulay. Addressing the
colored attendant, &he snicl:
"You may leave for the present; 1 would ue
alone with the body of my dear uncle."
When the door closed behind the servant,
Arlele advanced to tne head of the coffin, and
motioned Edgar to approach. Pointing to the
rigid face, she said:
" Can you look al that face, and ask me what
secret 1 possess of yours?"'
An expres1ion of . awe rested upon Edgar'.s
face, as he replied:
I can."
·
0
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Still pointing to the face of the dead, Adele
-said:
" That man was murdered."
"Great Heavens! Adele, what has that to do
-with the secret ?"
·• Yo11 can still preserve that look of iano•cc.>nce. When the gas was turned on in my
xoom, a few moments betore my uncle's death,
1the robber turned suddenly, his mask for an in,stant was jerked aside, and 1 caught a glimpse
·ot his face. Well, too well , 1 knew those feat1ures-tht'Y:were as indelibly imprinted upon my
heart as the outlines of yon deai, dead tace.''
"Adelel Adele! speak! What te1rible thing
is this which you suggest? Bane or i!:1sane,
1darling, tell me what you mean I"
" 1 mean," exclaimed Adele, as she shook
lh er finger at him warningly, and her eyes
;glowed with excitement, " that yours were the
-features I recognized behind the mask! Yoii,
:voii, Edgar Hall, m·e that dem· okl man's mU1·-

·aerer !"

UHAP'l'ER V.
"ExcusE me, madam, but I would liKe to
'speak to you a moment."
These words were addressed ton veiled lady,
·b y a well dressed, athletic youn g man, with
'stern blue eyes, as he gently tapped her upon
the shoulder, upon a retiretl up-towu street.
" flow dare you address me, sir ?" exclaimed
the womnn, indignantly, as she slopped and
.turned suddenly.
" l am sorry lo be under the necessity of
·doing so, madam, anci 1 assure you that I have
.110 intention ot being rude; but 1 think I have
.seen you betore. lf 1 am mistaken, you will
'Please accept my apologies and forget - that 1
-did so."
" If you think you have seen me before, you
. ·are mistaken: and unless you immediately pro·ceed about you r busineJs, 1 shall 8Cream tor
·help, and have you taken in charge by a policelman."
"Then scream," said the man coolly, " 1
,guess my excuse will prove satistactory. "
Th ere was an instant's silence; the veiled
woman made oo attempt to scream though so
'tauntingly invited to do so.
At length she
said :
" Where do you think you have seen me be-tore, and under what circumstances?"
"1 think 1 saw yon at Moss's pawn-office,
'and you were trying to pawn a diamo!!rl neck•ace."
" You impudent rascal! now 1 will scream!"
·.exclaimed the woman.
" Scream away!" replied the man; "but I am
,,going to see your face if you halloo yourself
boars(!''
Still the woman did not scream, but on the
..contrnry she said, meekly:
"Are you a detective officer? "
" Yes, madam, 1 am a detective officer."
"What do you suspect me ot doing, or havJng in my possession?"
"1 will tell you, madam, after I have had a
'look at your face; you may not be the person l
·.am looking tor at all."
·
" Then why have you been following me for
Lthe lnst hour?"
"So you knew all the lime thatl was follow .i ng you, eh ?"

"We live to learn, madam: 1 may ha'l'e
severer lessons to learn than this even, which
you th1eaten, but 1 must do my duty."
"Then tell me why you have followed me.
My face is not so hideous that I should fear to
remove my veil."
"Nor is my business such, madam, that 1
can tell it. ' '
"Then 1 must bid you goo:i-day, and ·go
about my business."
"Not until I have seen your face!"
"Row are you to see H, it 1 refuse to disclose it?"
" l will arrest you."
" Arrest me r"
"1 certainly will, on susp1c1on. My object
is of sufficient importance to risk a possible mistake."
"1 think you have threatened enough.
1
shall leave you-place your hand on me at your
peril !"
' 'My duty and your obstinacy compel me to
adopt decided measures. "
As the detective spoke, he seized her by the
shoulder nnd tore her veil aside. For an insta nt
only he caught a glimpse ot her pale, determined fef\tures-the next, a dull thud was
beard, the faithful officer relaxed bis grasp upon
her shoulder and her veil, staggered bRck, for
an instant swayed to f\nd fro, then fell upon
the sidewalk, the blood gushing from a fearful
wound on the side or nis head
" That fixes you! " muttered Lottie Redway,
as she glided swiftly away. "lt was ll wise
precaution when 'fom armed me with a ' billy, '
and taught me how to use it."
CHAPTER VI.

't(\ think so from the first."
The detective officer was still cautious. He
had a lurking dread thAt, alter nil, the pawn.
·broker might have told him the truth, and that
there were good reasons why the htcty might
·.really be the person: whom M.oss had 1epre.sented her to t>e, and still l111ve a wish to avoid
recognition by a detective, thollgh mnocen t of
-:any actual crime. · Shame at being seeu in such
..a place as a loan office would be a satisf9 cto ry
.motive for avoiding recognition.
" Yes, 1 knew that you were tollowing me,"
·said the woman, after a • moment's silence;
"and 1 walked aronDll in hopes that I might
•meet my husband; if 1 had you would have
·been careful next time who vou followed."
The officer started: this last remark went far
·t o confirm Moss's story. The woman, who was
.eyin g him intently, was qu ick to ohserve that
her last words had startled him, and she deter-

Yoii I
Edgar
Ball recoiled with a look upon his face ot undisguised horror and amazement.
" What teartul words, Adele; what fearru~
words are these?"
" Edgar flail, dare you look me in the eye,
and den.:1 that you are an acknowledged thiefa mnr;.lcrer?"
" Yes, Adele, •and I dare plead that my
tongue mi ght be paralyzed if 1 do not speak the
truth when 1 say that 1 am astounded by your
language-that 1 am not conscious or ever having committed a dishonorabte action in my
whole life, let alone earning the epithets of thiet
and ass11ssin I"
"J.\llr. Hall, our interview must terminate.
Had 1 been told, or had 1 rearl that such barefaced audacity existed, I would not bave believed it possible. You ask me tor an explanation; as a mattH of form I will give 1t; but.
think not for a moment. that your simulation of
innocence and surpri~e has impr~ssed me in the
least. I have had imprinted upon my heart and
memory every line and expression of your countenance.
I know your face better than any
other earthly one. You· recoll ect that less than
a week ago you claimed to be offended wilb
me. A seeming quarrel was a novelty, I had
never quarreled with any one before in my life,
lt was a mere whim. my npparent coldness.
When 1 sa IV you in this house among the throng
it was my intention to-"
" When you saw me in this house the other
evening ! Adele, 1 have not set eyes upon you
sioce that afternoon WP. parted in seeming
anger !"
"Dare you pretend to say that you were not
present here night before last ?".
"I was not!"
" 1 ca n prov" that you were, by a dozen of
our mutual acquaintances!"
" "\Veil, assum ing that l was here, proceed."
" During tile whole ev-ening yon acted toward
me as a total stranger. 1t you intended to pun·
ish me, you succeeded, your cool indifterence,
your well-acted behavior, as though l were a
total stranger, filled m~ with sorrow. That
sarue night, at ter I had retired l was suddenly
aroused, and beheld a masked figure standin g over me with a murderous knife. In disguised tones 1 was threatened with death it 1
made an outcry. By a stratagem I succeerled
in turning on the gas, then 1 recognized you.
Your change of dress disguised your form, but
1 saw your face and faintetl. When I returned

·minecl at once to follow up her advnntage.

to consciousness, the first object that I recog-

" My husbanct has business in the neighborhood, and 1 was hoping and prnying·all thri time
·that 1 would meet him, and then you would
<have le•irnerl a lesson that would have l asted
::you the ualance of your lite."

niz ed was the bleeding form ot my poor uncle
-he never spoke trom the moment the kn ife
pierced his heart. Later. when alone, 1 rashly
took a solenm vow that I would never betray
the murderer. You can well g uess why; and

'"Yes. "
"I thought so ; the way you don bled led me

UPON hearing Adele's terriblt1 words, "
YOU were that old man's murderer!"

I

DO!\' begone! lf you can, repent and reform.
Let this be your last crime, but never seek my
presence again!"
"One word, Adele, and I will got There is
some terri':>le mystery here-;-some tearful mystery! At present 1 dare not think, ueither wil!
I attempt to explain it, until after the solemn
duties of the burial arn over, and you have had
time to recover somewhat from rhe shock and
misery of the present moment. Oh, God I that
1 should have to do it! but, Adele, Adele, I
Know that you will forgive me-tlmt you wi'.l
not withdraw your love from me! 1 have a terrible story of misfortune to tell-I nm not responsible for my present position, but believA
me, when 1 have confessed everything, you will
not !ind it in your heart to cast me oft! Suspeud judgment, Adele, until you see me again.
When yon have heard my story, you will pity
and forgive me!"
Arlele gazed at him with a look of stern scorn
as he witlldrew from the room. When he had
!?One, slle dropped upon her knees beside the
coffin, and wept, murmuring between her sobs:
" Oh, uncl.i, uncle I would that 1 could be
laid beside thee, and find peace in the gra ve."

*

"'

*

*

*

The solemn funeral pageant was over. 'Ihe
many friends ot General Dulay had accompan·
ied his remains to the grave, and all was over.
Frien1s ot the family baa urged Adele to accompany them to their homes, but she had declined every kind ofter, and remained iu the
splendid house where she was now sole mistress, alone with her servants and the companionship of one friend, an elderly widow lady,
who lrnd insisted upon remaining with her.
Upon the day following the funeral, the sorrowing girl was summoned to the parlor to meet;
two gentlemen. They were the deteC'tives. They
had waited patiently tor the last rites to be pertormP.d to the dead, and now they had come to
work up the clew which the maid had so opportunely rurnished bv he1 in.::iuiry for the missing
jewels. The mm der of General Dutay was already classed among the m!\jly trngedies which
time anti time again had startled the community. The tearful mystery which shrouded the
case, added zest to popular curiosity, and tor
weeks it was likely to prove the absorbing topic
ot conversation and the theme of the leading
editorial thunders of the press.
Arlele's inexperience had led her to hope that
the detectives had been baffled, and that after a
se~so n speculation and inquiry would cease, and
th at the memory of the terrible aftair would
gradually tlrift away, and only be occasionally
alludect to with others of its kind, consequently
her surprise and trepidation were excessive upon
recognizing her two visitors.
One of the detectives, upon her entrance, immediately rose and said:
" Miss Dulay, we are sorry to barrow your
feelings by recurring to the dreadful misfortune which has overtaken you, but public
safety, anrl the demands of · justice require that
we should not leave a stone unturned to discover General Dutay's murd e re~. You, above
all ot.hers, ought to be "illing to ass ist us, as
far as you can. 'Yon had a val uahle diamond
nec 1dace, it was stolen by the assassin."
" How ctid you find this out?" inquired
Adele ionocently.
" We have discovered even more th an this,
Miss l>utay: ~e have got upon tb e track or the
necklace, and hope soon to have the assassin in
our giasp."
" Oh, God I i& it possible?" murmured Adele.
For reasons of their own the officers paid no
apparent attention to her exclamation, although
each remark confirmed the suspicion that, for
some unacco untohl e reason , the niece was trying to screen the murderer of her uncle.
" Will you furnish us a description of the
necklnce ?"
Adele complied with their request, and described the jewels am! their setti ng.
"Now ans"ver me one more 11uestion, if you
please. We know that the assassin was in yo ur
hedroom ; were you awakened by him before
the murder?"
"1 was."
" Did you see him suffici ently to he able to
describe hi s personal appearance at all?"
There was a moa:ent's pause. Adele trem.
bled with nervous agitation. At length she an·
swered:
"No; the moment 1 recognized him, I
fainted."
.. The moment you recognized him?" said the
officer, quickly. "Then you know who the
assassin was?"
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Again there was a pause. It flashed ov.er
Adele'8 mind that she had inadvertently used
the worcl " recoi.tnized." There was an in ward
etruggle between her desire to confess tlle truth
and Iler wish to screen the guilty. Finally she
said, resolutely :
"You misunderstood me; I should have said
I fainted the moment l saw a person in the
room."
"Can't you give us the least idea of his oppearauce-whetherhe was a large orsmall man,
stout or slender?"
" l can not assist you at all."
" Have you any idea ot the time when you
;vere awakened? Did the person in your room
/'Jea,1· any resemblance to any of the guest~ who
were in your uucle"s parlors a few hours previous to the murder?"
" !:low can l tell? I awoke, saw some one in
the room, and fainted. 'This statement ought to
convince you that I would be unable to describe his appearanci at all."
"I am sorry, Miss Dutay, that you do not
recollect the assassin's appearance. Are you
aware that another possible muTder has already
grown out of this atl'air?"
" Anoth~r possible murder?" exclaimed Adele
in amazement.
"Yes. We have reason to believe lhat, upon
the very day following the murder, an attempt
was made to dispose ot the stolen necklace. Mr.
Burton, one of our detective officers, was on
the track of a woman whom we suspectot making the attempt. lie followed her, and, when
about arresting her. the woman, or, as we believe, the man, disguised as a woman, suddenly
dealt him a blow with a 'billy,' and he fell insensible OD the Sidewalk."
" ls hEl dead?"
"No; we have slight hopes of his final recovery, but tor the present we have lost all track
of the attempted murderess, and doubtless accomplice, If not the 11ctual murderer, or Genenil
Dutay."
Again there was an awkward pause. l:lad
Adele been an ordinary person, or an outsicter,
the officers would have couaucted their examination in a very different urauuer. Her positive
aflirmation and denials tailed to convince them
but that she could aid them in discovering the
assa88in, if she chose to do so, but for the present they were baffled. Still, upon leaving the
house, the remarks which passed between them
were fearfully significant and suggestive.
" lt seems incredible;' observed one.
"Yet the magnet points that way," replied
the other.
"It ain't possible that you think that that
girl, who looks wore like au angel th an a thing
of earth, has had a hand in this tragedy?"
· "Well, l will tell you; I've been thirty years
on the force. 1 have witnessed S)me terrible
denouements ; that llirl betrays guilt when she
refuses to tell all she knows. 1 dare not trust
myselt to think, but circumstances point
strangely in that direction. Show me a motive,
and l'll name the guilty in five minutes. This
case rests with me, t.ill 1 learn what Genera!
Dutay's will says. 1 have encountered many
strange experiences. but this one threatens to
prove the most terri hie or them· all."
CHAPTER Vll.
my lady gay, did you realize the
duplex, so that 1 can go Clown.stairs with the
air of a lord, and settle with old friz-curls?"
was Tom Rcdway's salutation to his wife as
she entered the door.
" .No, l have not realized on them; and 1
doubt if we can, in this city, now. "
"The devil!" exclaimed Tom. "What the
deuce has happened ?" he added as his wife removed her hat and veil, and disclosed a tace as
pale and bloodless as that of a corpse.
"What's happened ? Why, the whole lhing
is blown! There was a cop at my heels, the
first loan shop 1 entered . lf the Jew hadn 't
been a cute one, I'd have been nabbed right
there."
" It's blown? what do you mean ?"
" 1 mean that the cops already kuow that the
man who stole the necklace was tlUJ assassin of
General Dutay."
"Jupiter Ammon! that girl was guying me,
after all. 1 suppose the police have got my
measure to an inch. That's kind of rough. I
thought l was secure on that necklace arrangement. It's the first time I've been soft, amt it's
lucky l escaped the •nip.' But tell me, Lottie,
how did you throw the cop?"
Lottie proceeded to relat e the scene as it oc·
" WELL,

curred in the Joan office, aud her subsequent the present momer..t.
We've got to make a.
meeting with and assault on the detective.
raise, Lottie; we've got to make a raise."
" Lottie," said Tom, with sudden energy,
"How are you going to do it?"
" we've got to have some money, and I'm going
"I've got an idea. I've got to see two orto get it. Give me tllat gewgaw," and taking three of tile boys and talk it over. and it strikes.
it from her hand, he went to the bureau drawer, me that in a few days, we'll b11ve this great city
drew forth a pair of pincers, and with the dex- howling over the most startling news they'va
terity of a mechanic, rapidly extracted the had for some time.''
stones from their secting, and left the room. In
about an hour he returned, with a triumphant
smile upon his face, and a roll of bills in his
CHAPTER Vlll.
hand.
"Now, Lottie, my love, we can appease the
ADELE had hardly recovered from the annoyold growler down-stairs."
auce and distress occasioned by her iutervie IV"
"Did you succeed in raising the money, with the detectives, before she was again sumTom ?" inquired his wife, gleefully.
moned to the parlor to meet another gentleman.
" 1 did, Mrs.; enrl I want to go right down The latter she bad never seen, although sbe had
and eetlle with that woman at once. I am more frequently beard her uncle ruenlion the uumeafruid of seeing the 'cops ' led in here by her, upon the card which he sent to her, as his lawthan 1 am of their ever running us down on yer. Upon looking at this card she was !or the
their own hook."
first time awakened to the fact tbat it was necesMrs. Redway was only too glad to follow ber Rary to make some investigation concerning her·
husband's direction, and proceeded at once to uncle's disposition of his immense estate.
pay the landlady in full. Upon her return she
Mr. Hasbrouck, tb,e lawyer, inquired abruptsaid :
ly after a few general amt symput!Jizing words~
··Now, then, what are we going to do?
" Where is your uncle's will?"
There's a rope dangling over your head, and l
"Haven't you got it?" answered Adele.
feel the chill draugllt from an open prison door
" 1 have not, .Miss Dntay. I drew up a will'
for the general, but he ret11ined possession of it.
already piercing my mm row."
"Well, Lottie, they say womeu have pretty himselt.''
kee'n w itH ; what would you advise us to do?"
"Uncle never said anything to me about a.. [ advise that we fold our tents, like the will."
Arabs, and as quietly steal away."
"We will probably find It among his papers.
" Well, my dear, I dou·t feel inclined to ac- With your permission, we will search tor it at:
cept your advice this time. I've just got things once. as it is necessary to ofter it immediately
in working order for a big lay out; but, hang tor probate."
it! we haven't got the ready money to finish up
Together they at once began an examinationthe job.1'
of the general's papers. For three hours the"And you'll hang if you stay in .New York search was continued. Every apartment of tho·.
to raise it.. That General Dulay was a million- late millionaire's safe and desk was ransacked •.
aire. From your own confession the owner of Every scrap ot paner cril ically scrutinized.
that neck lace had a full view of your person, and Every nook and r.omer in his librarv ·was-.
probably, ere this, has furnished an accurate de- tho1oughlysearched, and yet no will was found.
scription to the detectives."
"This is very unfortunate and embarrassing,"
"That don't trouble me much. l can look remarked Mr . .Hasbrouck when their examina- ·
like anybody else lJut Tom Redway in a few tiou was finally relinquished for the time being.
hours; but I'm sorry that detective saw your "Had your uncle any confi1ential friend with.
face."
whom he would be likely to deposit such an im" It's just as easy for me tQ disguise myself portant document?"
" l know of no t'De."
as it is for you."
"I know that; but it we've i::ot to try the
"Well, Miss Dulay, 1 can do nothing further·
disguise joh, we rnust change our quarters, and at present; you must continue this search, examthere is the rub. Tb,ere'll be a big reward offered ine every book, folio, box, trnnk, and drawer, in·
in a day or two, and then that landlady of ours the house. 1 have little doubt but that you will
will begin to put things together and work out come across it. Wilen you find the will, notify·
a conclusion; and that conclusion will be, that me."
the murdernr of General Dutay and her boarder
••If I should fail to find the will, what wm:
is one and the same person. Then she'll go for the consequences he?"
the reward, and, hang berl she can furnish the
"Too terrible to think of, Miss Dulay. Uncaps more threads than any other person in this less this will is found, there is a possibility that.
city."
you may be robbed of every dollar ot the es-·
late."
" Can't we quiet her?"
"What with-money?"
"How?"
"No; we h_!lve no money to spare."
"By tile recognition of the claim ot Leoo
1
" What then?"
Dutay."
"A glass of wine, with something besides J " Who is Leon Dutay?"
sugar to sweeten it !" ·
Is it possible that you do not know such a.
Tom Redway gazed at his wife curiously for I person?"
a moment, and at length remarked:
"I do not.''
"They say my heart's made of stone, Lottie;
For a moment the lawyer was lost in a brown>
if it is, 1'<1 lilrn to know what yours is made of. study. At length he said:
1 never spilled human blood unless at a critical
"Did you ever bear your relationship to Gen··
moment, and for personal safety."
era! Dutay questioned?"
"l never did.''
" Well, ain't this for personal safety?
haven't you admitted that this woman has
"Poor child," murmured the lawyer. "r
more power to injure us than any other person fear a great trial is before you."
in New York?"
"'l'ell rr.e about this Leon Dutay?"
"Yes; but her life must be assured. We
"Upon the very day that the news of yonrcan' t murder a person every Clay, ond expect to uncle's death was circulated, a stranger calkdl
escape. There'll be hue and cry enough already upon me,.introduced himselt as Leon Dulay,
in a day or t"1<o, and we'll ,be lucky H we pull and stated that he was n. nephew of 1he genera~·
through without being pulled."
-a son of the deceased's youngest brother. lle"·well, something must be do.ne."
requested to be notified when the will was to be·
"Exactly I l'rn . going to interview Mrs. read. I told him that 1 bad drawn up General
Brown , and let her understand that the mom~nt D11tay's will, and that he was not among theshe attempts to figure for any reward, she'll be number of the devisees. He then inquired wh e>
strangled. And if l haven't made a mistake in was principally benefited by the will. l told
her character, she understnuds the 'gang's• him that the bulk of the estate was b1•queathedl'
method for dropping on informers; and all the to the general's niece and adopted dau ghterr
money in New York wouldn'i tempt her to Miss Adele Dutay. He then remarked, coolly:
' 'l'hat will amounts to nothing. ' l said, ' you.
risk their swift ven geance."
"Then you intend to hush her mouth by ter- are mistaken, sir, it was carefully drawn, and
ror ?"
the witnesses are all living. ' Be then said,' Didi
"Exactly ?"
the general in his will describe Miss Adele Dutay"Where do you propose to look for new as bis niece?' l told him' he did.' Again he-quarters?"
observed, •The will is worthless. There is not
"'l'he ·gang ' meets to-night. After the meet- a drop of the Dutay blood In this so-called Adele
iug, I'll decide. The boys were never in more Dutay's veins.' '·
desperate circumstances, nor more ready to take
"Oh, God!" exclaimed Adele. "I often.
desperate chances. The brigands ot ltaly, after feared that Ibis was true, hut I never anticipateru
a mouth's fast, are not more anxious for a dash- that the announcement would come from such-.
ing raid than the 'Brigands oi New York,' at a quarter."
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" What consideration is to be given to my
"Not exactly; one_of my sons will remain in
"ls it possible that there is a doubt concernclaims?" remarked Adele.
the city with me?"
iing your relationship to the late general?"
"Your
claim~?"
exclaimedDutay,
with
well·
" Do you close up your house when you are
Adele related bow occasional suspicions had
·:flashed across her mind-how Ahe had ques- simulated surprise. " Why, what possible claim away?"
can
you
have,
if
my
uncle
has
left
no
will?"
>tloned her uncle, and his strange actions when
"No; we leave it in charge ot the house•· Am 1 nut his uiece?"
keeper and a man-serv&.nt. I am generally home
·11he did so.
The lawyer listened attentively,
"No· vou are .not."
the greater part of I he ti me myself. "
.and, when she concluded, remarked:
" Who; then, am 1?" said Adele, quickly.
This conversation was carried on between the
" This all amounts to nothing, if we succeed
This was the drift she had all along been trying two gentlemen in an ordinary tone of voice.
;ia finding the will. "
Tilus it was that while the two brokers were
"But l shall not dispute the claim of this to give to the conversation.
Leon Dulay colored, and, for a moment, he casually conversing upon the sidewalk, two
.Leon Dulay, if he proves his identity and the
hesitated, and gazed upon the beautiful face of handsomely dressed young men were passing
'truth of his assertions concerning me."
" This is a matter for subsequent discussion. the young girl, and failed to conceal bis evident just at the instant when Mr. Brown made the
inquiry: "Are you going to remain Jn the city
-Our first business is to tlud the will. Then we admiration for her beauty.
"You are the daughter of a Paris beggar-a overnight, alon e?" These two young men
will consider the pretensions and the story of
child whom my late dear uncle picked up in stopped. A. looker-on would have diijCovered
:this scoundrel, Leon Dutay. "
nothing strange or suspicious tn their action, so
the streets."
"Why do you call him a scoundrel?"
"Can you prove this?"
naturally did they come to a halt, and gaze
" Because 1 have discovered that he is such.
•• 1 can; but 1 shall make the charge, and com- about upon the surrounding signs, as though
Immediately after his interview with me, l
looking tor a certain address. l:Sut in spite of
!Placed a detective upon his track, to ascertain pel you to rtispro ve it."
" When and where?"
their indifl:erent behavior, a peculiar look sethis habits and general character. As a lawyer,
" ln tl~e courts, wheu the trial takes place as tled upon the countenance of each, and a signif1 did thiij as a mere precautionary rucnsute, and
icant glauce was flashed twm oue pair of eyes
-succeeded in establi~hing the fact that Leon Du- to the true hzj1 of General Dulay."
to the other, as Mr. Nathanson replied:
" This will not be necessary."
t~y was a gambler, and, what was worse, a man
" \Yhy not necessary'/"
"Yes; 1 shall remain alone in the citl" towho had been under the surveillance of the
'
" Because if you can prove your statements to night."
<police for a long time as a suspected forg er and
When !he brokers parted, 1he two young meu
•counterfeiter. The proofs of his being a worth- my satisfaction, I shall not dispute your claim
to all of your uncle's properly."
followed Mr. Nathanson a few doors below, saw
less vagabond were indisputable."
" Your lawyer says differently."
him enter a doorway, and having overheard his
"Nevertbele88,'' said Adele, "it he is really
"1 do not care what my lawyer says: prove name, quickly recognized his business sign, and
·Leon Dulay, and can prove that 1 aw not a Du- to me that 1 am not really the niece of General one of them, turning to the other, said:
·tay, he shall have every dollar of the late gen- Dutay, and 1 will surrender to you every penuy,
"Do you know who that old pill is, Tom?"
•eral's estate; and 1 am satisficll, in my own even though the missing will shall be tound."
., No."
mind, that he will prove his statements to be
Leon Dutay's face expressed the wildest
"lie is the wealthiest Jew broker in the city.
-true."
amazement upon hearing Adele thus express Th1Jre's a good. lay-out, caµ."
"And will you surrender all this wealth?"
herselt. He said: "l can prove my state- . "Bah!" replied the other, "old culls like
"l will."
meut."
him don't have anythmg of value laying loose
"You are a strange person, Miss Dutay, but
"When will you do so?"
around their domiciles; they may own millions,
-118 a friend of your late uncle, 1 shall not permit
" This very atternoon, if you will call at my end Ii ve like beggars. "
you to do anything of the kind. Even if the residence.''
"You are mistaken, my Lotd Redway; they
·will is not found, 1 shall maintain a legal fight
" twill come to-morrow."
may in London, where you come from, but in
•with this man from court to court.''
"You must come alone; it you bring your the C'ities of tliis country, they imitate the ton.
"How can you, when l retuse to be a patty lawyer with you, 1 will refuse to produce the They outdazzle the be&t of other people with
<to the suit?"
their jewels and the splenrtor of their residences.
" 1 can, and will. I have more regard for the proofs."
" 1 will come alone."
Didn't you see the 'sparklers' in the old gent's
-word o:t General Dutay, my late friend, than 1
Alter arraugrng for the morrow's interview, shirt front? Either one of them is worth a thouiwould have for the sworn attidavits of a hun- Leon Dutay took his departure. A.s the door sand, and two hundred eagles wouldn't buy
-Ored such men &9 this Leon Dutay. Further- closed upon him, and he passed down the stoop, that ring that flashed upon Uis finger. And,
'Illore, it was the calm intention ot your uncle a wicked expression distorted his features, as he To.n, the old cull is going to be alone to-night; it's
that the tJrovisions ot his will should be car1ied muttered : "1'11 produce the proofs, and remove dollars to cent! that It' ll be a big •brace.'"
-out to the letter, and I shall exert all my energies every obstacle between me and this estate."
"That's what we need now, Bill. We're all
1to see that they are."
·
Upon the following morr.ing, A.dele left her cle1111ed out, 1 guess."
" Do you doubt the story of this man?"
home, after having informed her maid that she
"Well, this is one lay. We can make a neat
" 1 do-at least part of it. 1 am satisfied that would return to luncheon. But she did not re- job of this without any blood-letting. Those
:you are the niece of the late Mr. Dutay, and his turn at the appoinled time. Bour after hour Dulay af'l:airs are expensive. They cost a lad
legal heir. I possessed a great deal of the gen- passed until nighttall, and she came not, neither all the swag to blind the cops."
·eral's confidence, and I know that thern was a did she ever return, nor dill the most indetatiga·
"You're right there, Bill," said Tom,
•painful and distressing episode in his life; but ble efforts of Mr. Hasbrouck, aided by the most thoug;htrully ; "but after all, I cau't complain
•that you are really his niee;e, l am satisfied."
skllltul detectives, result in obtaining a clew to much about that Dutay affair. Euch a thing
··Can we not compromise with this cousin of her mysteriom disappearance. No will having cc.uldn't have happened in Europe and quieted
·mine, and give him 11 portion of the estate?"
been found, and the reputed' heiress havin.,. C1is- down as quickly as I hat did. The most danger"Not a dollar, if 1 can help it. 1 am an old appe11red, the lawyer was helpless, and Leon ous part of that little affair was Lottie's fracas
-man, Miss Aclele, and have had a great cleal of Dulay proved his relationship, and without op- with that detective. 11 she'd given a little more
·experience in my time, in just such matters as position, became the undisputed possessor of the force to her' billy,' we'd have been all safe.
this: and, as a dear friend ot your uncle 's, l great wealth of the murdered millionaire.
But tnat chap is CID his feet again, and onlv last
wish you to follow my advice and be governed
night we had an intimation that he was on our
by me."
track like a sleuth-hound."
" At present, l do not know exactly what to
" Have you got the measure of that chap,
CHAPTER lX.
-do. When 1 see you again, I will be more comTom?"
1poi;ed, and will have had time to think this
ABOUT two months subsequent to the events
"l've got hi! description from Lottie; but
:strange complication over."
related in our previous chapters, two gentlemen he 's blinded his old measure -he's around In
" You will promise me to n:.ake a thorough stood con versing on the sidewalk in front of the some kiurl of disguise, and means mischief. l'd
.-search tor the will?"
newly-erected gold exchange on Broad Street. rather have a dozen cops after me, looking for
" Yes, 1>ir; this much 1 will promise."
Both gentlemen were well known: as heavy the reward, than one on my 1rack, trymg to
After the departure oJI tne lawyer, Adele re- operators at the stock and golu board. Oue of square a pomt. l'm too mat.ter-ot-fact to be
mewed the search, and continued it from day to the parties was a fair counterpart ot the brusque, superstitious, Bill, but I've got a feeling that
<I.av, but was finally forced to the conviction vigorous man of business, evidently an Ameri- either 1 or that chap has got to go down before
that her uncle, for reasons of his own, had de- can, who telt well satisfied with himself and the either one of us is snfe. An ocean ain't broad
:Stroyed it-the will could not be tound. Mr. w01ld at large. The other was a gentleman of enough to divide us?"
Hasbrouck called daily, and exhibited as much more peculiar type; about medium height,
"What! Tom. you're the last man that
-anxiety as though he had been the principal dev- stoutish-build, with iron-gray nair, swarthy com- ought to wenken."
1see, but be wae at lenj!;th reluctnntly com- plexion, and glittering black eyes, which plainly
"When I weaken, Bill, you'!! know it. A
·:pelled to believe that the missing will was either betrayed his Jewish origin. Yet, d~spite the brav-e man, even 1hongh a thief, won't try to
general shrewd and stern expression of his face, conceal his danger from himself."
lost or hml been destroyed.
Thus a week passed, when one aftetnoon, there was perceivable, also, an unmistakable, exFrequently, during the business hours of that
J>OOr, worried, and distressed Adele was again pression of kindness and benevolence rarely in- day, Mr. Nathanson, the weallhy broker,
dicated by a person of his special businPSS and passed in anrt out of his office, upon various
.summoned to the parlor to meet a stranger.
" 1 have called," he said, " to know when my persuasion.
business errands, and •wery step was shadowed
late unci-e·s will will be react? l can get no sat" Ar!J you going to be present at the meeting by the two brigands, who had selectert him as
;fsfaction from Mr. Hasbrouck."
of the special committee of the board this after- their victim. When he went to tile banlr, one
noon, Mr. Brown'/" saij the Jewish-looking of them had business with the adjoining teller;
" Who are you, sir?" asked Adele.
" 1 am Leon Dutay, a nephew to the late gentleman
when he went to his lunch, they sat at an ad"No, Nathanson; 1 promised to join my joining table. Little did the hurriP.d eate1s
•General Dutay."
" Has Mr. Hasbrouck not informed you that family in the country this afternoon. l shall about them dream that the µreliminary steps of
:no will has been found?"
leave the city about one o'clock."
what was to terminate in one of the most tear" 1 promised to join my family also at the ful and terrihle tragedies that ever start led the
Upon hearing this simple inquiry, a strange
,glitter illuminated the eyes of Leon as he said, Hrauch," said N athauson, " but I shaN have to community, or even the world, were being faken
remain in the city to-night. The uecision of right in their very presence.
•quickly:
.
" l suspected as much. If this is the case, the committee is a matter of great concern to
It was after five o'clock when Mr. Nathanson
why, there can be no dispute as to my cluim to me."
entered one of the Broadway and Wal! Street
"Then you'll have to remain in your h"ouse Ferry stages at the corner of Broad and Wall
the whole of the property left by my late un~I& ''
.
all alone to-night?"
streets on his way up-town. As the omnibus
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turned out of the latter street into B1oadway,
it was bailed by l wo young men; one got inside,
while the other mounted on top beside the
driver, Slowly amidst the jam ot vehicles, the
shouts and c11r~es ot drivers, and the I bronging
mass of humanity on either sidewalk, the driver
of the omnibus proceeded on his up-town trip.
At the corner of Twenty-third Street aml Broadway, Mr. :Nathanson left the stage and was
shortly followed by the t.wo young men, who
rook the opposite side of the street and kept him
in sight until they saw him enter a handsome
sto ne-tront house a few doors west of Fifth
Avenue.
As the door of the house closed behind J\'lr.
:Natllanson, one of the young men turned to the
other us they came to a halt opposite, and said:
" How is t!.Jat, Tom? do you think ttiat man
owns millions and lives like a beggar ?"
"It certainly does not appear so; but that 's
going to be a hard house to crack, pal."
' ' What makes you think that ?"
" Why, it's too close to the llotel and a public
thor11u gllta1e, ant1 you know cops like to keep
in tlie ray ot gas light as much as possible. A
host of them are sme to be lying looRe around
this hotel, when the other parts of their beats
ar~ deserted.
Tile police, you kuow, like to
take thin gs as cozy as possible."
" 1 know that, Tom," iemarked the other, as
they proceeded down the street toward Sixth
Avenue, "but. tllat's a circumstance 1 intended
to take advantage of. But now, cull, who's
going to take the bearings? "
" I _guess you can do that better than anybody
else, Bill, you're a glib buzzer."
'' All right, pal, yon stroll on down toward
the corner, and l 'll twi3t over and take a peep,"
and as Bill spoke he C1ossed the street, walked
leisurely up to the house he bll.d seen Mr.
Nathanson enter, passP.d up the stoop, and carelessly rang the bell. The door was opened by
a middle-aged Irish wom11n.
" ls there a Mr. Gadsden boarding here?" Inquired Bill.
" There is not, sir," replied the woman;
"there's no one livin ' here by that name at all."
" It may be that 1 have made a mistake in
the name," said Bill ; "is there a11y young gentl eman living here?"
"None but the master's sons, air."
" And what's the name of the gentleman?"
"Nathanson."
"Nathanson-Nathanson," repeated Bill; "I
think that's the name I want. ls be at home?"
'' There's no one home but the old gentleman
bimsel', who has just come in, sir. I'll call
him, if you wish to spake wid him."
"No; never mind; it's the young man I wa::it
to see. Do you expect him in shortl.v?"
" 1 don 't know that any ov thim will be home
but the ould gentleman to-night, the family are
all away. But l 'll ax the mnster, if you wish."
" Never mind," said Bill. " l 'll call again
tomorrow."
·
During these Inquiries, Bill had stepped within
the vestibule door, ailfl while talk ing- to the innocent Milesian, had peered within with his
wicked eyes, and studied the jnterior arrangement of the house as tar as his opportunity permitted. A few moments later, be rejoined bis
companion with tile remark:
" lt's a soft thing, Tom; and the coast is
cleur."
" I hope we'll find enough swag to pay for
the 1isk."
·
"Rest easy, pal, 1 tell you we're going to
work a mine to-ni.e:ht."
As the two men turned up Sixth Avenue, they
saw a plainly dressed, veiled lady coming to·
ward them. As she approar.hed, and her eyes
fell upon Tom, she suddenly stopped, clasped
her b ..nds to her heRrt, as though to quell its
violent agitation, and for an instant tottered as
thou gh a'Jout to fall. Tom's Quick eye discerned at once that something was the matter,
and sprung to assist ber. But the maiden started
back, and with an excited gesture, s11id, in a low
voice:
"No, not .Jh, God! don't you touch met"
and ere Tom had recovered from his surprise
and amazement, she swiftly glided away.
CHAPTER X.
MR. lliATHANSON, the wealthy banker and
broker, sat. alone in the front room, on the second
floor of his home. The g-as was turned low.
'!'he nigllt was excessively- warm, and a lounge
in the room had evidently been prepared as a
temporary couch for the night. The occupant
of the room was in his shirt sleeves and slippers,

and slowlv paced to and fro. After a short time
he threw himself upon the .lounge, and dropped
off into a quiet doze. t:luddenly the room door
opening into the hall was pushed open, and a
young man on tiptoe stepped into the room. As
stealthy as !he step was, it aroused the sleeper,
whv inquired, suddenly:
" Who's there?"
"It's only me, sir," was the reply.
"Have you just come in?"
"Yes, sir."
"What is the hour?"
" Half past one."
" 1 wish you would come in earlier, my son.
ls your brother JD ?"
·•Yes, sir; 1 saw his hat in the hall."
" 1 must have been asleep, then, for 1 did not
bear him."
" Are you feeling well, father?"
"Yes. Good-nigh t."
"Good-night, sir," and the Joung man
stepped out ot the room, and was about closing
the door behind him, when his father called:
"Leave the door open, it's very warm."
Obeying his father's command, the young
man quietly ascended the stairs, and again silence
reigned, except the steady tick of the clock upon
the marble mantel. And again the banker slept.
Probably three quarters of an hour passed,
when a second time a human figure stepped
within lhe room, and was at once followed by a
1.econd party. They were both in their stocking feet ; one carried a dark lantern, while the
other held a knite in one hand, and a singular.
looking instrument, made of iron, usually called
a " dog," in the other.
Their movements and their weapons at once
indicated th eir errand. They were burglars
who had stolen into the house in quest of plun
der. The one who held the dark lantern ad·
van~ed toward the window, and dettly extinguished the gas jet , while the other stole,
noiseless, across the room, and took a position
beside the couch of the old man, who was now
lost in profound slumber.
The brigand wbo went to extinguish the _gas,
the moment he did so, slipped the mask of his
Jac:tern, and a sharp ray of light shot across the
darkness wllich shrouded the room, as he
turned about, took a position beside bis companion, and flash ed the full 1ay of the lantern
in the face of tl!e sleeper.
"The old· cull' sleeps well," he whispered,
addressing his companion; " may be we can
finish tbe job without aroubing him."
":Not if 1 know myselt," replied the other;
" let him awake suddenly with a yell, and the
jig 's up in this Yicinity."
At length the sleeper moved, then slowly unclosing hib eyes, he d rew his band across them,
and as the sentient light of consciousness flashed
through them, he behela the two figures standing beside him, and as instantly became aware
that the cold muzzle of a pistol was pressed
against his temple, while a murderous looking
weapon was slowly waved before his eyes, and
a low, hissing voice said:
" MO'Ve, or speak, and you are a dea<l man!"

The banker at once realized his peril, fully
understood the danger of making any outcry at
that instant-he read the murderous determi ·
nation ot the brigands in tlleir villainous countenances, ana in a remarkably firm and calm
voice he said in low tones:
"What is it that you want?"
"Money- jewels-a par! of the surplus wealth
that you won't miss, but which will make us
rich We are poor."
"You have come to the wrong place-what
wealth l have is not kept in my house."
At that. instant the Brigand flashed the ray ot
his lantern upon a small safe which stood just
within the doorway ot the adjoining room.
"A.h, ha!" he hissed, "where's the key of
yonder treasure box?"
" You must find it. I crrtainly will not assist
you to rob me."
Mr. Natbansou's vest hung upon a chair beside the lounge; this the robber seized, and
thrusting his hand in the pocket, found a ring
of keys.
"liiow you're fixed, i;al, you go and mvestigate the safe. 1'll take a seat here beside the
old cul and entertain him while you stir the porridge. Berti, take the glim. "
For a few moments nothing disturbed the
awful silence but tile occasional rattle of paper,
as the scoundrel who was at the safe had succeeded in opening it, pullin_g o>er its contents.
The other had seated llimself upon the lounge
beside his victim. Seemingly satisfied that
there was no danger ot the olcl gentleman's giv-

lu g an alarm, be took the knife in his mouth,
aud altemptE-d to extract the diamond studs,
which sparkled like irlows offire in l\'lr. N11thanson'~ shirt-front.; but the Brigand had miscalculated thr: resoluteness and darin_g of his victim.
The instant the point of the deadly knife was •
withdrawn from his bosom, and the robber
reached over to the chair whereon bis shirt Jay,
Mr. Nathanson, who was naturnlly a powerfu1
man, suddenly sprun_g up, seized the Brigand
by the throat with a powe1ful grasp, and iu an
instant was upon his tee!, and ' after a briei,
noiseless struggle, hMe the ruffian to tne floor,
Then was his opportunity-then, had he called
for help lhe whole sequel of this !Jorrie! sto1y
bad been changed; but in the excitement of the
moment, and bis fierce anger as his graSJ? tightened upon the villain's throat, and he became ·
powerless in his grasp, he forgot to utter the
saving call-a moment and it was too late, a
dull thud was heard; agRin and again the same
deadened crash. Relnxing his grasp he sunk to
the floor. With blazing eyes and blood-besmeared countenances his two heartless murderers stood over him, and with a sardonic grin
distorlmg lheir devilish countenances, watched
llis expiring ef:l:orts, until at len_gth a shudder
trembled over his frame, a rattle of the }ast _gasp
sounded in his throat, his eyes became transfixed
in a terrified death-state, and all was over, Their
hellish work was completed, and he Jay before
them Ii distorted, bloody object. Not a word
was el'changed between the two desperate scoundrels who had done this dreadful deed. There ·
was no need to fear now that that bloody form
wor.ld gi ve an alarm; and with a coolness which
would have done credit to a fiend, they deliberately resumed their work of plunder, an d when
they had seized upon every article of value
which they could lay their bands upon, one of
them actually returned and forced a costly ring
horn their murdered victim 's finger. Then
quietly they passed out of the room, stealthily
stole down the stairs, and deliberately resumed
their bvots, placed the bloody but valueless
weapon beside the door in the hallway, and let
themselves out and rapidly fled from the scene,
congratulatin_g themselves upon the success of
their bloody work, and consoling themselves .
wi th the reflection that theyweresate-t!Jeyhad
not left a trace bebind them whereby they could
be \racKed and identified. But, alas! little as
they dreameu of such a thing, there was one who
by some unseen influence, stirred by a spirit ot
restlessness, bad risen from her couch, gone to
the window, and just for an instant, had caught
the glimpse of a pale and guilty tace, as its .
owner passed upon the opposite side of the
street, beneath the glare of a street lamp, and .
recognized the features.
CHAPTER XL
IN a rit:hly furnished apartment In one of our-private, faBhionable boarding-houses, upon a..
sofa, reclined a handsome young man. His face
was pale and emaciated, indicating recent and
severe ill oess, and as he rose and crossed the
room to ohtain a book, !Jis step was tr:eble an<i.
languid. Returning to the sofa, he had just
comfortably slretclled himself out, when there·
came a rap at the door. " Come in, " be said.
The door opened and admitted a servant, who-·
crossed the room, and handed him a letter.
"Tbis was found under the door, sir," said
the servant, " early this mornin_g, hut my mi11- .
tress did not bid me bring it up until now."
" Found under the doo1 ?" said the youngman.
"l' es, sir.,,
"Ve1y well. you can 1ro;" and as the servant·
left the room, be muttered, as he tore the envelope upon : "This is strange! What on earth>
can it mean ?"
The moment bis eyes tell upon the contents,.
an exclamation ot surprise burst from his lips,
and a look of startled wonder illuminated his-·
countenance.
"Great Heavens! what does this mean?"
And he read the tollowiug singular missive
aloud, seemingly to more fully fasten its meaning upon his mind.. Tllere was neither date norsi_gnature appended:
"MR. EDGAR HALL,-l<'or your own sake, fl.ya! oace; you were seen and recognized upon
that fatal night. lt you do not heed this warning, the writer's reverence for the memory ofone who is now dead, will not prevent her from
disclosing the truth, and handing you over to
the officers of the law. Justice to humanity demands that you be surrendered, but regard for-
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the memory of one who once loved you, gives
you an opportunity to fly and reform. )'our
haunts and companionehip are well known, and,
if you are sf en in New York after three aays,
the officers shall be placed on your track. Take
heed-fly-repent-and retorm-or your oppor.
tunity will be forever Jost."

"ls it a man, or a woman?"

11

for an instant staggered him. But ere his prey
coulct spring away, the detective recovered and·
"Am 1 acquainted with her? '
seized him in his powerful grasp. A desperate
"Yes."
struggle now ensued, right in the broad light of
"Who is she!"
midday; but the neighborhood was one where
" Adele Dutay."
fights were frequent, and though a crowd
"What !" exclaimed the doctor. "My dear quickly gathered, no one intertered with the
sir, now 1 know that you are the victim of some combatants.
Again and again Edgar Hall perused this sin- weird hallucination. Adele Dutay has lJeen
At length, the superior strength of the detectgular and incoherent letter. Were it not for a dead two mouths. "
ive enabled him to get the advantage of his
" So 1 thought; but this note proves the con- liirhter opponent, who at this time was bleeding
weird suspicion which ha<1 flashed across his
profusely from several wounds, the result of
mind, he would have believed himself the sport tiary."
ot some maniac. But, no, despite the attempt
" How do you know that note came from blows from the iron fist ot the officer. Suddenly a tall , spare man, with a datk compl exion,
to conceal her identity, Edgar settled at once Adele Dulay?"
" Because she betrays a knowledge of facts and fierce, black eyes, emerged from among the
upon tbe authorship of the letter.
" Thie letter," he murmured, " was written known to none other but herself-she has dis- crowd, and exclaimed, as the detective knelt
by a woman, and that woman is-0 God! 0 guised her nand writing, but, woman· like, has with his hands upon Tom 's chest:
God!-one whom 1 have mourned for as dead, been less wary in the. substance of her note."
" Hold on, you big duffer, let that little fel ·
believing her to have been snatched from exist" Adele Dutay was your affianced wite, was low up and give him a show."
ence by the same mysterious fate which hns she not ?"
"This man is a thief; l'm an officer," was
'' Rhe was.''
pursuert me from my cradle."
the reply.
The excitement occasioned by the ~ingular
"Diel a difference arise between you?"
" Well, if you are an officer, you're big
epistle which he had so strangely received, lent
" Yes."
enough to arrest a dozen little fellows like this
man, without beating him to a mummy, you
fresh strength to Edgar Hall's feeble limbs, und
" What was it ?"
"She believes me to be the murderer of her big cur."
with a comparatively vigorous step he paced to
and fro across his· room. As he \Yalked, he gave uncle, General Dulay."
By this time Brownley had succeeded in ~et
utterance to his thoughts.
" How did she become possessed of such a ting the hundcu:!Is on the prisoner'.s wrists. Ris" This illnesil -this unfortunate accident has strange idea? on what does she ground ber sus- ing to his teet, he dre>V 'l'om up also, and mutmade a wreck of my happiness. Of all beings picions?"
tered sullenly as the crowd pressea close about
them:
·
who appear to be pursued by a strange destiny,
" She says she saw me commit the deed."
"Great Heavens I" cried the doctor; "how
I seem to be the chief. 1 know that tace. The
'' I don't want any' mussing ' with you now,
faint glimpse 1 caught of those features ere I did she become possessed of this hallucination?" Dorie, you mean a rescue. Get back now, or
was struck and became unconscious, impressed
"My drnr sir, there is the mystery. Now I l' JI bore you. "
me by their familiarity. A moment, and had 1 will return to my tormer question-do you be"Don 't you draw any pistol on me,"
retainea my reason, 1 would have recognized lieve a mun C!ln be in the body at one place, exclaimed Dorie, whlle several of the crowd t-xthe owner of the tace concea Jed behind that veil. while a supernatural semblance of himself is claimed: "Give that dufle1 a belt in the head;
And to add to the mystery, I am convinced that present in another?"
he's a fraud; make him let the little fellow go."
. I was upon the right track, and yet my nearness
"No."
Brownley was no coward, but his face paled.
to OM <liscovery but brings me in contact with
"And yet Adele Dulay thinks she saw me in He knew that the man before him was the chief
a fresh mystery."
her uncle's parlors the night precediniz the mur- backer or all the Brigands in New York. He
At this instant Edgar's soliloquy was inter- der; and again· she recognized me in her room, knew, also, that he was not two hundred vards
rupted by the abrupt entrance into the room of standmg over her in a threatening nttitude, with distant from the principal resort ot the· boss
a gentleman about his own age. The latter had a dagger in my hand-that she beheld me rob thieves-a house kept by this very Dorie who
evidently overheard the former 's last remark, her of her jewels and then ruthlessly murder confronted him. Among the crowd were a
her uncle to prevent capture."
and he said:
number ot mechanics, who had been attracted
" M.y friend, your allusion to a mystery · is
" How do you account tor this strange hallu- from several neighboring workshops by the exvery apt, for l must admit that this sudden ac- cination?"
citement. To these m(!n the detective appealed,
cession of bodily strength which yon exhilJit is
"1 have a theory, doctor, and I am unques- calling upon them to prevent a rescue, and stattionably correct in my surmises, but the proof ing, also, that his prisoner was the most notoria mystery to me.''
"Ah, doctor! 1 am glad . that you have of their correctness is too terrible to contemplate. ous burglar and .cut-throat in the country. But
But 1 must find Adele, and you must assist me; even if the honest men in the crowd had essayed
come. When will ! be able to go out?"
" My dear fellow, if you exert yourself as when 1 prove my own innocence to her, then it to assist him, their ellorts would have been unviolently as it is evident you have been doing, will be time enough lo search tor the guilty. availing, and none knew better than themselves
y:m will never go out again."
Oh, Goa! 1 feel too well that l know the the desperate character of Dorie 1tnd the crowa
" But I must and will," said Edgar, vehement. criminal!"
of roughs who had now gatnered about him.
ly; " all my old strength has suddenly returned
" Run for a policeman," said Brownley to a
" But how do you know that Adele Dutay is
alive? Are there not ample proofs that she has rather respectable·looking youth who stood gaz-1 feel now like a well man."
ing wonderingly at the tumult," or I will be a
"Yes, my dear sir, but your present vigor is committed suic;cte?"
" Yes ; but 1 am now convinced that Adele murdered."
only a false strength; already I see evidences of
a relapse. Your !ever has returnea, your pres- herself furnished these proofs-she wishea it to
" Hold on, young fellow!" said a short-haired,
ent strength is merely delirium. Has anything be supposed that she was dead."
bull-necked ruffian who stood near, as the wellunusual excited you?"
" But are you aware that this ruse on her part. dressed youth started to obey the detective's re"Yes; filteen minutes ago this note was rob~ her of her uncle's millions, and puts a quest; "don't you go tor no cop for that big
handed to me. lt was placed under the door scoundrel in possession of them?"
duffer, or 1 will give you a thump on the head."
by an unknown hand. Read it."
"Yes, 1 am aware of that, and knowing her
"Stand back! stand back!" exclaimed the
The doctor took the note, glanced over it curi- as I do, l · feel that all the wealth ot this world detective, as he caught Redway by the arm,
ously, and then said:
is valueless in her eyes, and that to.day the anct attemped to draw him along. ·" I am at.. If you had handed me a transcript of hiero- earth holds not another as miserable as she, be- tending to my duty, and it you interfere, you
glyphics, it woutd have been as intelligible to cause of this terrible mistake ot identity."
will sufler tor it."
me as this note. Have you committed a crime?"
" Then you think she really believes she rec"I ain't interfering with you, but don't f)oint
'' Don't you see that I am accused of one in ognized you in the assassin?"
that ' barker ' at rne whether you are an officer
or not."
·
that note?"
''Yes."
" Then he must have resembled you."
" Well, yes, it would seem sci. Of what are
" 1 do not wish to point the pistol at you, I
you accused?"
"He aid."
only wish to be allowed to attend to my own
business without interference."
"The murder ot Mr. Nathanson."
"How do you know it?"
The doctor laughed merrily, as Edgar serious·
"Doctor, you must still be my friend-you
The officer well knew thf't the only object of
Jy made this reply.
must aid me to find Adele, but the answer to Dorie was to precipitate a quarrel upon any
"Why, my dear fellow," he said," when that your last question is for the present my se1Yret pret€1Jse whatever, and during the rnelee, he
tearful murder and robbery was committed, you alone."
well knew it would be good-bye to his prisoner.'
were lying upon that bed yonder, as harmless
" 1 know that duffer," finally s11id one of tl,ie
and helpless aa an infant, ana had heen for six
roughs, who now were gathered so close to tile
CHAPTER
Xll.
weeks; you are the victim of some maniac or
detective as tu completely hedge him tn, "he's
grim jokist."
"ToM REDWAY, I want you."
a fiy cop from the Frst Ward; he ain't. no de" Doctor. do you believe in doubles-in
The speaker, a large, powerful man, had been t.ecti ve, he ain't. "
spiritual manifestations-ghosts or goblins? Do following a small, lithe, athletic-looking young
The crow a had no?.' pressed so close, that unyou believe that a man could be present at one man for several blocks along a side street run- less the detective made some decided demooplace in the body, while a ghostly semblance of ning parallel with Broadway. Redway turned stration, he would be completely separated from
himself appeared in another?"
as a heavy hand was laid upon his shoulder, his prisofier; a scutHe ensued, and during it, the
Upon hearing this inquiry the doctor gazed and at oace recognized the person wbo had detective was compelled to shove violently
steadfastly into the face of his patient. Finally given utterance to the terse and suggestive against the fellows who were nearest him. In
he snit.I:
words with which we open this chapter, and his an instant, he received a powerful blow. A
"Mr. Hall, look at me straight in the eyes. face paled, a fierce, angry light blazed m his general fight followed, and by the time a pair of
Are you the author of tnat letter yourself? Has eyes, but there was not a quaver 1n his voice as policemen arrived upon the scene, Tom Redway
some fancy induced yon to amuse yourself at he met the gaze of the other and said firmly :
hnd made good his escape, and Dorie hacl remy expense?"
"Well, Brownley, you've run me down at turned to his saloon, as carelessly as though
" Dr. Hudson, 1 am as earnest aud serious as last, haven't you?"
nothing had occurred more than usual. Brownever I wa.~ in my life. If you think that I.am
As Redway spoke he stepped back, and cov- ley, the detective, was dragged otf to the stationamusing myself at your expense, I will summon ertly attempted to s!Jp his hand into his panta- nouse along with two or three other innocent
my landlady and let her testify as to the receipt loon pocket under his coat flap; but the detect- people, anct quiet once more reigned in the
oi this note."
ive saw the movement, and made a spring toward vicinity.
"Do you know who your correspondent is?" him, when 'l'om qmckly stepped one side, and
Wheu Tom Hedwa.v turned •out of Broadway
"1 do." ·
dealt his burly assailant a powerful blow, which into the side street, where he came so near be''A woman.''
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ing captured, he was followed by another per,
son besides Brownley, the detective. A plainly
dresseli lady had been upon his track for a half
hour previous, and was a witness to the whole
exciting arrest and subsequent escape, as above
described.
She had mingled with the crowd and had
pressed conApicuously forward, hoping, for reasons of her own, th at the culprit woufd catch a
view of her face; but the villain's mind was too
firmly fastened upon the watch for an opportunity t.o escape to notice any one. Finally,
when he succeeded in breaking trom the detective, this woman followed, saw him enter the
notorious house kept by Dorie, and saw also
something which caused her blood to tingle
with indignation-a policeman stood at the corner, peeping around, watching the whole fracas,
and did not start to interfere until he had seen
Redway break Clear, rush up the street, and enter Dorie's house; then, puffing and blowing,
he advanced with a great show of eagernesR lo
perform his duty, and, with the assistance of
another officer, arrested two or three innocent
parties, including the detective from whom the
prisoner had been rescued.
" How long, how long can I endure this and
. live !" was the painful murmur of this strangely acting woman. as she cast a longing look at
the place where Tom Redwa.f had entered, and
then slowly. as she turned away, she added :
" I begin to feel as though l were a partner in
that man 's guilt. The grass has not yet sprouted over my dear murdered uncle's grave before
this wretch commits another and a fouler murder, and stiJI 1 stay my hand and hold my voice
when I &hould point out llis hiding-place, and
call out, 'There is the murderer.' I do not love
him now since I have discovered what a criminal he is. Then, why should I Jet 11 memory of
my former love thus cause me to hide his guilt?
No, no, 1 will do so no longer. l know where
he resides, under a garb and pretense of virtue.
I will send him one word or final wi.rning. and
then-then, if he will not heed, my lips shall be
unsealed, aud the murderer, the Brigand, shall
be handed over to his doom ;" and the strange
lady pailsed up the street, turned into Broad way,
and was soon lost amidst the careless' throng
whid1 con8tantly passes to and tro along either
side of that famous boulevard. ·
CB.APTER .Xlll.
Burton!" exclaimed the chief of
the detective force, as the latter put in a first
appearance after several months' absence, owing
to a dan gerous wounn he received from t:!>e female pal of a notorious thief anct murderer,
whose whereabouts he wa~ trying to discover
through her.
" Have you come to report for du_ty, or only
intend to make us a visit?" said the chief.
"I wish to report tor duty."
"Fully recovered, eh?"
''Yes, chief, l feel pretty strong. I see that
there is another big job on hand-this Nathanson murder."
"Yes; l've got jobs enou~h for twice the
force l ' ve got; between big murders and bond
robberies, we' ve about got our hands full."
"lt's a pity that woman got the best ot me,
chief; l was on the right track of that Dutay
murderer."
"1 think you were myself, Charley; hut there
was something behind in that murder. 1 haven't
settled rny mind yet about that niece. I still
think she had a hand in that affair."
. "Then you think wrong !" exclaimed ()barley Burton, with Budden vehemence.
The chief noticed Charley's excited manner,
and fastened his cool .. cunning gray eye upon
him, curiously, a8 he said :
" You seem to be pretty well assured of her
innocence, Charley; but the other gentlemen,
who had several interviews with her, think the
same as l do about it-that she either had a hand
in it, or at least had a suspicion as to who the
murderer was."
II! " J. think she did have a suspicion as to who
the murderer was."
"Then why didn ' t she give all the information she had to the police? "
"Oh, that was her secret, not mine."
"Well, the secret was too much for her, anyhow, for there is no doubt but that girl committed suicide. lt wasn't the loss of th.e property that caused her to make away with herself.
Hasbrouck, the lawyer who worried the detect·
ives to death searching for her, said a dozen
times that this story that Leon Dutay, the chap
"HALI,OA,

who has succeeded to the property, trumped up
about her, did not amount to shucks."
" '\\'hat story was that?"
"Why, 1 supposed you had heard it. You
know the general's will could not be found, and
this Leon Dutay claimed that he could prove
that this Aliele was no relation of the general,
at all. He says she was the child of a Paris
grisette, picked up out of the ~treet."
"Was the relationship of Leon Dutay ever
questioneu ?"
"Yes ; Hasbrouck questioned his relationship, but he furnished satisfactory proofs to the
court that he was the general's only living near
relative, and got all the property."
" What kind of a character does this Leon
Dutay bear? It strikes me that we have him
on our records."
"Yes, he was a hard chap ; but since he .!!Ot
this property, they say a great change has come
over him. He does not sport any more. He
neither drinks nor gambles, at least amoog his
old associates."
" Say, chief, did it ever strike you that the
murderer of General Dutay and the assassin of
.Mr. Nathanson were one and the same person Y"
":!So, Charley, that is an entirely new theory. "
"And yet l believe ii is the true one, chief,
and it you have no particular job you wish to
put me on, I wish you would BEsign me to work
up this Dutay case."
" I'm willing, Charley, but I do not believe
you can make anything out of that matter. 1
tell you, my man, the chap who did that job has
' skipped.' "
" He had not skipped when he murdered
Nathansoo, that is certain."
" Su you think the same man did both jotis ?"
" 1 kn'.>W it. "
"You speak decidedly; have you any tangi ble grounds tor thinking so?"
"YeA, 1 have."
"What are they?"
" lf 1 succeed in proving my theory correct
it will be time enough to tell why 1 think so,
chief.''
"Have you any clew, or is it merely an idea?"
" It's an idea."
" All ri ght, I wish you luck. The capture
ot either murderer will prove a small fortuoe;
tbP. rewards are the largest ever ollered."
" Well, I am workin g for a reward. and 1
will be well repaid if 1 find ~he criminal."
"Say, Hurton, I don 't wish to say anything
impertinent, but you are a curious fellow. 1
guess you have got a hist0ry, it the truth was
known."
· ' May he l have, chief, and some of these
days you shall know my history, but for the
present, please allow roe to work up this case
unquestionea. "
Charley was about leavin.e; the chief's office,
when the latter called him back and said:
"Loo\< here, Charley, here is a curious note 1
received this morning, just run it over and tell
me what you think of ii."
Charley took the note carelessly, but the moment his eyes fell upon the bandwritiug he became greatly excited; still he read it. When he
had concluded the reading, the chief said:
" Well, old man, what do you think of it? I
gness the writer is luny, don 't you think so?"
" 1 sliould not be surprised if you find her
so," replied Charley "arelessly I
The note read as follows :
" - 23d - , N Ew Yoa.&:.

" To the Cliief of Police :
" Sm, -Will you ple11se send your most gentlemanly and most tender-hearted detective to
see me. I have a secret which 1 can JlOt conscientiously withhold any longer. Let him inquire at No. ·- for Miss Allen. Tell him not
to let his business be known to any one else in
the house. lmmediate compliance with my req uesl will oblige one whoge heart is breaking.
Be sure that you send a kindly and tenderhearted man, for I have a dreadful story to tell.
"YourE 1n respect,
.. Mrss ALLEN."
" Charley," said the chief, "you are a gentlemanly chap, and pretty tender-hearted, '1
guess, s·1ppoee you just call upon Miss Allen."1 '
"All right, chief, I will call on her," said
Charley; and taking the note with him, he left
the chief's office.
"l ' am on her track, now," he mutteied.
" lt is fortunate that this note fell into my
hands. utherwise, matters might have become
some'Vhat complicated. 1 must call on Miss
Allen at once, but in disguise. She must not
know me at present. Betore l again make my-

self known, I will have cleared up some ot these
mysteries, or have perished in the attempt. "
Thus communing with himself, Charley proceeded along, when his attention was atuactetl
by a carriage which was being furiously dri •en
up thestreet. As it whizzed past him, he caught
a glimpse ot the pale, excited face of a man
which was pressed against the glass-door window, as though the owner was anxious to a~ 
cerlain the uame of lhe street through which he
was being so furiously driven. But the face of
the occupant ot the ciuriage was not_whiter nor
more excited than Charley's became the instant
his eyes fell upon it.
"Great God!" he exclaimed, as he rushell
madly after the coach. " That was the man I"
CHAPTER Xl V.
the carriage dashed up the street,
11nd at the top of his speed, Charley Burton flew
after it. Suddenly the driver turned a corner,
and as the detective reached the street down
which it had turned, he wa.q glad to find that
the coachman was driving at a slower pace.
"Here, stop I" cried Charley, as he came
alongside. Tlle driver immediately brought bis
team to a halt. The detective wrenched open
the coach door, and thrust in bis head, only to
find the carriage vacant.
"Where is your passenger, driver?"
"My passenger?" saict ihe driver, with pre·
tended astonishment. "1 haven 't got no passenger."
" I see you haven't now; but where did the
young man !!et out who was in tbie carriage
when you were driving up Crosby Street so
furiously a moment ago?"
' ' Oh, you go ' long," said the coachman, with
an oath. " I ain't got no lime to bother with
you. Git aside there, it you don't want to get
run over !" and the driver drew up bis reins.
Charley Burton did not move an inch; be only
said, In decided tones:
"l want vou to come down oH: of that box !"
" Mister, 'I' ll give you a thump on the head
with the butt of my whip if you don't stand
aside and let me drive off about my busin.,ss."
As the driver spoke, he tlourished the heavy
butt ot a whip menacingly over the detective's
head, when the latler quietly thrust his haod
Into his pocket, drew forth a pistol, cocked it
deliberately, and again said:
" l want you to come down oft that box,
young man."
" " ' ho are you, and what do you want, anyhow? "
"I want to know where you picked up th11t •
man. and where you let him out.' '
"l picked that man up on Bro11dway, opposite Morrie ' house."
"Now, then, where did you let him out? "
"l'll t11ke my oalh, cop, l don't know where
he got out. He told me to drive like the devil
in any dil ection until he told me to stop."
"All right," said Charley, " drive ahead ," as
he stepped back upon the sidewalk, aruidst the
curious crowd which had gathered to ascertain
what was up.
Charley Burton would not have let the coachman drive oft so readily if he had not been convinced that the fellow told the truth. He well
knew that it was an old dodge of the Brigands,
when pursued, to hop into a coach and then leap
out again at a sudden turu ,. and frequently this ·
ruse bad proved successful, a~ the otticers in
pursuit, not hearing the coach stop, would generally follow it, when the thief had dodged out
and given them the slip. The detective was convinced that this was the trick that had just been
played ; and now c11me the que11tion, who was
the tellow flying from '/ "HP. is somewhere
on that block, and l'm gomg to find him," muttered the detective, as he strolled down the street.
Although proceeding some distance from the
scene of his !ale encounter wi1b the driver of the
coach, the detective still kept in sight, and covertly watched in anticipation that the man he
was in search of would show himself as soon as
he discovered that the excitement was over.
Charley Burton paced to and fro until he saw
that the crowd had dispersed, when he started .
to return, resolved to learn something o! the
hahits and character of the occupants of every
house upon the block. As he crossed the street,
he observer1 a woman comin.e; toward him. One
quick glance, and he knew her.
" By Heaven!" he exclaimed, " that is she.
'l'he she-hird is seeking her mate. My fine
lady," he continued, "had I run across you before I saw this man, you would not have taken
F U RIOUSLY
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many steps before your fair wrists had been door on the inside; be then returned to the front a moment the detective was completely stagdecomted with a pair of bracelets; but now 1'11 room, and as he stood in the doorway, with the gered with amazement.
" What is the row here?" inquired one of the..
watch you. You may be hastening to your nest, ke.v in his band, he said:
"lf 1 cat1.h you maki11g any attempts to get men.
my birdie, and 1 can bide my time as far as you
"Why, this chap here represents himself as a-.
out of this room, Dinah, l won't hesitate to put
are concerned. It's the man l want now."
cop, and says that the 1treatest murderer in the ,
While these thoughts were passing through a ball or two in your skull."
"1 don't want ter make no 'tempt to git out world is concealed in this he.use."
the detective's mind, he lir.d turned about and
" I guess he mistook the house; the houses •
concealed a view of his face. Be did not wislt ob ruy owu house, massa; 1 ain't done nuffin,
in this row appear alike, and such a mistake .·
that woman to see him, but be was determined an' de righteous am as bold as a lion."
" Well, 1 hope it 'l'l<ill turn out that you are could be easily made."
to watch her movements. As he anticipated,
Seeing th'lt it was no use to argue the matter··
she turned in the direction of the houses in one ri~hteous," said Charley, as he closed the door,
of which, he had reason to believe, the man was and turned the key on the outside, and started under present circumstances,. Charley pretended~
at that very moment concealed; and having ar- to ascend the stairs. He hact proceeded up less to admit that it was possible he had made a misrived in front of the third one trom the corner, than halt the distance when be heard the rustle take, and he said: "Very well, l mppose I must
she came to a halt, for a moment. glanced cau- ot a Rill< dress in the upper ball, as though some accept your statements."
The usual reassuring remarkR were now
tiously up and down the street, then hastily one were passing through it rapidly, and his
ascended the stoop, and entered the house with heart beat tumultuously, as he felt that he was passed from one to the vther all aro1mct, as
on the eve ot some terrible and startling discov- Charley descended the stairs, followed by two
a latch key.
of the men, and entered the parlor to talrn t11e
"Now is my opportunity, my lady," mut- ery.
handcuffs off of the negress. But, although be
tered Charley, as he quickened his pace and
found the door locked, when he unlocked il and
proceeded 10 tbe house, ascended the stoop and
CHAPTER
XV.
went into the parlor, he found the negress gone,
rang the bell. The doOI was opened by a negress,
WITH a bound Charley Burton sprung up the handcuffs and all.
He was on bis p;uard now,
who said:
stairs; but whoever had been there had van- and prepared for surprises, and gave no evi"Well, massa, what yer want heah?"
ished. Be saw no one. Wi1hout a mo111ent's dence of missing her at all. Coming out again
" Does Mr. Henderson Jive in this house?"
"No; Mr. Henderson nor nobody libs in dis besitation, but keenly on his guard against a into tbe hall, he was just passing out of the
sudden surprise, he pushed open the door of the door, which was held open by one of the men,
yer house but me, and my name is Dinah."
"Your name is Dinah, is it? Well, you are room nearest to him, and entered. It was when he heard a woman's laugh, and the wordsl
"1 believe that cop is my evil genius. It Is
just the person I am louking tor, Dinah," said empty: he looked in every closet and also under
Charley, with a pleasant smile, as he pushed in- the bedstead, yet saw no one, though all about the same chap I billied about two mouths ago."
Upon hearing this remark, ()barley quickly
side ot the door. "1'es, Dinah, l have been were scatterecl undoubted evidences ot its recent
looking for you for some weeks."
occupation. From the back room be proceedP.d turened about, and startecl toward the stairs to
rush
up again, wben one of the men suodenly
As the ctetective spoke, he forced his way into iato the tront, and searched high and low, in
the hall, and closed the 'door.
every nook and corner, and so from room t.o seized hold ot him and pushed him toward tho
"Look heah, massal" exclaimed the negress, room he went, still not the least indication could door, when the other ~eized him also, and in an
her indignation for a moment outweighing he1 he discover of the actual presence of the woman instant be was burled down the stoop. As the
terror, "yer ain ' t got no right to come inter a whom he had seen enter tbe house, and who ne door was slammed to, and as he gathered himbody's house dat 'ar ' way, no bow, and 1 want believed he had heard moving about while be self up, he heard a heavy bolt slid acrofs on the
inner side.
yer to jes' clar out and go about yer business!" was ascending the stairs.
" Hold on, Dinah, just speak low, if you
Carefully and critically he now began to
Chagrin, rage and excitement for a moment
please; 1 want to go into this room here and ask search for some liltle clew which woulct indicate caused the blood to rnsh through his veins at a
you a few qnestions, and it depends upon how the secreL But at length, atter the most keen tearful impetus, and he was aliout to call for aswillingly and truthfully you answer me to de- and diligent scrutiny, be was compelled to ac- sistance and aaain rush up the stoop, w!Jen he
termine whether I shall Jet you remain here or knowledgti that he was baffled, and was about recPgnized a prominent detective r.oming rapidtake you away to prison with a pair of these on leaving the room for the purpose of again i11IP.r- ly toward him.
your wrists;" and as Charley spoke he exposed rugating Dinah, when he was attracted by an
"Hello, Burton!" exclaimed the latte1~ as he
a pair ot handcuffs•.
article which lay upon the toilet table. Bi~stily approache:l, "what is the row'/"
'' 1 dunno what yer can want with me, massa," crossing the room with an exclamation of sur"Row enough!" was Charley's reply; and
mumbled Dinah, as she reluctantly entered the prise, he raised a casket w the light, and at once pointing up toward the door through which he
parlor. "1 ain't nobody, 1 ain't; and 1 neb- his excitement was visibly intense, as he fairly had inst been so unceremoniou&ly t!Jrust, he
ber done nuffin- -to make a polictiman ax me gasped out:
added: "Brown, we must get into t!Jat den in"Great heavens! this is the missing casket stantly."
questions. "
"That remains to be seen," remarked Char- which contained Adele's jewels! I an1 on the
"That's all right-that's all right, Charley,"
ley as he closed the parlor door ; then drawing a ri12:ht track, here is the proof. Uh, God! ob, and Brown motioned mysteriously; and seizing
pistol from his pocket, he coolly cocked it, ano God! I am standing at this momP.Dt under the the former b.v the arm, he drew him away.
assuming a th~eatening look, he added:
same roof with General Dutay's murderer, and
Brown was one or the oldest officers on the
"Now, Dinah, don't you attempt to deceive -and-my-oh, oh! oh, no! I dare not breathe force_. Re had been the hero of more' succeseme, but tell me at once who that man was that it!"
ful dt!tecllve jobs than any other one officer in
entere<1 this house in a great hurry a few moFor some moments Charley Burton continued New York; and believing that be bud sufficient
ments ago!"
to gaze at the casket lil<e one wllo was fascinat· and sati~factory reasons for his actions, Charley
"Dar wern 't no man jes come in dis yer house ed by some pott:nt charm; at length, raising his permitted himself to be led away without fura few minutes ago, massa, it war a woman."
ther protest.
voice, he said:
"Well, who WR!! the woman that just came
" 1 will force the truth from that negress. "
As soon as they had got some distance away,
fn?"
As he again turned to leave the room, he was Brown said:
" Dar wern't no woman dat jes come in, boss, suddenly confronted by a villainous-looking
"What was the trouble, Charley? Row did
it was a good while ago."
man, who said; fiercely:
you come to get into that house~"
"Now, Dinah, you are lying, and I will have
"You'll iorce nothing from that negress
"1 saw the woman enter there. who laid me
' to put the handcufts on you and take you to jail while 1 am around."
·
out, two months ago, an~ 1 believe that her pal,
if you don't speak the truth."
"And who, pray, are you?" said Uharley.
who 1 have reason tu thmk was the murderer
"Golly, massa, 1 had spoke de trufe, nuffin
" 1 am the owner of this house, at least the of General Dutay, and also the assassin of the
but de trufe, as sure as I lib."
lessee of it, and 1 want you to moosey."
rich .Jew broker is concealed in there a lso."
"Well, who was the woman that came in
"Go easy, my friend; if you are an honest
Upon hearing this state1111:nt, Brown gave ut-•
here a good while ago, then? "
man . 1 have a little infonnntion to give you. terancP to a surprised whistle, saying:
" Dat war last week, massa, and 1 hab torgot At this very moment the most desperate brigand
" My man, thrre's big money in both of those
all about who it wer now."
and lllurderer in the United States is concealed jobs."
Charley could not repress a low laugh upon somewhere beneatb this roof •• ,
" Hang the money if we can only se:mre the
hearina the weak attempts to deceive him.
" Have you a legal warrant for entering my murderers."
" Look here, Dinah, you arc an old rogue, house1"
"That's all ri ght, Burton, we'll get them.
you're used to lyiua; but now, let me tell you
" Yes, l have a legal right to enter y:mr You are a pretty cnte chap, and you and 1 will
something. About twenty minutes ago a man house."
go ' pards ' in the job; but you must keep a still
came in this house through the basement door,
" Will you ehow it?"
tongue in your head, or else there will be a
and Jess than five minutes ago a woman came
"No, l will not, until 1 am convinced that dozen of the lads coming in to claim a share of
in with a latch key by the upper front doo1; you are really the proprietor. l feel satisfierl, the rake."
now 1 want you to tell me who they were."
in my own mmd, that you 1ue a contederate of
" Well, if you are so' anxious to have the job
" It yer tink yer saw a man and woman came the parties l nm in search ot. anrl that 1 would between you ~nd me, why didn't you lake my
in beah, massa, yer can jes go and find dem, be justified in arresting you."
ad vice and assist me to re-enter at once? Tho
and ax derselbtis who dey b•\ for l can't tell yer,
" And 1 feel that 1 would be justified in woman was surely there then, by this time she
dat am sbuab, for l didn't see nobody, anu dat throwing you down.stairs out into the street." may have flown."
ar am de tmfe."
The speaker was a powertul man, and physic"lt's tm1ucky that they took refuge in Cax"Very well, Dinah, to make things sure, I ally capable of putting bis threat into.execution. ton's crib, it wouldn't do to pull I.hem out of
will lend you these ornaments for a few mo· And with the intention of intimidating him, that place."
- ments, then 1 will Jock you in this room, and go Charley quietly drew his pistol from his pocket,
This remark caused Charley to exclaim in
and look ; and i! 1 find that you have deceived cocked it, and said :
surprise:
me, it will be a long time betore you get them
"You are my prisoner!"
" Why not pull them from that crib as well
off again."
"Not it l know myself. 1 can play that as any other?"
"All right, massa," said Dinah, with a game, too. 1 t!Jiuk you arc a traud-that you
"Well, you see Caxton always Jays in with
chuckle. " l'se willin'; yer will find dat I hab have come into this house to steal."
thP. boys, and puts up a stakto: when any ot them
told yer de llue, and dat yer bab made one big
!<'or an instant, tbe two men gazed war.Hy at are t>roke, and there ain ' t any of tltem wlio
mietake; yer In de wrong house, dais whats de each other, and in a second, a desperate encoun- would go back on ltim. ''
matter, shuah."
" Who wouldn 't go back on him?"
ter might have eneued, when halt a dozen men
Having properly adjusted the handcuffs, entered tne room, and crowded around the door.
" Why, any ot the detective force; he is a
Charley went to the back room and lockect the So sudden bad been their appearance, that for good friend to the boys, you know."
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"ls he a thiet?"
"No, not exactly a thiet; but, you know, all
the boss thie\Tes are hea\Ty gamblers, and they
.drop the most of their money in Caxton's crib,
;and he wouldn't like to ha\Teoneof them pulled
:from his house; but he gi\TeS us lots ot informa:tiou, you know, and when some of the Ring
'knucks' are cleaned out or go back on him,
..he gives them away."
"Oh, that's how it is!" said Charley,
ithought!ully. "Well, 1 did not know that."
" Yes, and that· is the reason l led you away;
:Cut this lad we are after is worth a big stake,
-an1i l will see Caxton, and 'fix' things."
·• The best way to fix things would be to get
assistance, and go th1ough that. place, and capture thtl murderer."
·•Oh, that wouldn't do at all; and I'm sorry
that you disturbed Caxton; he will be down on
us for this."
"1 didn't see auy gambling apparatus, and I
went all through the house."
.
" Oh, that's all tight, he has houses on both
streets, and they have secret pas>ages from one
to the other. lt would take a force ot al least
twenty men io pull a chap from that house,
e\Ten if we wauted to; but 1 will see him and
• fix things,' and you and l will keep this little
•lay out' all to ourselvtlS."
At this moment they were joined by another
· member of the force, and Brown signaled that
• they should say nothing about ii before him,
but when Charl!:y separated from Brown, some
time later, he was not full y rntisfiell in his own
mrnd as to tbe comparative guilt of aU of the

'·Brigands of New York."
CHAPTER XVI.
l N a room of a house situated upon the same
block with tile mansion where the terrible and
mysterious murder ol the wealthy hroker had
taken place, sat a young girl. She was clothed
in deep mourning garments, but even they failed
to detract from her glorious beauty. At the
time we find her, Adele Dutay-for it was shea ppeared lost in gloomy thought. Presently
the door opened, and her maid, Fannie, the
same who had turnished the detecti\Tes their
clew by her sudden inquiry for the missing
jewels, upon 1he morning succeeding the murder, entererl. tb e room.
" lam glad that you have come, Fanny,' '
said Adele.
" And I am glad to get bar.k," replied the
servant. " I was almost frightened out of my
wits.''
" Did you see the chiet o! the detective officers himself?"
" 1 saw a handsome but fierce-looking man,
with an enormous mustache, wbo said that he
was the chief."
"Did he read my note in your presence?"
"Yes. ''

"What did he say _atter he had read it?"
" He read it two or three times over. The first
time he only smiled, the last time he laughed
right out, and then turned and looked at me so
impudently with bis great black eyes that I felt
as though l'd like to strike him right in the
• face. ''
" Didn't he say anything, or make any inquiries? ' '
" Oh, ye~. he made a good many inquiries.
When he got through laughi!:!g, he said: 'Did
you write this note ?' I told him 1 did not.
Then he asked we what my name was. 1 told
him it rlido't make any difference, and then he
threatened me."
"Threatened you-with what?"
"Why, he put on an awful solemn look, and
said: •Do you know what is in this note ?' I
told him no, and he said, ' Well, this is a pretty
serious matter. I guess 1'11 have to lock you up
until 1 inquire into it.' "
"Why, my poor girl, If 1 had thought I was
leading you into any such danger as this, l
never wonld have sent you. Did he attempt to
put his threat into execution?"
"No, but t expected that he would every
minute. He told me to take a seat, and then,
after keeping me tnere for about half an hour,
he :tmally looked up and said, abruptly, 'You
can go.' "
"Didn't be say anything more?"
"Not a word."
" Dicto't he give you the least idea that he
intended to comply with the request in my
note?"
"He didn't say one word to me more than
1 have told you, Miss Adele, and I was so glad

to get out and away from there, 1 did not stop
to ask him. "
" 1 fear, Fanny, that after all 1 may have
taken a wrong step."
" My dear Miss Adele, if 1 knew anything
about the circumstances, 1 could advise you,
but 1 only know t9at you have some secret sorrow that causes you much more agony than tl.Je
death of your uncle alone. 1 know that there
is some m.vstery which you can not or will not
soll'e; what this mystery may be, 1 can only
guess."
" And have you tried to guess?"
"If 1 might speak of what I guess, Miss
Adele-"
" Well, whet do you guess?"
"And 1 will not ofl:enll you?"
" No."
"Well, 1 believe that you suspect that Mr.
Edgar Hall was th e murderer of your uncle."
"Oh, Fanny! " exclaimed Adele, as her face
turned deathly white, and a look ot intense
agony settled upon ii, " what led you to suspect
such a thing as that t"
"As l hal'e spoken at all, I will speak out.
1 have overheard you talK in your sleep."
" And what did 1 say?"
" Enough to conv1uce me that you had such
a suspicion; but whatever the reason ot your
suspicion, l believe, in my heart. Mi8S Adele,
that it is unjust."
Adele was surprised upon hearing these words
from Fanny. She was well aware that night
and day the terrible disco \Tery of the murderer 's
itleotity had I.Jaunted her; and under these circumstances, she felt that it she had talk.id at
all in her sleep, she must have told all, and unconsciously have made a confidante of her servant. During the few moments that Adele revolved the consequences or her noct urnal revelation, she considered this, and finally resolved to
make a tull confidante of Fanny, and she said:
"Fanny, you are right, partiallv. l do J.iot
suspect Edgar Ballot being my uncle 's assassin;
1 know that he was."
"Then, miss, why did you not hand him
over to justice?"
" Have you forgotten that he was my affianced husband?"
"But can it be poseible that you could retain
any regard for him atter you discovered that he
was a villain and a mmderer?"
" That is the question 1 have been asking
myself ever since that fatal night," answeied
Adele, as a glow of excitement mantled her
cheeks and a strange light blazed in her eyes.
" l feel myself to be a monster ot wickedness
for not having the courage to do what was
right. A.nd yet 1 delayed. There was no doubt
ot his guilt; but, in spite of myself, the power
ot the love I once felt for him was still upon
me. Like the poor bird that flutters over the
fangs of the serpent that is charming it to destruction, l fluttered over this fatal secret until
-oh, God! Fanny, 1 was awakened to the
enormity ot my sin, oy becoming, through it, 1
tee!, accessory l<f a second murder, even more
dastardly than that ot my uncle!"
" What do you mean, Miss Adele'/ Oh,
Heavens! can it he possible that the assassin ot
General Dutay and of poor Mr. Nathanson were
one and the same?"
"Yes, Fanny. The night of thts last murder, feelin g oppressed and unable to sleep, 1
arose from my bed, went to the window a moment tor a breath of air, and beheld two men
passing rapidly down upon the opposite side of
the street. As a mere matter of curiosity, 1
watched them, until they arrived under the light.
of the gas lamp across the way, when, just for
an instant, 1 caught a glimpse of the features
of Edgar Hall; and when l heard of the murder, I knew that 1 could name the murderer.
And yet, up lo the present time, I have held
my peace."
" Miss Adele, iL seems to me that if 1 discovered that my own brother was such a monster,
1 would have handed h;.m over to justice."
" And yet, Fanny, even after discovering the
second crime, some evil influence compelled
me to hold my peace; and 1 conveyed a warning to Edgar Ball, telling him that, unless he
fled and retormed, 1 should disclose my terrible
secret."
" And was it for this that you sent me to the
police o!llce this morning?"
" lt was. l have sent for a detective. I am
determined to tell the whole truth. And yet,
l!'annie, with cheeks of shame, l confess that, If
I followed the promptings !>f my own wicked
heart, I would still try lo shield that 17iJlain."
" And jid you nel'er suspect before, Miss

Adele, that Edgar Hall had some secret history?
Did you know nothing of his antecedents when
you promi•ed to becomt: his bride?"
" No, Fannie, and l uever asked him. I met
him in the ordinary way at the~ house ot a
friend. 1 admired him from the first. He was
so handsome and so gentle in his manner, and
constantly gave utterance 10 such uohle ;:entimeuts, that it never entered my inexperienced
head thAt there could be anything wrong. ln
my eyes he was all that was pure and noble and
beautiful. "
" But did not your uncle ever make any in·
quiries concerning him?"
" No; uncle was not aware ot our engagement. That was a false step, und nas entailed
other false steps, allhoi;gh within the week that
my uncle was slain, l was waiting for an opportunity lo confess the truth."
.
'' Did not the fri ends at whose house you met
him ever volunteer any information concerning
him?"
.
.
" Yes; at different times the.v told me much,
espeeially after they suspec ted that hP. was paying me attentions; and th ei r ussurances only
confirmed my own preconceil'ed conviction of
his nobility."
Further conversation between mistress and
maid was int errupted by a knock at the room
door. When Fannie opened the door, one of
the house servants handed her a carll, and stated that an old geotlcmau waileu in the drawing-room. Fannie handed th e card 1o her mistress, who glanced at it, arid inqmred, tremulously:
" What kind of a looking man gave you this
card ?"
" A very respectable-looking old geotleman,"
repli ed the servant.
"Very we! I, show him up to this r11om."
As the servant left the door Fannie turned
with a face not less pale than her mistress', and
said:
" Dear Miss Adele, who is it ? you look as if
you we1e about to faint. "
"l must not faint,'' replied Adele, with an
effort; "and l pray nea\Ten for strength to do
my duty; it is the detective/"
CHAPTER xvn.
sent by the chiet of the detective
force in answer to your note, " said the old officer, as he waP usb.ered into Adele Dutay's presence.
"Yes, sir," replied Adele; "pleaee be seated."
" Would it not he better, miss, if we were
left alone? As a usual thing, 1t is not customary to have witnesses durin~ an interview connected with the business that has brought me
here."
At a signal from Adele, Fannie left the room.
The moment the door clvsed behind her the
officer said: ~
"May I ask. your name?"
" My name is Adele Dulay."
" Tl.Jen you are the ni ece of the Genera.I
Dutay. who was the viclim of a foul murder
some months since?"
"Yes. sir. General Dutay was my uucle."
"Are you aware that it is generally supposed
tnat you yourselt are dead?"
Adele colored painful!y us she replied," Yes,
1 am aware that it is supposed that some fatal
accident had befallen me."
"May 1 ask why you did not correct lb.is imprt>ssion ?"
" 1 had reasons for not correcting this impression which have no bearing upon tue business l have with you, sir."
"Very well, then-we will at once proceed to
!he business which brought me here. 1 believe
that you intended to indicate in your note that
you could furnish some important informhtion
concerning the late terrible and myslerious
assassination which bas recently horrified the
public?"
"Yes, sir, I can furnish the name of the murderer," gasped out Adele m reply, white her
features were distorted by an expression of
agony which was truly pitiful to behold; and
had she not been thus painfully· excited herself,
she would ·have noticed that the old officer was
also singularly afl'ected, as he said:
"Welt, what is his name, 11nd what are the
grounds for your suspicion?"
" Bis name is. Edgar Hall. 1 saw him commit the first murder, or rather recognizi;d him
as the robber in my room, who murdered my'
uncle to make sure his escape."
'' 1
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" And why do you think that the same man
who murdered your uncle also assassinated Mr.
N athans<>n ?' '
"Because I saw the same man flying trom
the scene of the murder a few minutes atter its
perpetration."
" Oh, God I" exclaimed the old detective,
.rising to his feet excitectly, "can this be possi ·
blel Shall this monster never be run to eartll !"
The old man's excitement caused Adele to
.gaze at him in amazement as she said:
" Bad you any reason to suspect the party I
named before l told rou what I had?"
For a moment the detective did not reply to
her question, and she repeated it.
" No. no; the gentleman whose name you
have mentioned has never been under suspi·
-0ion.' ·
"Then you know l\'lr. Hall?"
"Yes ; l llave knownhimagre' t m11nyyears,
11nd net"er believed that he could be capable of
such an act. His character has always stood
above reproach. ' '
"ls it not possible that he may have been living a double character?"
"Yes, it is possible, but not probable. "
" Why do you think it is uot probable?"
"Because it would be impossible for a man
to reside in New York. and be g uilty of the
-crimes which you attribut e to E1lga r Hall, and
have no suspicion attached to his actions."
"Thea do yot1 thinK I am laboring under a
mi~take, and that Edg ar Hall is not really
.guilty?"
"1 do not say that. You must recollect that
I have not heard the grounds on which ·you base
your suspicion. 1f you will tell me every cir·Cnrnst11uce connected with your first acquaint.ance with Edgar Hall-your subsequent inter-0ourse with him, and tile incidents of the night
·Of the mmrter of General Dulay, 1 will be able
to form some idea of the correctness of your
conclusions." ·
ln compliance with the detective's suggestion,
Adele minutely detailed every incident ot her
.acqu aintance with ll:dgar Hall, including her
misunderstanding a few days previous to the
death or her uncle, his singular conduct at the
entertainment wbicll preceded the murder, the
terribl e scene in her room after midnight, her
startling discovery of his identity, the subse·q uent murder, Hnd her second recognition of
him under the gaslight, tlying guiltily from the
:Scene of the recent murder.
During her recital, the detective leaned with
.bis chin upon hi~ cane, and steadfastly .e;azed
upon h er face, and listen P.d to her story to the
·end, without once intP.rrupling her ; 'out when
'she concluded, he said:
" These are strange incidents th at you have
told me, and this matter appears to be sbrourted
·ju a terrible my~tery; but answer n;.e this question-what day ot the month was it that Gen·
·era! Untay was murclered ?"
Adele mentioned the date.
" And you say, " resumed the detective,
"that you saw lJldgar Rall present at the entertainment upon that evening '/ "
"Yes sir I"
" The~ th~t is the beginning of the mystery."
'' Why do you say that that. is the beginning
·of the mystery?"
" Simply because Edgar Hall was not present
at that entertainment at all. He left New York
two days previously, and did not return until
ihe morning succeeding the murder."
Adele partly rose to her feet, and gazed at the
detective in astonishment, as she exclaimed :
"Row can you say that, when I saw him
vresent myself? ' .
"Did he come early or late in the evening?"
" He came late."
:: P:?ii~~ r:~~\n long?"
"Are you pos1tively certain that it was Edgar
Ball whom you Sllw? Did you speak to him ?"
"I did not. There happened but one opportunity, and then he glanced lit me as coldly and
indifferently as though 1 had been a stranger."
"Did not this seeming indifference strike
you as very remarkable on the part of your af:fianced husband?"
" It did. At the time I attributed it to an
intended punishment for the momentary petulance which Jed to our ruisunderstanaing. I
am now convinced that he was actuated by entirely different motives."
" What motive?"
" He had already formed the plau of his intended robbery."
"I can see no indication that sucn a motive
w.ould Jead .to such_ a line ot action. You say
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grndge as well, and I propose to i::ive him away
tor murder. You will be taken care of If you
keep quiet, but if you ' kick' I'll let you go
with him."
" l wish Tom was here."
"Whv?"
"J w.Jutd tell him of your infamy, right in
your very presence."
"Bahl what do I care for 'l'oro? You will
uev~r see Tom again. I made up my mind to
this wbeu I sent him away on a brace."
"You may think that you have got all the
winning cards, but you will find out in the end
that you have lost the game."
A.s Lottie Redway ceased speaking, she start- ·
ed to cross the room toward the same door
through which her husband had so recently
pa~~ed, when Lem Caxton rose to his feet and
intercepted her.
"No, no, Lottie," he said; "you must remain here with me for the present."
"Why?"
"Because I want you to. I a!Jl king in this
house. Tuvery one obeys my will."
"All right 1 trnow that it ain't no use to
scream or mall:e a fuss; but my time will come,
and then you wili suffer for this outra.e:e."
" This is a sensible way of taking it, Lottie."
Lem knew that Lottie Redway was a desperate and dan gerous woman; tut he did not an·
ticipate that ~Ile would attempt. any games with
him under present circumstances. He believed that she could put up a cunning trick, and
would not scruple at anything; but, as it afterward transpired, he marte a wide miscalculation. Stepping across the room, be turned the
key iu tbe door, and resumea bis seat. A triumphant smile was upon his face, a satisfied
li ght m hi~ eyes, and hie lips were just formed
to say something, when Lottie Redway suddenly sprung across tile room, and, ere he could
offer the least resistance, she had plunged a
knife, once, twice, thrice, in his powerful
breast. Ht> at once sprung to his feet, and attempted to clutch her; but for a moment he
staggerecl l!elplessly about, and then, with a
groan, sunk upon the floor, as Lottie flourtslled
the bloody knife in his face, and exclaimed:
'' L?m Caxton, 1 told you you would lose the
game. "
"For Heaven's sake, woman, ring that bell!
I am dying!"
" Of course you are, you traitor!"
" Will you ring that bt!ll ?" said Lem in a
feeble voice.
.
"And give you an opportunity to give me
away ns your murderess? No, Lem Caxton, I
am goirrg to stay hero und see you die. No one
will ever suspect me, as you , for purposes of
CHAPTER XVlll.
your own, concealed the fact of my presence."
"1 SAY, lads, you're crowding me a little too
" Fiend, have you no pity~"
heavv lately. I can stand mo•t anything, but
"Did you have any? didn 't you threaten to
I've had a bad 'streak' lately, and 1 cun ' t stand give my husband away ? didn 't you tr11 to rob
the pressure much longer; you must matte a him ot his wife, while pretending to be his
break,. or 1 will have lo close the bank against friend? Bal ha! where was your honor among
you."
thieves?"
"What's the matter now, Lem?" repli ed one
Caxton made an effort to crawl toward the
of the young men, in answer to the address with bell-rope, when Lottie cruelly pushed him back
which 'this chapter op~ns, "are yuu going to · with her foot, and said: "Don't try that, Lem,
shake us ?"
or I will finish you."
" No, Tom, I have no desire to shake you,
We will not attempt to dP.srribe the horrors
1
but you know 1 must look out for myse r; there of the scene thnt ensued. Either one of the
is a bottom to my purse, as long as it is; and as wounds which Caxton bad received would, in
about all the lads h11ve been on the borrow late- the end, have proven fatal, and, nfter writhing
ly, lill:e yourselves, I am pretty nearly cleaned for nearly halt an hour, mingling prayers with
out."
the most t>lasphemous curses, this wicKed man
"Well, old man, you just keep quiet for a of crime finally gasped forth his Inst breath, and
couple of daJ s, and we will fix you out all lay still in death.
right."
His murderess gazed at his expiring agonies
"Well, you can't be about it too soon."
with a ~ool, pitiless glance, and when, finally,
The conversation was continued some time his wicked, sin-s~eeped soul h11d taken its flight,
longer, when the two young men left the room, she arrnnged tbmgs about the room so as to
and left Lem Caxton alone. Shortly after their make it appear that a desperate struggle had
departure, an opposite door from that which taken place, 11nd then stole out ot the room by
they bad passed through, opened, and Lottie the same door thrpugb which she bad entered,
R~dway entered.
after first havini:: unlocked the otl..ter.
"Has Tom gone out, Lem?" fhe inquired, 118
Thus crime clashes wit.h crime, and the final
she seated hereelf in a luxuriou~ arm-chair.
doom is veritied: " The wages of sin is death."
''Yes; he aud Riley have just gone out together. l have been talking to them. 1 gave
them to understand lhat it was about time tney
CHAPTER XIX.
did a little business."
" l think so myself."
" You have not been betrayed, mfae, neither
"I say, Lottie, ain 't you getting kind of tired am I an impostor, although I have come to see
of Tom?" As Lem said this, be cast 11 signifi. you in disi::uise. 11 you will think a moment
cant look at Lottie.
you will perceive that there is nothing unurnal
" What makes you ask that qul!stion?" and in a detective oltlcer assuming R disguise."
she fastened her handsome eyes keenly upon I.tis
'' You may speak truly concerning your disface.
guise, but why is it that you attempt to make
" Well, it has become necessary for me to me disbelieve the evidence of my own eyes?
make a stake, and the rewards offered for Tom Why do you in8ist that I did not see and recogJiave made him a v11luable man. l owe him a ni7.e Eagar .tlall as my uncle's assassin?"
he looked at you as though you were a
stranger?"
'' Yes.''
"Well , that was perfectly natural. 1 don't
believe the individual whom you mistook tor
Edgur Hall upon that occasion, ever saw you
before."
Ad .. le became confused and excitetl. An undefined !eeling of drtarl crept, over her. She
he~au to feel 11 terror of th e old man with whom
she was conversing. Aiter a moment's pause,
she said, abruptly :
" Why are you so anxious to prove that 1 did
not see Edi::ar Hall that night?"
" Btcause l know you are the victim ot @ome
terrible mistall:e. I know that Edgar Hall left
the city two days prevlou~ly."
" But :von admit that he wns in the city on
the mornini:: following the murder?"
"Yes.''
" Then is it not possible that you are the one
who has been deceived ? Would it uot have
been easy ror him to pretend that he was i::oing
to leave town and conceal himself purposel.y? "
" Re could have done so, but Ile did not."
" Re must have returned, then, the night before the murder, for l can positively swear that
I saw and recognized him at my unc:le's house
some time between ten and twelve o'clock on
the night preceding the murder. "
"And I can swear, Miss Dutay, that you did
not, " said the officer, in low. decided tones.
" llow can you swear to it ?" .
" Becau~e 1 know that he was not iu the city
ot New York at that time."
" How can you assert that against the positive evidence of my own eyesight ?"
" Supported by the evid.ence of my own eyes.
l lr ft I.he city in companywith]i;dgar Hall ; and
returned in company with him on the morning
nfter the murder. Edgar Hall was one hundred
miles diMant when that crime was perpetrated."
Upon hearing this singular contradiction and
denial of the evidence ot her own eyes, Adele
arose to her feet , and actually quivering -with
excitement, stepped across the room, placed her
hand impetuously upon the old man's shoulder,
and exclaimed:
" Speak! speak I who are you?"
" My name is Brown," replied the officer
quietly, and without the least evidence of excitement.
" Whot ver you are; " exclaimed Adele, starting back in an agony of terror. "you have come
to me in disguise! You are an impostor. Oh,
God I have 1 been betrayed?"
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" He was not in New York at the time General Dulay was murdered. 1 know this for a
certainty. lf he was not in New York he could
not have committed the murder. If he did not
murder your uncle, it is equally probable that
he had no hand in the recent murder, and is,
after all, the high-toned gentleman, and brave,
kindly man that you at one time believecl him
to be."
"Then how <lo you explain the mystery?"
" It must be some fatal resemblance."
"Have you ever seen this person who so
much resembles Edgar Hall?"
"l have."
" Do you know the history of this wonderful
resemblance 1" and .Adele leaned forward with
excited eagerness when she asked this last question .
" l do know the history of this fatal resemblance, and long ere this would have told. the
whole story to you, it you had nc..t fled away
and hidden yourself horn all of your friends."
"Who are you?" again exclaimed .Adele, a
sudden smpiciou flashing across her mind.
" I am Edgar .Elall."
" l thought su," said .Adele, as her features
assumed a hard expression, and her eyes burned
with an indignant lignt ; " 1 thou ght so," she
repeated. " .And you are villain enough to
come here and try and impose upon me with
this story; your duplicity is proven by the very
disguise in which you have come. My sensitive blood chilled in your presence hefore you
disclosed your iJentity. Edgar Hall, begone!
You know now your clanger: you know nc..w
that 1 intend to surrender you to justice; begone, I say!"
" Aud yon are the gentle, loving .Adele Dutay who pledged me her love; and you can
stand there, and refuse to hear my proofs that
I am all that you o~ce believed me to be. It
cruelty can exceed. this, 1 am yet to learn it. "
" 1 do not know why 1 permit myself to prolong this conversation."
" Since you have conversed with me thus
long, why not let me tell you my storyr"
·· 1 will tell you why; because l believe that
you are capable of concocting a tale which
would tend. to cmr~]nce me against tbe evidence
of my own senses.
" And you still believe me to be I.he robber
and asRassin that entered your uncle's house,
and killed him ?"
" l do."
"Then may Beaven for1dve you! tor you do
me an iujuslice which, wLen too late, you will
repent."
" When that day comes, 1 will thank Heaven
tor an opportunity to perform any expiation
which may be designed for me."
" Thflt day will come. Adieu.'"
When the ai~guised Edgar Hail left her preaence, Allele sank insensible np in tlie floor; 11nd
thus her main found her when she re-entered
the room. Fanny had seen persons faint before, ancl instead ot calling tor assistance, she
set about restoring her young _mietress to consciousness, ' ancl after some time succeeded.
' When full y restored, Fanny said:
".My dear miss, what happened during your
interview with that horrid detective that caused
you to faint?"
"Have you any idea, Fanny, who that man
was? "
"No more than that he was one ot those
dreadtul deteclive men who almost frightened
me out of my wits thi;i morning."
"lt was Edgar Hall him ~elf in dis~uise."
"ll;dgar Hall!'' exclaimed Fanny, as a look
of amazement flashed over her face. Then she
adc!ec1: "lf that was Ed!(ar Ball, who was the
man 1 saw\ For, as true as l am living and
speaking thi~ moment, while that man was
here, I saw Mr. Edgar Hall passing on the opposite side ot the street."
" ·what is that you are saying?" said Adele,
gazing in surpnse at her maid.
"1 am saying, Miss Adele, that, while that
officer -who yon say was Eogar .Elall was in this
room with you, 1 saw the real Mr. Edgar Hall
pass this house, on the opposite side of the
street."
" How could you see Edgar Hall pass the
house when he was here in tliis room with me?"
"Thai, mi$s, is wlmt I don't understanJ.I. 1
saw either him or his ghost, and 1 am sure ot
it. Who can solve the mystery?"
"Yes, yes, Fanny-who can solve the mystery? For.some terrible mystery there is. 01 ,
God!" she murmurer!, as a perplex~<l JOok
stole over her face, " aft er all. can it be possible that I am laboring under some terrible mis-

take? Fanny," she exclaimed, suddenly,
''put. on your things at once, hasten to headquarters. and find that man who was here-or,
stop; ask for Mr. Hall, see him, and tell him to
come to me at once. "
ln obedience to Adele's command, F an ny
hastened over to the chief's office and inquired
for Mr. Hall, but was informed that there was
no such man on the force.
" Who was the man that you sent in answer
to that note 1 brought you?"
' .After thinking a moment, and glancing over
hie memorandum hook, the chief said:
"Oh, 1 recollect now; 1 put that matter in
the bands of Charley Burton, a young otlicer
who h11S been sick. ls that the man you want
to see?"
"Yee:, sir."
"Well, he is not here now. You can leave
a message for him.''
"Please tell him that my young mistress
"ould like to see him again as soon as possible.''
And Fanny took her departure.
Upon her return home .Adele inquired, eagerly:
" Did. you see Mr. Hall?"
"No, miss; there is no n:an on ithe force by
the name of Hall. The captain says that the
man who came lo see you was a J\llr. Burton. "
"Oh, dear! oh, dear!" murmmed Adele;
" mystery upon mystery 1 .After all, could l
have been the victim ot another decP.pt.ion? Yes,
yes, now 1 see it all-the man who came here in
disguise and represented himself ns Edgar Rull,
must have been an accomplice; the real Edgar
Hall was awaitin g without, after having thoroughly pDsted this man who assumed his character. This, at least, solves one of the mysteries. Charley Burton interviewed me, while the
villain Hall paraded himself conspicuously upon
the opposite side of the street. Probably it 1
bad allowed him to tell his well-rehearsed story,
be would have concluded by calling me to the
window, and pointing out his double." .At this
instant Fauny, who was standing at the window, rnddenly exclaimed:
"Oh, Miss Adele, there he goes now!"
" Who?" exclaimed Adele.
"Mr. Ball himself."
Rising and gomg- to the window Adele looked
ont, and there, true enough, she beheld Edgar
Hull, sauntering slowly along, dressed ln the
extreme of fashion.
As she retired from the window, she exclaimed:
" Thank God 1 did not permit myself to be
deceived a second time!"
CH.APTER XX.
DuTAY had anticipated more trouble
th!IJl Ile actually encountered, when he put in a
claim for his murdered uncle's estate; but the
sudden disappearance and subsequent proof of
Adele's death made the way clear to its undisputed possession.
Mr. Hasbrouck had done all that he could to
contest his claim; but with no other claimant
tor whom to baltle, his intererence did nol
amount to much, and Leon Dulay became the
undisputed heir-al -law.
One lowery afternoon, he sat in his room,
gazing alternately at two photographs which he
held in either hand.
" 1 am rich," he muttered, "and yet, should
either of these two persons discover the good
fortune that I have fatlen heir to, 1 Wo!lld be
compelled to divide with them, or my lite would
not be worth a sixpence."
One of the photographs repiesentect the face
of 11 keen-eyed, villainous-looking man, evidently between forty and fifty years ot age ; the
other was tile semblance ot the face of a gi rla glorious wealth 6t hair tloated down over her
shoulders, Iler eyes wei·e radiantly beautiful,
but a ghastly scar had made hideous the balance
of her tace, which otherwise would have been
transcencllmtly beautitul.
Resuming his soliloquy, Leon Dutay murmurer! :
" When 1 was poor, and living from hand to
mouth , l met tnem at every step I turned; but
I dnred not do then what 1 would dare now.
Night after uight I hav(} $Cllrched, and been uu·
abk to find them. Oh, that 1 could! Oil, with
what a mad joy 1 could drive a stiletto to his
heart, ancl close an iron grasp aronnd the throat
of his viperisb daughter ! 1 can but wait. Re
and l have got to meet, and 1 feel that my star
is now in the ascendant. I'll not snrrencler a
dollar of this wealth! I'll die first I No, no; 1
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have steeped my Foul in too much guilt to obtain the gold which always, like an ignusfatuus,
fluttered. just beyond my grasp. .Ancl now, by··
one bold stroke, followed by but little eftort, L
find. myself the possessor of millioµs; and l 'll
hold on to them to the death!"
.At this instant his sulifoquy was interrupted
by a light touch upon his shoule1er. Starting ·
suddenly he turned and beheld the d111k face
and gieaming eyes ot his valet, whereon rested..
a cautionary smirk, while his finger was raised
warningly, as though to indicate silence and
caution. So noiseless and catlike had been the-·
valet's entrance and transit acros~ the room ,
that his master was not aware of his presenceuntil he felt the warning touch. upon his shoul- der.
,
"Well, Otto," said Dutay, in a low whisper, .
"what is it vou Lave to tell me?"
•
.. 1 have seen her."
"Great Henven!" exclaimed the master,
springing to his feet, while his face became-blanched with terror.
"Did you see her father, too?"
" Uh, you mistake; it was not lier that l
saw."
"'!'hen who the devil was it?"
" The rightful heir of your present wealt h,..
.Adele Dutay."
'• Bah ! you fool ; she has been dead these tw()o
months. "
""You thought so, but she is alive. 1 saw
her to-day."
"W here?" ·
" Standing on the sidewalk, on the opposite·
side of the street, C1irectly in front ot this.
house. "
"Admitting th at it \\·as·Miss Dutay that you.
saw, how do you account for her disappearance,_
the story of her C:eath, and her continued concealment? "
" I think that she herself gave out, or helped.
to confirm Lhe story ot her death. 1 always
thought there was something very strange about.
the whole affair. lf 1 hnd not been sure that
you had had nothing to do with her death I
woulrf have more readily believed it."
" You app~ar to have a very high opinion ot
me.''
"l know you."
"Do yon, you rascal? Vlell. if you rlo, you.
need not be so free in giving expression to your·
opinion."
·
" 1 did not speak to give oflense. 1 spoke in
a business way, you ought to know that, JlfosterLeon."
' " Well, but about this girl, what do you think
has been her object in concealing a knowledge·
of her whereabouts?"
" 1 think that 1t goes to prove that she is a
cunning and dangerous customer, and I believe·
that she has been to France. "
"To France!"
u Yes.' '
"What for?"
"To investigate the truth ot your Flory ; anct
as she has returned you may rest assured that:
she has obtained facts which will prove dangerous to your security."
" Ottn, you may be right."
" 1 !Link l am. "
"W hat are we to do?"
" What have "'e otten done, for less money
than is now involved?"
"Yc' U are right; hut this will proven dangerous job, especially it this girl has put herselt in
communication whh her lawyer. 1 believe that
that fellow rmnrn within an ace of arresting me
tor her murder. lf he could have found the
faintest clew whereon to make a !:barge he
would have done ~o. but, fortunately tor me,
he was haffied; hut lam certain that he had detectives on ..my track for week~, and may have,
eveu now.
" 1 do not believe that she has communicated
with her lawyer."
"What mak e~ yon tliink so?"
" Because 1 believe thi.t she intends to treat
with you first; if our other surmises are correct,
why. the last ia likely to be; so it proves that
she is a smart, cute girl, and intends to regam
posse&sion of her ri ghts with as little trouble
and publicity as possible."
"-1 bope your last conclusion is the correct
one, because if she ouce comes inside these
doors, we would have everything in our own
hands."
" lt she comes inside ot these doors she must
be permitted to pass out through them agairr,
unharmed. "
"She must! Why, pray?"
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" Because it would not be safe to have anything happen to her beneath this root. "
" Well, well, what fresh devetry is that roan
puttiDJ!: into your head now, Leon?"
These words came from the)ips ot the old
housekeeper, as she pushed open the door, and
strode into the room, without having given any
previous warning.
An angry !lush suftused the dark features of
the valet, as he hissed out : .
" I expected that that old hell-cat would come
poking in here. "
" Yes, and I will always come poking in here
when I think that you are trying to put any
fresh villany into Leon's mind."
" Come, come, auntie, you mustn ' t let your
prejudice aJ?:ainst Otto carry you quite so far,
or I will be under the necessity of sending you
back to France."
· " I suppose that this is what that monste1
has been urging yo n to rlo."
"No, he has not. When I decide to do so I
will act 8Ccording to my own mind; but-"
At this instant Leon Dutay 's furth er remarll:s
were cut short by a violent ring at the door bell.
" Who can that be ?" crier! Leon, as his face
became perfectly livid witb terror.
" Who should it be," whispered Otto, ... but
Adele Dutay."
" I hope it is," said Leon.
"And so do 1, " murmured Otto, as with a
Jlgbt step he p:lided from thP. room to answer
the summons.
CHAP'l'ER XXL
ABOUT a week subsequent, a man and woman
were seated in a dingy apartment in a house
situated upon a street lined on either side by
tenement houses. From their appearanc1l9, it
was plainly evident thnt they had but 1eccntly
been very much excited. At the time we introduce them to the reader, they were sitting silently staring at each other, with a flushed look
ot anger upon both countenances. Finally the
silence was broken by the woman, who said:
" We have been hunted from hiding·place to
hiding-place. arn l now that you havP. got a good
stake, it is time that we left this count.ry altogether. "
"And 1 tell you that I won't, if l bang ; l
am on the right lay now tor a big ~Lake, und I
am going for it."
·
At that moment there was a mp at tr,e door.
Bot.h started guiltily, nnd turned pale, but at
once said. " C(\me in. " The door opened. ancl
p;ave entrance to a dark, cunning-lookinl{ man,
wl10 glided noiselessly into the room, after closing the door behind him.
" 1f my eyes do not deceive me," said the
man , " 1 know you-you are Otto, Leon Dufion 's friend and adviser."
"1'.our eyes don't deceive you, Tom Redway, I am Otto. "
" Why, my man, bow long have you been in
this city?"
"About two years."
"And is Leon Dufion in this country also ?"
"Yes, he is. Are you and he on good terms?"
" We were the iast time we met; but how did
he escape? The last time 1 heard from bim he
was sent on a 'sojourn ' for about fifteen years."
" (Jb, 1 managed that little business for him ;
he is all right now, best side up with care, well
and hearty. "
"You are a pretty smart fellow, Otto. How
did you happen to drop upon our present roosting.place ?"
"Well, Tom, that's my secret; but I came
on business. I have got a job which will pay
you big."
" What is the style of business i o band ?"
"There is a cert.ain person stands in Leon's
way who must be removed to make things sate."
" ls this person a man or a w.oman ?"
" It is a woman."
"Francesca? "
"No."
" Who th en can it be? An American woman
with whom he bas become involved?"

··No."

" ls it one of the guild, or some high-bred

lady?"
"What matters it to you, 'l'om Redway, who
it is, as long as it is a job that can lie easily ac·
complished and the pay is l.arge."
. " How large?"
" Five thou sand dollars."
" That is all right; but tell me, where will 1
1ind Leon Dufion ?"
'· 1 am not at l_iberty to tell you just at pres.
ent."
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"Tom," said Lottie, abruptly, "will you let
"ls F'rancesca livin~ with him now?"
this be our last job, if 1 help you through it?"
" She ie in Europe.'
"Then she left since yesterday, for I saw her
"Yes, old gal, 1 will. To tell you the truth.
on Broadway, riding in an elegant coupe."
1 am getting sick of so much blood myself."
" What! can this be trµe? " exclaimed Otto,
" Will you return to Europe after '!Ve make
springing; to his feet, and for the first time giv- this last stake?"
ing evidencP. that be could be excited.
" I will think of it."
"Yes, it is true. 1 know her features too
well to be mistaken; ancl she too plainly bears
yet that terrible scar, the result ot Leon DuCHAPTER XXII.
tlon 's handiwork."
·
" 1 am giad that you told me this. Was her
WHEN Otto opened the door at the time his
father with her?"
interview with his master was so suddenly in" :No; she was in company with a man whom terrupted by the ring at the door· \Jell, instead!
I should judge was an Arneljican."
of finding Adele Dutay there, seeki:ig admis"\Vere tb3y in a public or private convey- sion, be found Mr. Hasbrouck, the lawyer.
ance?"
"ls Mr. Leon Dutay at home?" inquired the
"l should say it was a private coupe, prnb- lawyer.
ably the property of the old cull who was with
" Who wishes to see hini?"
her."
" My question was whether Mr. Dutay was
"You won't take the two thousand?"
at home."
"No."
"Yes, sir, and my master directed me to al"Well, it l arrange so you receive the 1i ve, ways find out the name of the party who might
wi!J you undertake the job ?"
inquire tor him."
" Yes; but 1 must be made sure of the
" .My name is Hasbrouck, and I wish to see
ntoney. Leon Dufion's word of promise is your master on important business."
worthless to me."
" l\lr. Dulay is not well to-day, l will take in
·' The money shall be put in such a shape that your name and see whether he wishes to make
yon will be rnre of it as soon as t.he job is done. " an exception in your favor."
During the foregoing conversation, Lottie
"Very well, be quick about it, my lime is.
Redway bad been a silent witness. She now valuable."
spoke, and said:
" You will excuse me for allowin.!!' you t<>
" 'l om Red way, you are a fool to undertake wait at the door?"
any job for which Leon Dufion is to pay."
"Certainly."
" Oh, you need not be worried, Lollie; l "ill
Otto ban thus far carried his point. Returnlook ror my interest. 1 will see that the money ing to the room where his master was anxiously
is ready to !Je had the moment it is earned."
waiting, he informed him who the visitor was.
"We may have more work tor you after this
" Show him into the library, and I will mee~
case is disposed ot, " said Otto, adding, " for him, and woe betid~ him, if he has come to anwhich the pay will be larger."
noy me with any threats of more hw. "
" We will get through with this one tlrst. 1
.Mr. Hasbrouck was shown into the library
have undertaken this matter, now tell me the where. atter a short delay, he was joined by
name ot· this Rweet woman of whom you want Leon Dutay. The latter's manner wa,; exceedme io make an angel, indeed."
in.e:Iv wary ana nervous. while the lawyer was:
" The name she at present bears is Martha cool, calm, and sclf-posseEsed, and a determined
Jones, and she lives at--" and Otto furnished and resolute expression reeted upon bis usually
the address, a minute description of her appear- benevolent-looking countenance.
ance, her habits, and every other necessar.v pnr·
" l am not enjoying good health, an;l I hope ticular which would aid her intended assassin you will state you r business as briefiy as possito succeed in bis foul aud !Jloocly work.
ble." said Leon Dutny.
"And now, bow about the money?" inquired
" I have come to ask you to surrender Ibis
Tom, when he had received all the necessary property, and to tell you that you are what from
information .
the first 1 suspected you to be-a gross impos"Here are two thousand and a half down ; tor ! ls this statement sufficiently brief?"
you sbail have the balance when your work is
" I should sav that your business has been
done; ' ' and Otto passed over the a mount in one- directly stated. One more question-How dare
hu ndred-dollnr bills.
you come into my own house and ectdress such
" Where will l lie able to tint! you."
epithets to me1"
"Through a personal in the' Herald.' "
"Because I am capable ot proving t11em."
" And you won't name your present abode?"
"You are under my roof , sir, and claim to be
"No."
a gentleman, and I expect you to act and talk
"Well, it don't matter much; I can find you like one. "
out, I reckon, if you don't come to time."
"I am not here as a guest; I have come as an
"1 will watch the papers, and will be up to accuser. I have come to claim a restoration of
the scratch ; you can depend upon gettiug all that which you illegally hold, and to denounce
your pay, and, as I said before, we inay have you as a villain."
.
more work tor you it you do this well."
" And I, sir, pronounce you a liar; and it you
"You may depend upon me." Am' Otto, do not instantly retract VI hat you have charged,
the dark fienu, took his departure, and left the 1 will have you thrown from tile house. "
·
two li~hter-complexioned fiends, Lot.tie and
"O h! no, you won 't, you dare not; you
Tom Redway, alone. As soon as the former know that 1 have come prepared tor violence,
had gone, Tom said:
and anticipated being threatened. If you wish
" Lottie, you can he! p me in this job."
to hear the ~rounds upon which I make these
"No, Tom, 1 do not want to have anything demands and charl!es, J will g ive you an opporto do with it."
t unity; otherwise, 1 shall act through the Jaw,
"W'hy not, pretty one: you arc not growing and then you will not have the-same chance to
squeamish, are you l "
escape the punishment of your rascality. that I
" Yes, Tom, I am. lo fact, l have weakened am desirous of allowing yon conditionally."
considerably since the death of Lem Caxton,
" In other words, you wish to blackmail nie?"
and I want to fiy from the country altogether."
"You are mistaken; Leon Dufion is not the
"Why, my love, what has come over you?" sort of man for anybody to attempt to black
"1 am haunted! Lem Caxton's ghost has mail.''
solved for me the mystery ot a future existenceUpon hearing the name Leon Dufion, the man
ugh!" she murmured, as a cold shudder ran who pretended to pass as Leon Dutay bEcame
over her form . " 1 wi8h I could wash his blood greatly excited-llis face turned purple ~ith
off of my hands !" and her pale face assumed a rage as he hissed out:
horrified expression, while her eyes glared with
" That is not my name. "
" Hut I can prove that it is."
an unnatural light.
" Take a glass ot brandy, Lottie, you are
" Then, this is the story that Adele Dutay has
getting .the ·horrors,' my poor girl.''
brought to you from France. I expected she
"l'es, Tom, I am ge tting the horrors, and I woukl come with just some such trumped-up
wish to give up our present life.' '
libel."
"Here, woman, drink! you are a fool!"
If Leon had started upon being addressed as
Lottie reached forth her band, and drank off Duflon, the excitement of the lawyer was a
the liquor, whir.h Tom handed to Iler, at a hundred times greater upon hearing lhese last
draught. The eftect of the brandy was iustan- words, and he fairly gasped, as he exclaimed ;
taneous, and she said
"Ah, ha! so Miss Dutay is alive, then, and you
" 1 feel better now."
-you villain, know it."
"l knew you would; and when you ever feel
" I did not say that l knew that she was
any of those strange fancies coming over you, alive. l only intimated that it was possible that
just drown them in a good snifter. Why, you she might be, and you know it; and that this
began to make me feel uncomfortable."
alone had induced you to come here and try to
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b rowbeat and fri ghten me. No, no; Miss
Adele Dutay may at this moment be lying at
t he bottom of the North River, for aught 1
lknow." .
" And 1 know that she does not lie at the
bottom of the North River. She is in New
York, having just returned from Frauce wilh
proofs of your villainy. "
Leon was quick to discover that this last remark was made by the lawyer from information
which his own words bad conveyed, and he was
also satisfied that Ad ele J>utay and Mr. Hasbrouck had not communicated with each other,
:as yet. 'l'he lawyer's ruse was a quickly c<>nceived and cunning one, but he had a cunning,
11hrewd man to deal with.
"lf Miss Dutay has returned from France, or
the North River, either, with any trumped-up
accus!ltions against me, she has certainly shown
good judgment in selecting such a rascally sh_y. eter as ·you to intimidate me with them. - 1 am
prepared, Mr. Hasbrouck, to meet you in the
comts, and it you du not bring the matter
there 1 will, so as to defend myself aguinst a
xepetition of such insults as 1 have just received
.at yonr hands."
"You dark-faced rnscal ! you dare to call me
a shyster, do you? Well, 1 will show you what
kind of a shyster 1 am, Leon Duflon !"
"If you do not wish to be thrown into the
street, do not address me as Duflon again. "
" Tllen l will fail to address you by your true
name. Look here, villain! L know your whole
h istory ; your attemped murder of your wiie,
Francesca, whose beautiful face still llears the
scar ot your treacherous knife; 1 know of your
attempted murder of your wite's fRther, also
the crimes which brought you to the bar of a
French court, and for which you were sentenced to the galleys for fifteen years. So mind
you, now, you scoundrel, and keep a ci vii
t ongue in your head, or 1 will not only retake
f rom you your stolen property, llut hand you
over to the French consul. You are in my
power, but all l want is to recover what does
not belong to you; with your othH crimes l ' ll
have notlling to do, unless yon force me to, as
:a punishment for any insolence to myself. "
During this excited harangue, Leon Duflon's
face presented a picture of abject terror. Conscious guilt was depicted upon every feature,
and under all there reoted upon bis countenance
a. dangerous and threatening exprcRsion.
" Ila! you g uilty wretcll !" continued the
lawyer, "your face is a confession of your
guilt. Now, answer me, are you going to surrender the property without a strugg le, or are
you going to compel me to prove my charges in
the courts?"
" lf 1 surr.,nder tllis property-who gets it ?"
•• Adele Dutay "
"But Adt:le Dutay is oead, " ~aid Leon Du ·
tay.
"1 know that you are lying, " was Hasbrouck's hot reply. "She is not dead, and
you know it."
" l know that she is dead !"
•
" Then, if she is, it is another foul crime to
ibe added to the catalogue ot your infamy."
" 1 had no hand in her death , no matter what
-else 1 may have done. But .suppose 1 prove that
:She is dead, to whom does the property go ?"
" To the next of kin, of course, the heir at
!law."
"But the1e is no heir at law. Adtle Dutay
was the only livin g relation of the late gen-era!."
"Then you admit that you are not a rightful
dl.eir."
"Yes; it would be useless for me to deny it,
:Since Francesca Duflon has been your informant. "

"Aud yc,u admit also that your story about
Adele Dulay was a foul lie? "
" 1 es, it was a foul lie ; her father was a
:gambler, he was the only brother of General
Dutay. He was murdered in an infamous
\house by a notorious woman, when Adele was
less than two years old. The general, who was
a proud man, could not bear the disgrace and,
therefore, fled from France, taking his brother's or!'>han daughter with him."
... How is it that Adele did not know these
'facts·?•·•
•·• Because General Dutay, for reasons of his
tE>wn, saw fit to keep them a secret trom her. 1
learned that such was the case, and when I
heard ot bis murder, I conceived the plan of
:tirumoing up a story to get the property."
" Suppose Adele had lived , and we had contested the case, what would have been your plan
.ot proof?"

" That does n Dt matter now; but you have
not answered my question; if I surrender this
property to whom does it go~"
"'I here being no heir at law, it will revert to
the State. "
"1 know that; and now 1 want to put a
question to you point blank. Don't you think
the Stale i• rich enough?"
•
" What difierence does that make 1 What are
you driving at ?"
" 1 want to make a proposition."
"Well, what is it?"
'' I want to go in and divide this little property with you, and make you rny friend; with
your help 1 can defy a dozen Francese~ Duflons. "
" Why, you impudent rascal!" exclaimll the
lawyer, furiously, "dare you propose crime to
nie?"
" Yes, 1 dare. "
" And were 1 a younger man, I would knock
you down."
As Mi. Hasbrouck said this, he made a movement toward the door, when Leon Dutton advanced across the room, and placing his hand
upon the lawyer's shoulder, he said :
" Be warned in time, Mr. Hasbrouck."
"Be warned of what?"
" Your danger."
"What do you intend to do?"
" 1 insist upon your accepting my ofter-at
least listening to my proposition. "
"And suppose I refuse to do either, wllat will
you do ?"
" Kill you."
"Not as easily as you suppose!" exclaimed
Mr. liasbrouck, as he stepped back, and with
the quickness of a flash, presente<1 a pistol point
blank at Leon Duflon's heatt.

CHAPTER XXlll.
" You are armed !" crier! Leon Duflon, in
surprise, as tile lawyer covered him with his
pistol.
.
"Yes, sir, 1 am armed. 1 knew better than
to walk into the den of such a scoundrel, as I
believed you to be, without armiug myself. "
At this instant the door opened and Otto, on
tiptoe as usual and with a noiseless step, entered the room.
"What !Jo!" he cried, "what means this
belligerent attitude between two gentlemen? "
" lt means," said Leon, " that this old man
hRs come into my house and, not satisfi ed with
insulting me, suddenly drew a weapon and
threatened my lite."
"That is false I" sairl the lawyer, promptly;
" it was you that first drew a weapon and tried
to compel me to listen to your infamous proposals."
" Gentlemen, there must be some dreadful
mistake," pleasant.ly remarked Otto, in a conciliating tone ot voice.
" Yes, there llas been a mistake committed.
That villain,'] said the law yer , pointing to
Leon, " 1eceived a fair offer from me to save
himselr much troubl e; but now I ~hall proceed al once in snch n manner as to visit upon
him the full punishment of his crimes."
" Mr. Dntay is not a villain, and 1 can not
permit you to call such names under this root."
- "Anrl who, pray, are you ?" cried Mr. H asbrouck. in answer to Olto's lust remark, made
in a low, insinnating tone of voice.
" lt matters little who l am ; it is sutticient
that l forbid the use of any violent lang uage in
this house."
"Well, let me tell you· that neither you nor
that scoundrel, Duflon, have any right under
this rooi at all. "
" ls thi s old gentleman a lunatic?" said Otto
to Leon, as he slowly glided nearer to the lawyer.
"1 think he is, " answered Leon," or afoul."
Mr. Hasbrouck was about to make .i replv,
wben, with a sudden hound, Otto sprung upon
him, seized him by the wrist, knocked the pistol from his hand, and then clapping his hand
over tile surprised old lawyer 's mouth, he dexterously tripped him with his foot. and threw
hirn ·upon the floor .
" Choke him! smother him!" r.ried Leon,
advancing to the prostrate man.
"Not if you please. " replied Otto ; "we do
not kill maniacs for their harmless ravings."
" But that man is no maniac-it is Basbrouck, the devilish old limb of the law who
h!lll tormented me so."
"You are mistaken, my dear master, this is
a crazy man, and we must deal gently with

him." Then, addressing his victim, Otto added, "Will you pr omise not to shout or rave if
I remove my hand from your mouth? You may
indicate by closing your eyes."
Mr. Hasbrouck closed his eyes, when Otto
continued:
" :Mind that you understand me. A shout of
anything of that kind will compel me to knock
you on the head as a dangerous lunatic. Do
you understand?"
Again tile la wyer closed llis eyes, when 0 1to
at once removed his hand, when Mr. Hasbrouck
said:
" Will you al low me to rise and leave this
home?"
"Not just yet," said Utto, in a soothing tone
of voice; " it would not be sate. H you will
give ns the direction of some one of your
friends, 1 will send for him, and he can take
you away. 1 would not be 11oing right to let
you go into the street otherwise."
" Do you think me mad?"
"1 do ; none b~1t a madm an would be as violent as you have been ."
' 1see1 am in the power of a pair of villains.
What terms do you want to make?"
" None with a madman. "
" Thi$ comedy has run long enough for one
act. 1 again ask, what terms will secure my
freedom?"
" Your eternal silence, " said .Leon Duflon.
"You shall never leave this house alive. "
" Very well; 1 arranged before 1 came for all
this. A detective saw me enter this house ; if
he does not see me leave it, he will know exactly what to do with the instructions he received
from me before I entered this place.' '.
Otto and his master exchanged significant
glances. 'lbe old man's coolness led them to
telieve that bis assertion was true.
" .B.ang it I" said Leon ; " the cunning old
scoundrel has laid his plans well."
" Yes; I knew the kind of man l llad to deal
with "
"No, you didn'1," said Otto; "and, further,
I have at length discovered. that you are not as
crazy as you mig ht appear. You are a danger·
ous man, and you shall not leave this house, in
spite of yom precautions; 1he presence of the
detectivP. outside will not avail you."
" Then the consequences will be upon your
own heads."
" Very likely; still, you can not leave this
house.''
"Do you intend to kill me?"
"Not nnless you make It nP.cessary; here,
master , you watch !Jim a moment; when 1 return, I will druw his teeth. "
Leaving his master to watch over the lawyer,
Otto left the room, and was absent full fifteen
minutes. When he returned he had handcuffs,
a rope, and several other articles, which he immediately brought into use. Going about his
business in a cool, deliberate manner, he first
gagged Mr. Hasbrouck. then removed his outer
clothing, handcuffed hi.n, and then, leading
him to the \)asement cellar, chained him tO the
wall , atter fi1st supplying other clothing for that
which he had ren1oved. During this whole op·
eration, not a word had been exchan ged ; but
finally the lawyer said, when Otto tor a moment
removed th e gag :
"What does all this me•m ?"
" lt means that you are a prisoner for the
present."
"Are you aware of the crime you art! committin g?"
" l aw, full y."
" What tlo you expect to gain by this?"
" My master 's fr eedom from your persecutions."
" fl.ave you forgotten the p rcsence of the detective who is watching for me to leave this
house! "
" No. l will fix him. "
" )'OU "Ill iJt be called to 8. fearful reckoning
for al I this some of these days."
"Never by you, sir."
" Why never by me?"
" Because 1 shall kill you before you shall
ever again become troublesome; and now , if
you please, 1 will stop your impudent mouth
with this little instrument again, and nnti! you
learn tu be more civil, it will be removed only
when you are fed by my hands."
" How long is the imprisonment to continuti?"
" As long as when at liberty you would harm
my master."
And Otto replaced the gag, and Jett the old
lawyer to bis sad reflections in the damp vault,
where he was unlawfully and wickedly chained.
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Returning up stairs, Otto rejoined his master,
who said:
" We are running a terrible risk in confi nin g
that old man down there; we will have the
house filled with detectives be tore Jong. "
"No, we won ' t, Master Leon. I generally
know what l am about."
" What do you propose to do?"
" l propose, in the lHst place, to arrange for
the sudden taking oil of l\iiss Adele Dutay."
" ): es; hut what advantage will there he in
getting her out ot the way as Jong as that lawyer lives?"
" 1 will atl end to his case afterward."
"Then why didn ' t you settle hia: at on0er
" Because I thou2ht it possible that the old
man might be telling the truth. l do not believe there is any detective watching the house,
but I will soon find out."
·~How?"

"l will show you."
Half an hour later, a man very much resembling- Mr. Hasbrouck in appearance passed out
-of the door of General Dutay's mansion. and
-slowly passed down the street. '\.Her an hour,
a mnn who very much resembled Otto entered
<the same house, although. had one been watching the premi;es, they could not have sworn
t h11t they ·saw him leave there upon that day.
In the hallway, Leon met his servant, and inq uired:
"Well, what have you to report?"
"The old lawyer lied-the story ot the dete.::tive .was a cunning fable. "
" Aud now what must be done?"
" We mu~t dispose or .Adele Dutay, and then
the lawyer; the death or either one alone would
;not help us; they are both doomed."
This the fellow spoke ?.ilhout a change of
-countenance, ancl in as matter of-tact a manner
as though deciding upon what he was to 01der
:tor his master's dinner.
CHAPTER XXlV.
ADELE DuTAY was almost heart-broken and
-00mpletely discouraged. lt appeared to her
that he who she had once fondly dreamed was
to be 1ho joy of her lire, was destined to prove
.her N ernesis.
" I can not Jive long," she murmured to
herselt , "this feartul sorrow must finally wear
me out, and at last 1 shall find peace in death."
One day her maid Fanny said to her: "Have
you noticed a strange woman who has been
hovering about our house for the last two days?"
" 1 have not."
" Well, miss, I have, and I have an impression that this woman is, in some way, connect.ea with tne strange circumstances which surround yon."
" Oh, Heavens I I hor" not; 1 have suilerecl
enough already. I will tly away from this city
.at once. "
" l forgot to tell you that a gentleman called
to see you yesterday, while you were out."
" Who was the gentleman?"
" He did not leave any name, nor state his
:business."
.
" VV hat kina of a looking man was he?"
•• A. very sinister-looking man, with a dark,
swarthy skin, and glitlering, black, wickedJooking eyes. "
•• Som11 other nccomplice, I suppose, of Edgar
Hall. Wetl, Jet them come; to-morrow 1 will
go out ot the city. To-day I will go and see
Mr. Hasbrouck, the lawyer; 1 believe that he is
truly my friend."
That same afternoon A.del11, disguised in such
a manne1 that those who had known her most
intiruately would not recognize her, left the
h (JUse, and proceede<l to Mr. H asbrouck's office.
The clerk, who appeared to be greatly excited,
informbd her that his employer had gone out on
business the preceding day without stating his
destination, and had not since returned.
•·ls it usual for him to absent himself in this
manner?" inquired Adele.
"No, miss, it is uot; he Is usually the mo~t
methodic man lever knew. "
" Are you worried about bis absence?"
" l am, greatly."
•' Uan you not conjecture the nature of the
b usiness he had in hand?"
" Yes; since coming here this morning, I
found a little memorandum which leads me to
think that be went to see something about the
estate of the late General Dulay. 1 know that
recently he hes learned some very startling
developments in connection with the late l\ir.
Outay's affairs."
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A::tele started, and at once becan..e anxiously stranger, " but you had such a sweet face I
interested in the youth's statement, and she in- thought that you might spare a few moments
to listen to a tale ot misery and suffering."
quired eagerly:
" What is the nature of these recent develop ·
Adele's first impulse was to make a hasty and
angry reply ; but seeing the teara welling in the
ments? "
·· lt would not be proper for me to make strnnge woman's eyes, the natural sympathetic
public my employer's business.''
kindliness of her heart was aroused, and she
'· But I am
interested party, 1 called to see said:
l\ir. Hasbrouck upon this very matter."
"You are a stranger to me, madam."
" A.nd may 1 inquire. miss, who you are?"
"I know it: all the world are strangers to
For a moment Adele hesitated, but after me now, but it was not so once."
thinking the matter over rapidly, anj conclud" l have not much time, neither have 1 much
ing that there was no longe1 any real necessity meann; but I will render what assistance I can
tor concealing herself from the lawyer, she an- with listening to your story," said Adele, taking
her ponemonnaie from her pockeli.
swered:
" My name is Dutay. 1 am t !1e niece ot the
'· lt is not mouey assistance that I require at
present."
lat.e general."
... Then what else can I do for you?"
The youth started as though he had suddenly
been confronted with au apparition, as he ex"Oh, if you would only listen to my story!"
clnimed, excitedly:
said the .woman, pleadingly.
"There is something very strange about this,
W bile talking they had crossed the street, and
Mr. Hasbrouck believes l\'liss Adele Dulay to were standing on the corner sidewalk. Allele
be dead. I have heard hiill lament over this was anxious to get away, and yet she dill not
untortunate f'act, as he supposed, almost daily." wisl; to dismiss the stranger .abruptly:
At length sne said: •· 1 am on my way home,
"Yes, l know that he thought I was dead ;
if you will accompany me to ruy houRe, I will
but you see it is all a mistake."
" I hope it is, mi3s, still it is a verv singular listen to your story, and if I can really be of
one, and, as I never had tl.ie pleasure oJ seeing any a&istance to you, 1 will be haJ)PY to do so.''
Miss Dutay personally, 1 would not dare to
"Oh! how kind you are, you cau be ot asrecognize you as that unfortunate young lady, sistance, any one c:an who will only listen to
until my employer had verifieg your statement." my btory, and investigate its truth. l am the
"Have you taken any measures to ascertain viciim of a series of ~ost remarkable and mysanything concerning the cause ot Mr. Bas- terious circumstances, anu lam plucecl in such
brouck's absence?"
a situation that I have not a friend, and must
•· 1 have. "
applv to so;ne kin1lly stranger; but little time
"Have you been to his residence to ascertain and no money i~ reqnirtd 10 restore me to
whether they know anything aoout him there?" friends, respect, and affi ueuce."
" 1 have, last night, and again this morning .
Upon hearing this strnnge woman allude to
l\ir. Hasbrouck bas no family. 1 do not know her misfortttne as being the victim of strange
whether he is a widower or a l>achelor, but I circumstances. Adele at once began to experi•
know that he lives alone; he has not been borne ence a strong interest in her, and she said:
since he left yesterctay morning, unless he has
" It is remarkable that. under the circumreturned since l was there."
siances, you should have ·come to me. I am
" 1 will give you my addr!lSS, encl I wish that anxious to hear your story. Come, we will
you would request l\ir. Basbronck to communi- take the stage at Bro&dway, and when we get
cate with me the moment he returns."
to my home you will find me a sympathizing
"l know that he will, and l know also that listener."
.Proceeding to Broadway they hailed and ennothing will delight him more than the knowledge that you are alive, if it really proves that tered a Twenty-third Street stage, and half an
you are Miss Dulay. ''
hour later an earthlv angel introduced a party
" I am Addc D utay."
into her home, in whose bosom throbbed a heart
" Then Mr. Hasbrouck wilr find it an easy which had Jong been a stranger to every genermatter to reinstate you in possession of your ous impul3e.
late uncle's property; the information which he
has obtained concerning this Leon Dntay is very
CHAPTER XXV.
important and positive."
" Have you been to Mr. Dutay's residence to
" Mv tether is a wealthy man, but very proud
find out whether your employer has been there?" ancl passionate," said the strange wom11n to
" I shall go at once. 1 was about to start Adele, in commencement of her story, after she
when you came in."
and her fa ir entertainer had become comfortably
"You need not state under any circumstances, seated in the latter's apartment.
to any other person besides Mr. Hasbrouck, that
"1 am his only child . .My mother died when
I have been here."
l was very young, and I was left to the care of
"I will not. and if I do not find Mr. Has- nurses, and, as a matter of course, failed to rebrouck within ·f orty-eight b.ours l will call upon ceive t.hat tenuer mental nurture which only a
you anyhow ."
mother can best.ow. Consequently, as I in" l will be obliged to y)u," said Adele, as herited my father·s violent temper, I grew a
she took her departure.
.
sel_f-w_illed, _obstinate girl, and subsey_nently !'
·•There is something vc1y mysterious in all vam, unpenous woman.
this," was the clerk's remark, as he Jocked the
" I will not go into the full details of my
door after her departure, and started to go to the spoiled and wayward girlhood . but come at
house ot Leon Dutay. l'pon arriving at the once to that period ot my life when my real
latter place he rang the bell, which was an- misfortunes commenced.
swered by the ubiquitous Otto.
" When I was eighteen years of age l bern1me
"Did Mr. Hasbrouck call here yesterday ?" acquainted with a handsome, dasllin~ young
inquired the clerl;:.
man, who came to live, during the sum~er
"l\ir. Hasbro.ick?" said Otto, repeatin!! the season, io the neighborhood where my father's
name several times, as though it was unfamiliar mansion was situated. We met under romantic
to him. "No; l do not know any gentleman circumstances, and an intimacy at once sprung
by that name."
up between us. I invited him to my father's
"Are you Mr. Leon Dulay?"
house. At first he declined to come, upon 80me
" No, sir; 1 am his secretary. Do you wish trivial excuse, and we continued to meet by apto see !fr. Dutay?"
pointment, sometimes at the houses of mutual
" He will probably recollect .Mr. Hasbrouck, friends, but oftener in the evening upon the
as they recently had some business together ancl 1oads and Janes leading out of the village.
may be able to tell whether he was here or not."
" You can readily imagine the result. 1 was
" 1 can answer for ~lr. Dutay. There was a young, giddy girl, unused to the society of
no gentleman here yesterday at all, and Mr. men, and before I was aware of it myself, this
Dutay did not leave the house to meet anybody stranger youth had won my love; and when he,
outside, as he has not been well for the last few upon one mo!lnlight ni~ht, revealed his passion
days."
tor me, I was hlled with a new joy, anj con" Then it is not necessary for me to see him," fessed my own earnest Juve.
and with the remark, "This is all very strange?"
"A.fter our mutual confession I sug_gested
turned away.
the necessity of his seeing my father and making
When A.dele left tbP, lawyer's office she pro- him acquainted with the state of aftairs.
ceeded by Wall Street toward Broad~ay and
" Then he revealeC: to me a secret. Be s11.id
was just crossing at the comer of Nassau "treet that he was the son of a man who bad once
when she felt a light tap upon her shoulder. wronged my father, and that if we should reTurning suddenly, she recognized the pale, dis- veal our love, my oarent would not consent to
tressed features of a handsome but shabbily our marrir..ge, but would insist upon au immedressed woman.
diate and final separation. ' On the other hand,'
"Excuse me for stopping you," said the he pleaded, ' should we get married, and then.

au
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go to your father, objection would be useless;
he will forgive us, and all will be right.'
"I loved him; he was my soul's idol, and I
believed every word that be said. l:ibortly afterward we were married. Immediately after the
wedding we went upon a short bridal tour, and
upon our return, went straight to my tather's
house, and, kneeling at his teet, asked his forgiveness. But the story was repeated; my
father met us with contempt and scorn, rte·
nounced my husband as a notorious gambler
and ch<::at, and drove us in rage and tury from
his door.
" From that moment the actual sorrow and
misery of my liie began. My father b11d told
the truth. My husband was a gambler, an.d
won only a precarious livelihood at the faro
table. He had beard that I was an heiress, and
had played his cards to win my love anrt band,
under the impression tl!at when once married
my father would forget and forgive all, anrt
that he would, through me, step into a life of
ease and affluence . .
"My father never forgave him; and from the
day he drove me frow his door, ten years ago,
I have not seen him.
" For eight years I led a miserable lite with
my husband; sometimes we would have pl~nty,
at others, we wou 1.d be upon the brink of starvation.
"Two years ago, my busbifnd die<l. I at
once wrote to my father, and begged for the
privile11:e of returnine home with my two children. But he refused to see me. Again and
again 1 wrote to him, and once tried .to obtain
an interview, but he woulrt not see me, and for.
bid my writing to him. I have since learned
that he, an old man be~ween seventy and eighty
years of age, has a young servant-girl in the
house, who rules the roost, aD<t that it was
through her pernicious influence that I failed
in becoming reconciled to him. Thus, for two
years, I have struggled along. When my husband died he let me a small amount ot money,
but that is now exhausted nearly, and soon 1
shall be in a starving condition, unless my
tather, who is very wealthy, torgives me, and
takes me home. This, mi~s. is my story, and
now you can see in what a ler,rible plight I am,
and what fearful alternatives hang upon a
reconciliation with my father."
,
Adele listened with teare of sympathy welling
In her eyes, to this singular story of her strange
visitor, and when the latter had conclud.,d, she
said kindly:
" Well, my dear madam, in what manner can
I help you? You have all along spoReu so as
to infer that 1, especiatly, could, in some way,
be of service to you, yet I can not see how."
" 1 will now tell you the strangest part of my
whole tale:
" Almost nightly, for the last three months,
I have had terrible dreams. I dreamed of my
father night after night. I saw the dear man
writhing helplessly in the ~limy folds of a glistening-eyed serpent; and again and again I would
awake, screaming with tenor. But for the last
two week& a change has come over tne spirit
of my dream. My father would appear under
the influence ot the serpent, then, suddenly,
amid an effulgence of dazzling light, a young
angelic-looking maiden would enter with a
wane in her hand, with which she would smite
the serpent on the bead, and al once the dread·
ful snake would unwind its coils from about
my father, and glide away."
"I still can not see VII hat relation all this has
to me, although you have my unbounded sympathy," said Adele.
" You have yet to hear the strangest part of
my wonclertul story. As 1 told you, latterly,
the form of a youn g girl has appeared in my
vision, and this gave me hope. l argued from
it that it was a heavenly warning; that in the
end, all would be well ; that the serpent whom,
1 suppose, represented the brnr-en young servant
who had usurped my place, woulrt be crushed ,
and that J would be eventually reinstated in my
rights.
, "The face of the maiden wno appeared in
my dream was indelibly fixed upon my memory. Then, miss, judge ot my jQy and surprise,
when to-day I recognized the form, features,
and exact counterpart c1f the saving angel of
my dream, in you."
"Oh. mv God!" exclaimed Adele, nervously, "can this be possible? Am I not already
the victim of sufficient mysterious circum·
etances?"
Upon hearing this exclamation from A.dde
the strange woman eyed her curicusly, and for
an instant a strange light illuminated her hand-

some eyes; but their kindlier radiance was only
for a moment's duration, and again the sharp,
sinister light gleamed in them, as she said, in
answer to Adele's exclamation:
" Strange as it may seem, what I tell you is
the exact truth, and the moment I beheld you I
understooe the meaning ot my remarkable
vision. 1 recog_nized at once that you wern the
person who was to crush tl!e serpent, and cause
it to glide away, and it was this, and this alone,
which gave me courage to speak to you, and request your attention to my story."
" Still I can not see how I can be of any assistance to you."
"Ohl mies, if I dared relate to you my own
interpretation ot my wonderful dream."
"You may," s<.1id Adele.
"Thank you, and I do not wish you to think
that 1 am brazen or presumptuous, as 1 am
governed only by what 1 conceived to be a
supernatural warning. It you will go and see
my father, and intercede for rr.e, it is in that
way you will carry out the lulfillment of my
dream. Your voice will prove the magic wand
which shall smite upon the head, and cause it
to p;lide [\way. Yes, you will dnve the woman
who has usurped my place from the house, and
the serpent of vengeance out of my tatbP.r's
bead."
" And then you want me to go itnd see your
father, and plead with him for you?"
"Yes, if I 'can only prevail upon you to do
so."
"l do not think I ceuld do any good. Wny
do you not go yourself ? The very sight ot
your face would be a most potent influence to
appease your father 's wrath."
" You forget my dream."
"No, I do not, nor do I interpret it as literally as you do."
" Then how do you account for the resemblance between the face in the dream and your
own?"
"You may imagine all thnt ; the face in the
dream must have been but a shadowv semblance
at best, and when you saw me your ·imagination
misled you."
"No, the features of the vision of my dream
were too indelibly impre~sed upon my memory.
You must remember that 1 saw that same face
in my sleep nighl after night. My imagination
has not deceived me. Yoms is the face ot my
dream, of this I &m sure."
Aoele was very much perplexed. It was her
intention to vacate her present quarters at once,
and every moment of time was precious to her;
and yet lier symi:atbies were a.11 aroused in
favor of the woman who hart come to her with
this singular tale. It did not for a moment
enter her head that there was a possibility that
the wbole thing might be a lie from bP.ginning
to end. No, in her unconscious innocence she
accepted it all as true. Not that she put much
faith in the accuracy of the poorwornan's recollections ot her vision, but she felt that the nar· '
rator believed in her own story, and was sin·
cere. Adele's momentary silent thou!!httulness
was interrupted by the woman, who rose and
said, sadly, as the tears coursed down her
cheeks:
"1 see that you are not disposed to believe
my strange tale, therefore you will not help me.
I will go. You must forgive me tor clmming
so much of your time. I might have expected
that no one would give credence to a tale so
remarkable as mine. l thank you for listening
to me; do not think that I am crazy, for I am
not; but I will !!O now." And she made a
movemel!t Inward the door, when Adele calietl
her back, ~aying:
" Wait, 1 have not said that I doubted your
story. Where does your father live? "
" A few miles up the Hudson, on the left
bank , near Fort Lee."
"Suppose I should accompany you myself
to your father's home?"
"Oh, miss, if I could only hope that you
would do so much.''
"I will, if you think it will do any good.
When would be the bPst time for us to go?"
"Could you go to-morrow?"
"Yes, I could go to-day, this afternoon, if
we would have time to go and return."
" We would not be able to go and come this
afternoon, but we can go lo-morrow."
"Well, I will ~o with you to·morrow; at
what time shall we start?"
" We can take the one o'clock boat."
"Will you come for me here?"
"Yes, if you will permit me to do so.'
'' Certainly," replied Adele.
A few momenls later the strange woman,

after having given Adele a name, which she·
asserted was her own, took her departure, and
Adele went abuut her preparations for removal
little dreaming that through her heart she bad·
been W<?D, by a well conc0cted tale of misery,
to promise to accompany one of the worst of female fiends on.earth toa convenient spot for the
perpetration of a foul murder.
CHAPTER XXVI.
Otto, after tying Mr. Hasbrouck.
securely, left him alone, the latter felt gloomy
and dispirited. He felt that his present quarterswere IJkely to prove bis tomb; he well knew
that he had little to expect from the dark-faced r
sinister ru!lian who had made him a prisoner.
The lawyer was a courageous man, and would
have met death unrler difl'erent circumstance8'
bravely and with less regret. 'Hut now what
ad11ed more to the bitterness of his present position, waa the but recently acquired knowledcrethat Adele Dutay was alive, and, as he believed,
in the power of the scoundrel who had robbed
her of her uncle's fortune-why she bad not
been murdered at once, was the only mystery tothe brave old man.
After the departure of the villain Otto. he·
stood in one position for some time lost in bitter
thought. Gagged, handcufted, hnd chained, he·
had but little hope of freeing himself and
altemptinu: to-egcape. He was so boui.d that the
chain permitted him to lie do>.n it be wished
to : hut, alas, on what should he lie-the c;>ln,
damp ground? There was nothin11 else, and his
position was sur~ly terrible enough.
Thus hour after hour passed. and finally, from
sheer exhaustion, he was compelled to lie flown
even upon the slimy floor ot the cellar, and soon
after, in spite of the horror of his situation, he·
finally fell asleep.
flow long be slept be never knew, but at ~
subsequent period related that he was aroused
by a hirnd placed upon his f ace. He expected
the next miuute to feel the sharp cut of a knife
plunged intD his henrt. He thought his time
had come, that the han(t he felt stealing ovu
his face belonged to his intended assassin . But
an instant later the gag was removed from his
mouth, and finding himself unharmed, and
slightly encouraged by the latter circumstance,
he said:
" Who is here?"
" A friend!" was the low response, and thespeaker's voice was that of a female.
" What brings yQu hem? and if a frienrl, how
did you gain access to this den ot muraerers?"
"I came to rele11se you. R ow 1 came here I
will tell you at s0me future time."
"How am 1 to know that vou are a friend?' '"
"I hate Otto, your enemy!" hissed the unknown . in a low, savage voice.
" Who is Otto?" inquired the lawyer, not yet
having heard his persecutor's uame.
'' The dark-faced villain who brought you.
here, and who seeks your lite."
"If you are a friend, you can probably tell,
why he seeks my life?"
""11\fe have no time to spare; at any moment .
the assassin may come to finish his work. I.
wish to set you tree, afterward 1 will seek you.
out, and tell you why I release you, and much.
mm·e!"
Mr. Hasbrouck's rescuer had come without a,
li i;ht, but, as it proved, fully prepared to cairy·
out her design , for in 11 few moments 'he stood.
beside her, freed f1om nis shackles.
" Give me your band," said the unknown.
"Peril is before us; shoulC we be discovered:
both of our lives would pay the forfeit."
" Who are yon 1 Tell me while we have an.
oppQrtunity, so that 1 may know my deliverer."
" It rr:atters not at present who 1 am. I will.
have a favor to ask of you at some future time,
sboulrt 1 suceeed in setting you free , and then.
you shall know who I am. Follow me," and
together they crossed the cellar, and the woman,
who was in advance, had placed her foot upon
the lower step of the stairs leading from the
vault, when both were startled by the sound of
approaching steps along the hall above them.
" My God.!" ' whispered the woman, "it's
Otto! What shall we do ?"
"Face the scoundrel! I am prepared for him
now I"
" It won't do. We must hide. But, wait. it
is possible that be will not come this way, after
all; " and the lawyer and the woman waited,
with bated breath, the movements of Otto.
Finally, the woman whispered:
'' lt will only take a moment for JTJe to replace
youinthesamepositioninwhichlfoundyou."
WHEN
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" l have learned difterently. If there is no
" But 1 do ndt wish to be put back into that within him at beholding this awful trag~dy; still
he felt that the woundin g of the ltalian was not lite beyond the grave, why am I haunted, wakmiserable plight again."
" lt will be better for both of us, if we can a crime; the villain had first sought his life, and iag and sleeping, by these strange, weird,
then the life ot his rescuer, and thus had justly shadowy bein11;s?"
.escape without risking an encounter."
" That's all in your imagination. Come,
perished. So it was not with a feeling of either
" But he would murder me."
"No; 1 will watch his movements too. close- pity or sorrow that he watched the ternble come, yon want some brandy to cheer you up.
writhings ot his intended murderer, who, at in· ·way, Lottie, Clear, we are at last about to obtain
:Jy to allow him to do that."
"Very well, we must act quickly; but if 1 tervals, would partly rise and mingle oaths a nd the gold for which we have been struggling all
curses with prayers for mercy and forgiveness; ot our lives, and do you suppos.e I am going to
l!ad a wearon , 1 would not consent at all."
Quickly Mr. Hasbrouck hurried back to the and then, again, he would confess to commis- back down now? No, never, Lottie. "
rplace where he bad been chained, and with the sion of crimes in days gone by, and plead for
At this instant they were both startled by hear.assistance of his mysterious friend, was soon mercy. But at last his voice becume weaker, ing a crash in the adjoining apartment. lt
his
Rtruggl
es
less
violent,
and
finally
be
gave
sounded as though a heavy body had fallen and '
again in exactly the same position as he had
-been pl aced by Otto at first. The moment be one gasp, and at last his guilty soul took its carried a lot of furniture with it. Tom and his
was bound and gagged again, the woman stole flight. During this whole scene, Lulu had slood wite gazed at each other inquiringly, both coun:away into the ilark recesses of the cellar, just as like one transfixed, and watched ltis dying tenances plainly expressing the words, " What
does that mean ?" The crash was succeeded by
the door at the head of the stairs opened. and a struggles with a bitter smile upon her face.
Mr. Hasbrouck, as soon as be saw that Otto a deathly stillness. Finally Tom said:
ray ot light shot down through the darkness
from a lamp in the hands ot Otto, who slowly WllS dead, began to shake his chain to call the
" Have you ever seen our neighbor?"
olct woman's attention to himsel!, but she did
"1'.es, I have; he ls a harmless old :man-a
descended the stairs.
The moment the lawyer caught sight ot the not seem to hear. She was completely absorbed German, I think.' '
" The room was not occupied when we came
expression upon Otto's face, he regretted that in contemplating the distorted features of the
and took possession of this one."
he had nllowed himself to be rebou nd and dead man.
Finally, she muttered, as she clasped her hand
chained. He saw at a glance that the villain
" 1 know that. The old man came a few days
'had murder in his heart, and the assurance of to her forehead : "Alas! alas! it is not meet for after us. He is one of 1hese old beggar frauds,
the etrange woman aflorded him but little hope me to live longer. M.y work is finished." Anu so I was told by tbe grocery man's wife, and it
:against the desperate assassin who now sought suddenly , in the presence ot the astounded" law- is hiutect that the old beat has got plen~y of
yer, she plunged the stiletto into her own bosom, money in the savings bank."
his life.
Instead of approaching his prisoner, the Italian and tell across the prostr~te form of the dead
·· 1 don 't like this, altogetller; he may be a
began to seurch about the cellar carefully, thus Otto. And ten ' minutes later Mr Hasbrouck framt of another kind. "
"What kind?"
betraying the fact that he suspected the presence fully realized the horror of his position-he was
helplessly chained and gagged, a few feet trom
" A detective. Those chaps assume all man.
-Of some one else besides the chained lawyer.
For full fitteen minutes he continued his the dead bodieR of Otto and the old woman, with ner of guises. 1 will make it my business to see
-search, and ever and anon the lawyer would a prospect of starving to death before his where- this olcl <:hap in tile morning. I don 't like the
little incident al alt.'
boor him mutter to himselt, and occasionally abouts could possibly be discovered.
Jow, fierce oaths would fall from bis lips. Fi"We can vacate our quarters to-night; then
nally, he came to where the lawyer was chained,
we ~onld be on the sate side."
CHA.PTER
xxvn.
and made a careful examination of the several
" Bah! you are getting too fearful, old gal,
fastenings which bound his victim. At length,
" I 'l'ELL you, Tom, this is the last joh l am altogether. I don't say that it is a detective, I
going to .•1ave any hand in; if you don't leave only say tnat it might be; but the probabilities
he said:
tbis country atter you have finished thisJDatter, are that the grocery man's w ~ te told you the
" There has been some one here. "
1 will desert you."
truth. There are plenty of such old coves as
The lawyer did not move.
"You can signify by a movement of your
" Then 1 am afraid, my dear, you will have she says this fellow is, in :New York, and he
.b ead. Has any one been here in this cellar or a chance to carry your threat into execution," may be one or them. 1 will knuw in the mornrepli€d Tom l<edway to his wife, as they sat mg, for sure, as 1 do not intend to take any
Dot?"
Still the lawyer refused to signity anything. alone in lhe same miserable apartment where we more chances than I can help '
"I will compel you to anewer, old man ;" introduced Otto to them.
This latter conversation was carried on in a
and, as he spoke, Otto drew a large, keen-edged
" Did you not give me your promise, Tom, low whisper-so low that, had any one been
knife from bis breast, and holding it over the that this should be the last job in which you listening in the adjoining room, they could not
have heard a word; and tor the balance of lhe
lawyer's head, he sald:
would engage ln this city?"
"1 will not waste much time with you; you
" Yes, Lottie; but I have learned something evening what conversation occurred between
-can answer me, or l can assure myself against very imp DI tant since 1 made that promise."
them was carried QD in the same low, safe tone
betrayal by plunging this knife into your heart!
" What have you learned?"
or voice; and before they retired to their beds,
Come, will you signify or not whether any one
"You recollect how surprised Otto Louigi every arrangement had been compleled tor the
has been here?"
was when l told him that Francesca was in this d1eadtnl work thev had in hand for lhe followStill not a movement did the lawyer make, city-and have you forgotten, also, that Leon ing day.
when, suddenly, with a wild oath, Otto raised Duflon is our present employer?"
The sound which bad slartled the two guilty
his knife, and his eyes fl.ashed with a lurid gleam.
" No, 1 have not forgotten that Leon Duflon wretches when their conversation was suddenly
"Answer me," he llissed, " or die!"
is our employer, and 1 am sorry that you agreed interruoted, as desc1ibed above, boded them
But the lawyer neither moved nor flinched. to do tnls work. 1 tell you there is danger in more mischief than they dreamed ot. Tom RedHigher the knife was raised; in a moment it it, greater danger to us than anything we have way's suspicion that the old man in the adjoinwould have descended, whtin a bar of iron fell undertaken yet, and even now it is not too late ing room might be a detective, was correct, as
with crushing weight upon the murderer's erm, to back out. "
the supposed old beggar was none otlle1· than
the knite fell from his grasp, and with a dog- . "You forget tbst 1 have.received a po1tion of Charley Burton, who had tracked the murderer
1ike bark, he turned to see from whence the the money."
and the murderess to their lair, and was getting
blow came, and with a howl of rage recognized
" You can return It, it you choose."
/ evidence which would be unfailing and suffi" Yes, but that ain't my style No, no, Lottie; cient.
<>Id Lulu.
"Ila! you old she-devil!" he exclaimed, "1 you are getting to be a coward . .You can have
It may appear strange to the reader that he
suspected this!"
the five thousand we get from Duflon, and return did not arrest them at once, but there were rea" And well you might, you assassin I"
to Europe, but I am going to stay here and sons, and satisfactory ones, why he bided bis
"I'll tlx you now, once and forever," cried divide with Dnfion-h~ is a millionaire."
time. lie had them securely spotteil, and he
Otto, as he advanced toward the old woman.
"Who is a millionaire?"
felt that they could not successfully perpetrate
"Your present treachery and the safety of your
"Leon Dutlon; he has secured the whole of any more villainy. as he bad be.en so closely upon
nephew demand that your power to work evil the great fortune ot General Dutay, the gent le- their tracks, that be knew every move they were
be stopped now and forever."
man I had a slight difference with some months ab:mt to make; and because ot a conversation
"But not by you, Otto Lonigi-not by you." ago, but who came out second best."
he had overheard, he had got an inkling ot a
And as he advanceil toward her, she receded
" It Leon Duflon has got this money, it will certain matter which, it arrested. they could,
from him, with her keen old eyes fixed steadily not do y0u any good; but on the other hand, as and would, for their own sakes, refuse to disupon hiw.
soon es he has used you to carry out his purpose, close.
" Come, old woman, get down on your knees he will give you away, and spend money and
At the lime thP.y had been startled, Ile was
and say your prayers, for your time h!I!! come." influence to have you hung, Leon Dufion is a mounted upon a table, with his ear to a small
" 1 will never perish by your himd, Otto traitor; he would sacrifice his own mother to aperture, and in moving about he nad upset
Louigi; your right arm is already paralyzed by save himself."
.
the table, and had fallen with a heavy crash
:a blow from me; in a moment, unless you desist,
"Yes, my sweet; but he is in my power, an<l upon the floor. Springing to his feet, he drew
your heart will be also."
not I in his."
his revolver, and waitec:, as he anticipated that
"You lie! my arm is not paralyzed, you old · '' You will find out differently; but how about Tom Redway _would smpect something was
bag." And as he spoke he sprung to her; but this matter to-morrow ? We .viii take tile twelve wrong, and would most likely enter the room
the next moment he sprung back with an o'clock boat tor l<'ort Lee. I will then lead her to investigate, and he meant to be prepared for
4lgonized shriek-his hands fiew up-he swayed up the cliffs to a convenient place, but you must such a movement, knowing full well the desperfor a moment to and fro, and then fell heavily finish the work. I will not have this girl's ate character of the man he was watching, and
upon his side, with the blood gushing from his blood on my hands."
also, that if he should enter the room, all decepmouth, as Lulu fiourished the stiletto with
" You are getting very squeamish."
tion as to his identity would be impossible.
which shl3 had dealt him the fatal blow. and
" Yes; my nights are hours ot torment, and
Fortunately, Tom did not seek to investigate
-said fiercely, while a semi· maniacal light gleamed in the day-time, too, I am pursued by strange, the matter that night; and an hour later, when
in her eyes:
shadowy forms."
Charley Burton stole forth and Jett the house,
"Ha! ha! At laRt, Otto, you have met your
"You are losing your mind, old gal; this he had his plans all matured for circumventing
doom, and at my hands."
won't do."
the villainy of the murderer upon the following
The light fiickered in the damp air of the
•·Yes, and I am losing my soul, too."
day. The precise nature ot Tom's villainy
<:ellar from the place where Otto had set it, and
"Your soul-ha'. ha' ha!" laughecl Tom; Charley had not learned, but he had overheard
'8hed a ghastly light over the horrid scene.
" how long is it since you discovered you had a enough to knC1w that some devilisll scheme was
Mr. Hasbrouck had never witnessed the shed- soul? You used to tell me there was no such upon the eve of perpetration, and he intended
ding of blood before. and his heart sickened thing."
to be on hand.
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"l will remain here; but I charge you to be was at once reassured and impresseli with its
CHAPTER XXVlll.
AT the hour appointed, the woman, who had very careful ia your examination."
truthfulness. Still she inquired furth er: " Did
won Adele Dutay 's promise, by her well-con" You may depend upon me." Lottie arose you ever meet with a man answering the folcocted story, arrived at the house to claim a ful- without more wods, and Wt:nt down the stairs lowing description?" and Adele accuratdy deand commenced looking about for the old man scribed the appearance ot Edgar llall.
filment ot it.
During the description, Lottie interrupted
Not for a moment had a thought crossed in the drab clothes; but the old fellow had vanAdele's mind tending toward a doubt ot the ished somewnt·re out of sight, as she could see Adele with several questions, and fmally said,
woman's truthtulness and sincerity-on the con- nothing of him. although with brazen bo!<:lness after the description was fully completed:
" Yes; 1 have met a man that fully answers
trary, the more she had considered the mailer, she had gone to those parts of the boat where
the more she felt that she had done right in gentl emen alone are supposed to lounge about. to this description; he was a very intimate friend
" It's strange, " she muttered to herself, oi my husband-in fact, resembled my husband
promising her aid and assistance.
- " I shall never be able to repay you ade41rnte- "where on earth could he have gone to? lt was so nearly, 11s to frequently he mistaken for his:
Tom, certainly; but how on earth should that twin brother."
ly, Miss Jones, for your kindness."
"Who told you that my nsme was Jones? 1 girl recognize nim, that is the greatest myste1y,
" And under what name and circumstances.
recollect, now, that you addressed me as such for recognize him she certainly did, the moment did you know this man?"
shortly after our first meeting, and beto1e you her eyes fell upon him. And so did 1, although
" First tell me under what circumstances you
could possibly ha-ve had an ovportunity to have he is well got up, too, yet, in . 8pite of his spec- knew him?"
tacles 1 knew him by his eyes. But where un
" Why do you wish me to answer your quesheard it."
Lottie Redway blushed, for this strange earth could he have gone to? he must have tion before you reply to mine?"
woman was the murderer Tom Redway's wife. ~umped overboard, or else made himself invisi"1 will ~ive a rea8on which you will finct
satisfactory, after you have replied to my quesShe, fur oncP. in her lite, was bothered what ble. "
Thus talking and "'ondering to herself, Lottie tion."
reply to make. The litl.!e steamer, on the upper
deck ot which they were sitting, had just returned to Aaele, and said, laughingly: "1
" Well, the gentleman who answers to the desteamed from the docll:, when Lottie made the guess your old man was a ghost, as I can not scription 1 have just given you was once my
remark which called tor this ubrupt and per- finrl him from one end of the boat to the other." affianced husband."
" This convince~ me that my suspicions are
" A.nd the gentleman who exactly answers t<>
tinP.nt inquiry from Adele. But she was a
quick-witted woman, and despite her momentary correct," said Adele, " and no matter how much thP. description you have given me," said Lottie,
I would like to aid you, Mrs. Webb, 1 would with flaming eye>, "was once my husband. "
embarrassment, she answered, boldly:
" It was a chance appellation used by me to not dare to leave this ·boat."
learu your name without being compelled to ask
"Why?"
CHAPTER XXlX.
an impertinent question."
" DEcause that man has re11son to do me bodily
"lt is singular that you should have e;hosen harm; and the men~ fact. of hi8 being upon this
UPON hei.ring this strange announi;:ement from
boat in disguise is sufficient evidence that he her companion, colll chills crept over Adele's
that particular name. "
came alone to find an opportunity for executing frame, her heart nearly ceased its pulsations, s<>
'' Why?"
his plans."
'' Because it is onl_f an assumed one."
startling, so strange, so fearfully sug!\"estive
Upon hearing; these words, Lottie's face be- were the woman's words. For a ir.oment there
" Then, may 1 now ask what your real name
came pertectly livid.
was a painful pause. At length Ad<>le said:
is?"
" Great Heaven I" she exclaimed, " what ao
" I will tell you, but not at p1esent ;" at tnis
" 1 suspect that the mnn disguisell in the drab
moment Adele gave utterance to a sudden ex- you mean? who do you think it ii!?"
clothes is he whom 1 once knew as Edgar l:lall,
"You would not know him if I should tell and the man who, it you speak truly, wust be
clamation ot alarm, and partly rose to her feet,
while a look of terror and amazement rested you who 1 think it is; but you need not be HO your husband."
frightened, Mrs. Webb, he certainly means no
" 1 told you my husband was dead: how coulcl
upon her face.
" Wny, my dear miss," cried Lottie, observ- harm to you, and as 1 know ot his presence 1 the mi.n in the strange disguise be the same,
eh
all
avoid
giving
him
an
opportunity
tor
harmunless tile grave has given up its dead? Do you
ing her excitement, " what has so suddenly
ing me. 1 shall not leave the llOat, but sllall believe in ghosts?"
alarlYled you-have you seen a gllost ?"
Adele made no replj, but continued to gaze returu with it to New York."
"No, 1 do not; but I believe that Edgar Hall
Lottie's agitation increased instead of lessen- is upon this boat at this moment, and in the flesh.
toward the stairway leadinir to the lower deck,
a8 though she hart seen there some person or ing, and. Adele, little dreaming of 'the real cause Would to Heaven that 1 had not come upon
of her agitation, continued her assurances that this e1randl"
thing which had so decidedly startled her.
" I will tathom tbis mystery' at once," said
Again Lottie spoke: " Pray tell IJte, Miss she was perfectly safe, and that if any dan~er
Jones, for by that name 1 must still address you threatened, it was herself ovex whom it im- Lottie. "'l'hat man in the drnb clotlles must
be concealed somewhere upon this boat; what
until you turnish me another, what was it that pended.
But Lottie found it difficult to even attempt you have just said proves a motive for concealstartled you so?"
"Did you see an old man who just passed to control her fright. Like all wicked people, ment. There is undoubtedlv some terrible misin spite of herself, she was. becoming feurfully take somewhere, and ·I wili discover it. You
down the stairs leading to the lower deck?"
"Yes, 1 eaw an old gentleman pass down superstitiouG, and she felt that there was some- remain here, and 1 will find this man."
there a moment ago. What i3 there strange or thing terrible in this mysterious recognition.
Lottie left Adele, and a second time proceeded!
But suddenly an entirely different thought to the lower deck. A strange tumult was now
sta1tling about that?"
"Did you notice that be was watching us very struck her; the mystery all at once seemed to be raging m the wicked woman's breast; she begolved, and she said, holly, and completely off lieved that she had unawares dropped upon thesharply as he des<:ended the stairs1"
"1 did not, and I should not think anything hEr gua rd, in the excitement ol this fresh sus- discovery of a clear case ot unfnithtulnesR OIL
strange of it if 1 had. A handsome face like picion:
the part of her husband, and she now began to•
" ] insist upon knowing who you think that feel that this Martha Jones was not what she
yours is very likely to prove attractive to the
old man is. If he ii! not what bis appearance represented herself to be, and that her husl.Jand:
young as well as to the old."
had a double motive in getting her out ot the:
"You forget that my veil was down, and would indicate at a glance, who i8 he?"
"Why, ct what especial interest can it be to way. With this belie! uppermost in her mind~.
that he could not see my face."
"Probably that was why be observed you so you, Mrs. Webb? You speak as though I was her whole plan of action changed. Jealousy is.
closely; it may be that he was w11iting for you hiding something from you that l ought to dis- a strange passion, and is the parent of revenge,
and Lottie resolved to save Adele, so as toto raise your veil, and at that moment you close."
Lottie saw her mistake, and although her new thwart her husband, and thus far be revenged
caught his gaze and hastt:ned away."
"Mrs. Weob," ~aid Adele, addressing Lottie suspicion became stronger, still her natural talent upon him for what she considere:I his pe1fidy toher, aad she commenced a more thorou!!'h search
by the name which she had given, " you know for deception came to her airl, and she said:
"111y interest is upon your account alone; you than she hlld tJreviously instituted to- find thethe mnn 1 allude to-that old gentleman tn the
certainly have proved yourself willing to Ile a olct man in the drab clothes.
drab clothes?"
But ner search proved fruitless, a.nd she was•
"Yes, 1 noticed him, and a very benevolent- friend to me, and if di.nger threatens vou, it
threatens me also; and further, mine was not becoming fairly trantic with mingled feelings
looking man he was, too."
an idle curiosity. My husband, as 1 told you ot jealousy, rage, and aisappointment, when, in.
" 1 think 1 have seen that man before."
upon a former occasion, was a gambler, sud he passing along tne rail outside ot the ladies"
" Are you acquainted with him?"
associated with ruany vile cbaracte1s, and 1 '\\<as saloon, she felt a light tap upon her shoulder,
"Be is a villam, a thief, and a murderer!"
forbidden
to become acquainted, not only with the anct, turning suddenly, recognized a woman ; a
"What I that fine-looking old gentleman?
Why, miss, you must be laboring under some names, but with the appearance ot many of them second glance assured )ler that this woman was..
horrible mistake; that old gentleman is certain- also, nnn 1thought1 might recognize this man, none other than Tom Redway, her husband.
" ·what are you wandering all over the boat.
ly the most honorable-looking old fellow 1 ever it your' suspicions are correct, and this is why I
express so much anxiety to know '\\<ho you Jn search of, Lottie?" said Tom, in a low·
saw."
"Hut he i@ in disguise,"
think this man is in the drab .disguise. I mi~ht voice.
know him."
"l have been looking for you. How did you·
"Nonsense, you are aecelved, certainly."
For some moments Adele seemed lost in manage to shift your disguise so soon?''
" Wiil you go anrl speak to him upon some
"1 have not shifted my disguise; I came
trivial pretense, and examine closely, and learn thought; she felt that there was something very
strange in the anxiety and actions of her com- aouard in this rig, and have been in the ladles'
it he is really a young man in disguise?"
" 1 certainly will, and you may rest assured panion, and, tor the first time, the merest sus- saloon ever since the boat Jett New York. 1
that if he is some olct impostor, or young one in picion crossed her mind that all might not pos- saw you when yon came down, about thirty
the guise of an old man, 1 will quickly find it sibly be right. There was a possibility that there minutes R!.(O, and chuckled to myself when you
might be some connection between this woman tailed to recognize me. 1 thought you were ·
out, and will denounce him at once."
"No, 1 do not wish you to do that, but come and the presence of that man in disguise upon sharper."
Lottie now re<:ollccted that she bad noticed
the boat; and then, again, the explanatiou of
and let me ll:now."
" lf 1 go to investigate the old man, you must Mrs. Webb was reasonable. At lenirth she said, Tom seated in the ladies' saloon when ~he was
down before, and was now convinced that it
promise me to remain in this seat, and not leave in answer to her companion 's inquiry:
" Did you ever hear of a man named Edgar was him, although she nad tailed to recognize
it at all."
him, •rnd she said:
Ball 1"
"Why?".
"Tell we the truth, Tom, didn 't you appear
"No · l never did "
" Because 1 think you are laboring under a
Lotti~'s manner ~as perfectly truthful and on deck as an old man in a drab suit ot
mistake, and by addressing this old fellow, you
earnest when she made this reply; ana Adele clothes?"
may commit a greater one."
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to be apprehended ; and through the earnest ex- prised to find h!!r sitting quietly in the same
ertions and assurances of the captain and !lis as- place where she had left her when going below,
sistants, quiet was soon restored.
and she was still more astonished when she said
Af1er the second d~ parture ot Lottie, Adele as calmly and deliberately as though nothing
began to think seriously of tile strange situation unusual bad happened :
in which she had placed herself in accompany" Well, did you catch a sight of the old man:
ing this strange w0man upon such a singular in a drab suit r"
·
and romantic errand, upon nn further assur'' No, I did not," replied Lottie; "in fact. l
ance of the authenticity of her taie than the have not given him a thought since the occurmean."
And, rence of this dreadful scare."
"l don ' t hardly know how to explain myself, woman's own unsupported statement.
Adele was on the point ot saying that she hact
Tom, but there is one thin g certain, either the now, when her suspicions were once aroused,
devil in person or your double is on board of th ey rapidly increased in intensity, and she De- been more fortunate, but a second thougllt
gan to revolve iu her mind many singular and caused her to omit it, and she said :
this boat. "
" v\Tell . I guess we were both very foolish to" Wltat is the matter with you-have you higbly improbable incidents. Then, again, there
was som ething frank and open in the singular trouble our heads about him. I am satisfied that
gone cra zy r"
" N o, l have not gone crazy. 1 saw a man in avowal; that the description which she had l must h11ve been mistaken."
" 1 have thought so from the first," said
a drab suit of clothes, who is in disg uise, and given ot Edgar Hall, answered. also, the dehis eyes and glance were yours; be lo:>ked scription pc;irsonally ot her deceased husband, Lottie; and yet she was puzzled by this suddeu
straight at me, and he knew me, and be was whom she admitted was a bad and vicious man. admission from Adele, after bavinj\ previously
" Can it be possible," at length thought Adele, been so positive; and as 11 singular coincidence
recognized by the young lady we have up on
" that 1 have wron).(ed Edgar Hall all the time, had favored a wrong impression on Adele's.
the other <leek also."
For the first time in her lite, Lottie saw a look and that there really has existed a man who part, a short time previously, so now these
of genuine terror overspread her husband's face, bore such a fatal resemblance to him as to make words confirmed Lottie in the impiession that
his lips quivered nervously, and his whole him appear guilty when he was really inno· Martha Jones was not what she pretended. In
fact, Lottie recollected that she had admiltert as
frame quaked as with an ague fit, as he said to cent ?"
And now, for the first time, the really fair· much, and she felt doubly assured that Adele's
Lottie :
mind ed girl began to recall many incidents, and sudden change was caused by the discove1 y of
" Tell me that you are lying !"
contradictions, and seeming impossibilities <>f something which, for reasons of her own, she
" l am telling the truth, Tom "
" And who is the woman you have just left Edgar's guilt: and as argument after argu· thought best to conceal.
ment found birth in her mind, she began to
They were now approaching the wharf, and
on the upper deck?"
"Martha Jones, the woman I was directed to wonder at her own unfairness in not affording the passeugers began to gather up their se-.eral
Edgar an opportunity to tell bis story. At bunctles and packages, in readiness to go ashore,
inveigle on board of this boat."
" H ave you any reason to suspect that you length, unconsciously, she gave utterance to the as the boat would go no further, and those who·
wished to reach landings higher np tile river
have made a mistake, and have betrayed tile exclamation:
" 1 will leave this b'>at; I will accompany this would be compelled to take a later boat.
wrong girl ?"
" This accident will prevent your return in).( bv
" No, J have made no mistake ; and·Tom," woman, and if her story shall prove true, it will
added Lottie, " you, for once in your life, are go far to establish Edgar's innocence. " And this boat. You will be compelled to go ashore.~r
" I had previously changed my mind about
frightened about something, or else you are try- tor the first time in many months, as the cool
ing to deceive me; but 1 tell you that 1 know zephyr came down from the hills that lined the returnin!!," replied Adele. " I will accom pnnyriver anu fanned her heated brow, she felt a you to your father 's house, and use my best en·
your seJret and you can't do it."
" So help me Heaven, Lottie, you do know feeling of happiness steal over her mind, and a deavors to carry out the original pmpose of ourerrand."'
every secret I ever had; but tilere is a mystery fresh hope bud in her heart.
At this instant, came the explosion which bad
" I had begun to think that you distrusted myabout this matter which neither you nor I can
explain. 1 am almost tempted to give up th1s frightened Tom Redway and his guilty wife. story, and had made up my mind nol to inlrude
Adele was frigbtrned, but did not scream, and my affairs upon your attention any further."
job. "
Lottie was a quick thinker, and all of her during the whole scene of terror and confusion,'
"Then you did me a great wrong I" said:·
former jealousy returned in full force; she she sat quietly in her seat until order and quiet Adele, rather hotly.
"lt strikes me that we have been at cross pur-thought that 'Iom was trying to deceive her, was again restored. Once, in the very height
that he really was the mnn who had appeared in of the excitement., she thought that she saw the poses ever since we started; you have kindly·
the drab clothes, and had donned his pre~ent at- old man in the drab clothes, and recognized that volunteered to do me a favor; we will soon be
tire quick enough to appear, as he did, in the his gaze was fastened upon her, but the mo· at my·father 's house, it you still adl}ere to yourladies' saloon; otherwise where had the man in ment she turned and looked toward him, he dis- resolution to aid me, and then all ·this distrust
and suspicion will at once vani8h." Lottie said.
·the Quaker disguise so mysteriously oisappe11red appeared, and Adele murmured to herselt:
"lt is better so; if it is Edgar, and he is in- this in a frank, open manner, and for the instant.
lo! .No, she felt that she was not to be deceived,
she was satisfied that the cause ot Tom's sud- nocent., he bas come to watch over me. 1 seem Adele really felt her suspicion and distrust ha<l:.
den terror arose from the fact ot the sudden dis- to be, at present, in the curreut of a strange been the result of nervousness alone, and "'as,.
covery of the true identity of M11rtha Jones, and fate, and I will not attempt to extricate myself, atter all, groundless.
at once her jealousy took another form, and all but will drift with evenls, and wait the ~evelop
Tht> boat had now been made fast to the dock,.
of her bate and rage was turned against the in- ment; tor in my heart has dawned a fresh hope, the 1?ang plank had been run out, and the p11snocent creature who had pu1 hetselt in her and I may be drawing toward a point in my sengers commenced going ashore; and as soon as,
power, through a feeling of compassion and destiny, when this terrible mystery which has the eager rush was over of the most impatient
ones, Adele and her companion also Jett the
mercy, and shtl delermined that despite the sud- enveloped me shall be cleared away."
In the meantime,. T6m Redway was among boat.
den change in Tom, Martha Jones shoulrl die.
"Tom," she said, finally, "you can't tool the first. to discover the true nature ot the acciOwing to the accident and the delay occame, nor are we goin!! to back out of this job dent which had occurred to the steamer, and sioned thereby, the trip, which, under ordinary
after carrying it through so far; but don 't you when he succeeded in restoring his wite to con- circumstances, usually occupied only an hour·
put on that other disguise again or the jig is sciousness, he assured her that there was no dan- an a half, was extended to fu!Jy three and a.
ger; that it was only a trifling accident, and that half, and it was after four o'clock when the tw0>
up."
'' I have not tried to fool you, Lottie. l tell the steamer would soon ae:ain proceed on her women tound themselves upon the wharf ; and
yo_!l that we aie in the e:reatest danger that we tnp to the first landing, which was only a few as it was late in the fall c>f the year, already the
ever were in in our Jives. That man in the drab miles distant."
looming shadows of .twilight began to creep over
clothes, wherever he is,"-and Tom cast his
Like most wicked people, Lottie was a great the hills, and warned the two, Adele and hereyes about fearfully, as he spoke, as though he coward, but with the assurance ot safety, all companion, that they did not have a long inter-feared that he might find him at his elbow- her former courage returned, and with it, her val ot daylight for the completion of their jour" that man," he continued, " is th e only man c>n vindictiveness and hatred toward the inuocent ney.
earth 1 fear; it he is on board of this boat lie hu@ girl w horn she now firmly believed was her rival
Thus far everything, even the accident upon·
dil!covered my identity, and is upon my track! " in the love of her wicked and heartless hus- the steamer, seeilled to favor the sinister inten" Wh(> is this mysterious man, pray ?" said band; and she was the more resolved to murder tions of the wicked woman, who h11d, step by
the unoffending cause ot her jealou8y in cold step, inveigled poor Adele forward toward a
Lottie, suspiciously.
·
Tom was 11bout to reply when them came a blood; and her first remark, the moment she horr1ble and fearful doom.
sudden loud report. For an instant the hull of was fully assured of her own personal safety,
Owing to the number of people who intended·
the steam-boat trembled trom stem to stern, and betrayed the deadliness of her purpose.
to go higher up the river, but who were comthe next instant the roar of escaping steam was
" We will carry out the business on· which pelled to disembark at the first landing, not a.
heard, mingled with the terrified shouts and we came, Tom," she said ; "and there must be carriage or vehicle ot any kind could be procured:
no flinching, or I shall set you down as a cow- -a difficulty which Lottie Redway had anticicries of terror of men, women, antl children.
" Great Heaven!" cried Tom, " the steamer ard. "
pated was thus obviated by a most unlooked-for
has exploded her boiler!"
" Oh, I am ready," said Tom, although in bis cirr.umstance.
There wa.<1 no alternative tor
Upon hearing this fatal announcement amid own mind he was not so well assured ot the them but to walk, although Lottie displayed a.
the awful din and confusion which prevailed, firmness of his purpose. He had his suspicions great deal of energy and pretense to obtain a.
Lot.tie gave utterance to one piercing ecream of as to the identity ot the old man in the drab suit, wagon of some kind, but not one was lo l::e had•
agony and !error, and fell insensible at the feet and while the steamer was being towed ,to the at anv price, nor could she have got one, even·
dock by tile tug which had come out from the though sbe bs.d been in earnest in her enof her husband.
shore, aIJd was being lashed fast, be was re- deavors.
solved to have a look about !or the man in drab
" We came upon an unfortunate P.rrand,' ,.
UBAFTER XXX.
hinnelf, and when Lottie returnert to the deck, said Lollie. "this is a contingPncy that I could.
TOM REDWAY was mistaken in his conclusiou he commenced his search ; but afle1 a :horough not provide against.."
:that the steamer's boiler had burst. Fortunate- examination, he became convinced that the man
" How far is it to your father's house?"
ly for the passengers, it was not as bad as that, in drab was either a vision of bis wife's imagi" .A bout three miles and a half; we can walk
and there was really more fright and terror than nation, or a trumped·up personage tor the pur- it in two hours."
actual injury. One of the steam fines bad pose ot some sinister motive which she had in
"lt will then be after night.fall; suppose we
bursted, and though the boat. was disabled ·from her own mind.
stop at the village hotel here at tl.Jtl landing, unWhen Lottie rejoined Adele, she was sur- til morning?"
continuing her trip, no more serious danger was

" 1 will take my solemn oath l did not, Lottie.
What in thunder is the matttlr with you? your
face is perfectly livid.."
" haven't you seen an old n.an aboard, in a
drab suit of clothes?"
" 1 have not, as sure as 1 am a' living sinner,
Lottie, and 1 don't know, tor the lite ot me,
what you -are driving at. E xplain what you
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" lt you think it is best, we will do so, but
still we could take a short cut 10 my father's
place along the clitf, and get there in hulf an
hour, long before sunset."
" I will do just as you advise," said Adele,
.confidingly; and Lottie smiled a self-satisfied
smile. Not even this trusting confidence of the
poor young lady who had come out here only to
do her a kindness, had any effect upon her cold,
.callous, wicked heart I
" I think that the mere tact of our arriving at
my father's house at an hour when it would be
impossible for us to return, would favor our
<:hances of gaining an admission."
There certainly was judgment in this latter
remark. And Adele, who began to tee! more
.and more that she had wronged her companion,
urged that they should at once proceed.
And in the red light of a western sun they
-slowly toiled up the dusty road, until they
reached the top of the hill, when Lottie turned
into a well-beaten path which led toward the
·cliffs; but not until she had cast a ~lance down
the hill, and again turned away, with a signift·Cant look of satistaction upon her face.
The path into which Lottie had turned they
pursued until they came beneath the shadows
-0t the woods which lined the rocky clifts which
·overhung the river.
'' What a grand prospect this isl" exclaimed
Adele, at once impressed with the exceeding
-beauty of the surrounding scenery.
" Yes," replied Lottie, " it is beautiful:
-0ften," added the deceittµl woman, "I roamed
these cliffs in my happy, unconscious child-hood."
'!'hey plunged deepet and deeper bene-ath the
<dank foliage. Upon the pretense that it was a
'shorter cut, Lottie had left the beaten path, and
.now they found themselves wandering upon the
very verge of the cliff.
" What an unfrequented path this seems to
!be," said Adele.
" res," replied Lottie, with a dark, sinister
-smile, as they heard steps behind them. " There
is some one else coming this way, and as sure
.as lam alive it is a woman!"

CHAPTER XXXI.
TALKING,' and occasional stoppages to admire
the beauties ot the scenery, had commmed a
:great deal of time, and had dive1ted Adele's
mind entirely from a considerntion of the distance they were traversing: and not until her
.companion gave utterance to the exclamation
'8.nnoundng the approach ot some one, was she
recalled to the fact that they must necessarily
have traveled a considerable distance, and she
discovered, also, at the same moment, that the
light of the sinking sun wus being faintly followed by the clear rays ot a full rising moon.
"Why, we must have lost our way," ex.claimed Adele.
" No, we have not," replied Lottie.
" Then we must be near our destination, for
t1ee, night is fast falling around us."
" Yes, and we have not much further to go,
-at least you ha'Oe not-you are near your journey's end, you false hussy I" And as Lottie
spoke, despite the darkness,- Adele could see that
ber compllnion's whole face had under~one a
Temarl!.able and alarming change; her eyes
blazed with a l\erce lmid light, and her features
were convulsed and distorted w1tb rage.
"What does this mean ?" inquired Adele,
.calmly. " Havel been betrayed, atter all? And
.are you but an accomplice ot my arch enemy ?"
" It means," said Lottie, '' that you are a fraud
-a wean, soft-spoken, treacherous wretch, who
has robbed me ot my husband's love, and your
miserable life must pay the penalty of your
wickednes3 and treachery."
" And you have inveigled me here only to
murder me?"
" Yes, 1 have; you may scream, but it will do
you no good. 1 have purposely led you far out
-0f hearing. and now 1 am i:i:oing to complete my
vengeance."
" ls this a farce you are enacting to frighten
me, or aie you in earnest?"
" I am in earnest; 1 am the wife uf Tom Redway, your lover."
" I never saw or heard of Tom Redway in my
life."
"And yet, you lying hussy, you described
his personal appearance this day on the boat to
roe, exactly, and now you pretend that you
never eaw or heard of him."
" On my honor, as a Christian woman, I never
did to my knowledge-you are laboring under a

terrible mistake, or we are both the victims ot
villainy.''
" Buh! such as you, of C<'urse, would be well
prepa1ed with well-concocted excuses; but thef
will not avail you at this morucnt."
And as Lottie spoke she advanced •.md seized
Adele by both arms, and began to jerk her turi
ously toward the verge ot the cliff
"Spare me !" pleaded Adele. " When you
learn my innocence, the memory ot this crirue
you are about to i;erpetrate will make your
whole after-lite one ot misery and torment."
" So be it," cried Lottie, as she p~essed h<:>r
victim, who struggled as well as she could, back
toward the cliff. A moment, and Adele, completely exhausted, was forced to the extreme
edge, when, releasing her hand for an instant,
her would-be murde1ess drew a knife from her
bosom, and raised it ulott to plunge it into the
bosom of the poor, helpless girl, when there was
a sudden rush, and a woman sprung forward
with the exclamation:
"l<'or Heaven's sake, Lottie, hold on! It is
Adele Dutay!"
"Ila! ha!" laughed Lottie, demoniacally, as
she brought the knife down with a quick
lunge; "you know her, do you? I thought
so !''
The owner of the voice was too quick for the
murderess; the direction of the knife was
changed by an interrupting hand, and it missed
its mark; at the same time with a powerful
grasp the seeming woman drew them both back
from the edge of the cliff.
"Tom Redway!" screamed Lottie, "you are
unmasked I You can not save this creature!"
"Lottie, you are a tool!" said Tom, coolly.
Then turn;ng toward the amazed and trembling
Adele, he said : "Miss Dutay, if 1 had known
that yours was the life demanded by Leon Duflon, 1 would never have permitted you to have
beeu annoyed, even, let alone placed in such
jeopardy; but you may rest ass med that you are
now perfectly sate."
·
"And who are you?" said Adele, in a low
toicc.
" 1 am the man," replied Tom, " who stole
your diamonds, and killed your uncle to mak.e
sure of my escape."
"Oh, mercy!" cried Adele; "please let me
see your face."
Tom advanced, at the same time removing the
woman's wig which assisted the disguise, when
Lottie, who still held the knife, leaped forward
and a s.icond time attempted to plunge it into
Adele's bosom, when Tom seized her quickly,
and gave her a violrnt shove away. ln the excitement and darkness, owing to a momentary
obscuration ot the moon, lle diet not notice the
dilecliorr in which he had pushed her until he
heard a sudden, shrill scream, and turned just
in time to behold her reel a mornent, and in the
next instant she disappeared from sight.
He
had throion his own wije over the cliff!
"Great Heaven ! what have I done?" exclaimed 'fom, as he rushed toward the edge of
the cliff aud peered down wild!y "through the
darkness.
"Lottie! Lottie!" he called wildly, liut
there came no answe!' back, and he was just
turning from the clifl: when a man sprung forward, with the exclamation:
" Oh ! l 'm too late! he has thrown her over
the cliff !"
The next instant the new comer
seized Tom with a violent grasp, and said fiercely, as he hurled him to the l(round: "Scoundrel! villain I murderer! Oh !- brother! 1 have
caught you at last!"
CHAPTER XXXll.
THE scene described in the latter part of the
previous chapter occurred in far less time than
words could relate. Adele had stood an amazed
and bewildered witness of the whole proceeding, but wa<> too paralyzed with surprise and
astonishment to really comprehend the horror
of the fatal fall of Lottie over the clif!s, and the
subsequent appearance upon the scene of a
fourth patty. Not until she heard an ominous
and suggestive click, like the cocking of a pistol,
did she fully realize that the terrible tragedy
was not yet fully enacted. Advancing toward
the new-comer, who held Tom Redway securely
pinioned to the ground, she touched him lightly
upon the shoulder and said:
"Wlfoever you are, spare that man's life, 1
pray you!"
"What! oh, thank God!" exclaimed Edgar
Hall, for it was he. " A.re you injur.ed, Adele?"
" Great Heaven!" cried Adele, starting back
in surp1ise, "who are you?"

"1 am Edgar Rall. I came to rescue you
from the hands of this murderer, and but a moment ago 1 thought tbat 1 had arrived too late.
Thank God that you are safe."
' 'Yes, lam sate, and I owe my safety to that
man wbose lite l fear you are about to take. ' '
"No, no, Adele, 1 would not have his blood
upon my hands."
"Do you know who he is? "
"Ay, 1 know too well who he is. He is the
real murderer ot yom uncle, General Dutay. "
"He proclaimea himself that; but who is
he ?"
"You shall see, Adele Dulay, ond in gazing
upon this 1nan 's face, you will learn how terribly you have wron ized me!"
As Edgar Ball spoke, he arose from off the
prostrate man, and bid him rise to llis (eet, sayrng:
''Torn, at least do me this justice, bad as you
are; let this lady gaze upon your teal ures, an<I.
would to God that your heart was as pure as
your teatures are comely."
Up to this time Tom Redway had not said
one word, but as he rose to his feet, in obedience
to Edgar Ball's request, he said:
"Not tor your sake. no1 for any justice due
you, will l permit any one to gaze upon my
teatures, but tor this young lady's own sake
slle shall look upon them, for she i~ the only
one I ever met in my life whom I had any respect for."
And as he spoke, Tom stepped toward AdelE",
and leaned bi& really handsome face torward,
in the full light of the now fai1ly risen moon.
As with a colct shudder, and a colder chill at
her heart, Adele gazed upon that wicked but
handsome face, Edgar Hall said:
"Now, darling, is your question answered?"
'' ls he your twin brother Y" murmured Adele,
as the tear~ streamed down her teautitul face.
"Ay, Adele, this far- we were born 'upon
the same night, within the same hour, oj different mothers ; but l was not aware of it until one
year ago."
"What is that you Just said?" cried Tom
Redway, 'with trantic energy, as he turned and
gazed wildly at Edgnr Hal!.
"1 said that l did not know that l had a
brother, or that such a man as you were in ex:istence, until within the last year."
" Are you reallv speaking the truth?"
" l am, as God hears me."
" Then, Edgar Hall, l am the victim of a
terrible mistake. l was led to believe that you
did ·know ot my exi&tence, and that for the last
ten years you we1e upon uiy track as a relentless and untiring enemy."
"Who told yon so?"
" Your father and mine."
"Then l hope he learned to repent of this
among his other crimes, ere he died. What
could have been his object?"
"lt is all plain to me now. Be knew my
naturally wild, fierce disposition, inherited from
my French mother, and meant to keep us ever
apart; and he has succeeded."
" Tom, tell me one thing: under different circumstances do you believe you could have led
a different life?"
"l know it."
" Then if 1 assist you to escape, will you re- .
form ar:d r<Jpent?"
"There is no repentance for me, Edgar: and
atter thi~ night I do not hope ever to feel a throb
of human Kindness In my heart again. 1 am
dyed to the core with human blood. I can count
a victim tor every finger; as 1 have lived, 1
must die."
" Oh, what shall I do?" murmured Edgar.
" lf you had ouly said that you would repent
and retorm, it would have been an excuse to my
own conscience for aiding you to escape; if you
do not promise, 1 have nothing to do but bend
you over to the <letectivee and officers, who at
this moment most likely are in sound of my
whistle call. Knowing your desperate charac·
ter, and wishing to stop your career of crime
for humanity's e1;1ke, before following ,vou here,
1 made a confidant ot the chief of police sufficiently to place them on your track until you
were down, in case anything should befall me.
I can not recall what I have told concernin u
you, neither, since what I have just heard, if l
thought there was any hope ot your reforming,
would I wish you to l'e captured."
" 'l'ake off these handcufts," said Tom, "and
leave me to take care of myself. You have
given intormation concerning me, your conscience ought to be satisfied."
As Tom spoke he held forth his manacled
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wrists, and tor the first time Adele noticed that
he was handcuffed.
" Tom, why willsou not promise to reform
and repent?"
"Ha! ha!" laughed Tom, bitterly. "I ain't
a fool, Edgar, and there is one good trait in my
character, 1 never pretended to l:e wbat 1 was
not. 1 don't feel repentance, I am drenched in
blood! I have neither heart nor conscience! I
want to live as long as 1 can, and if you will
assist me to escape 1 will leave this country,
and you will never see or hear of me again. 1
will promise this much, but nothing more."
"Adele, what shall 1 do?"
" He saved my life," said Adele, " do not ask
me to decide. You must know that my heart
pleads for him upon that ground alone!"
" And so does mine," replied Edgar.
At this instant steps were heard approaching.
" lfere come the detectives," said Edgar Hall.
" They have found the right trail, and are
following me."
'' A.nd do you intend to deliver me bound into
their hanas?'' suia 'Iom Redway.
There was an instant's pause, and a fearful
silence prevailed. Three pale, anxious counten11.nces shone in the pale light ot the moon. At
length Edgar Hall advanced toward his halfbrother, saying:
" May God forgive you I Ob, 'l'om, I can not
p;ive you up! Here, I will remove the handcuffs. 1 can do no more."
"Thank you," said Tom, in a low voice. "l
ask no n:o1e!" and as the forms of the approachin.e: detectives appeared advancing along the
cliffs, Tom bounded away. but not before he
had been seen. Ae the detectives came rushing
up the one in advance exclaimed:
" Charley Burton, what have you been doing? Has that villain escaped you?"
" Be has," replied Edgar fl all, sadly. "There
he e:oes. pmsue him! I can not, he is my
b1·otlt61' !"
" Brother or no brother, he can not escape us I"
cried the officers, as, without stopping a moment, they bounded away in the direction taken
by the famous Brigand, In hot pursuit.
CHAPTER XXXlll.
"ADELE," said Edgar." l hope l did right;
I do not conscientiously believe that l have, but
under the circumstances, l could not have done
differently. You now know my secret."
" And I wish, Edgar, that I had been less obstinate, and I would have learned it sooner, and
much misery might have been spared us both;
but tell me, can you torgive me?"
" Adele, do not let the mere mention of the
word forgiveness be heatd between us, but tell
me now that you know that I am not a criminal. Can you still love me, knowinp; that such
a villain as Tom Redway is my brother?"
"I certainly can not hold you responsible for
your brother 's crime11; and if, even under
ordinary circumstances. it would be right that
1 should, I can not under the present; while
still believing you to be the real criminal, l
loved you, ond delayed, when my conscience
told me different, .e:iving what information 1
possessed to the police. And, 1 r.onfess with
shame, that I took advitntage or their seeming
iadiff1:1ence, not to urge them to accept it."
" Ours has been a strange and terrible experience. "
" Yes; but are we not selfishly thinking of
ourselves, while the poor creature who was
thrown over that cliff may lie a hundred feet
or less below us, suffering, and may be dying,
it not dPad."
" Adele, you are ri ght; but tell me how it
was that she, my brother's wite. was thrown
over the cliff instead of you~"
Adele at once related all that had occurred
since her first meeting with Lottie Redway.
When she had concluded, li:dgar sain:
"I nave been greatly to blame."
"flow is it." inqu ired Adele, "that you happened to be here? How did you find out that I
was to be inveigled to this place, and my life attempted?"
" 1 will tell you," answered Edgar, "as we
proceed back toward the village and procure
assistance to return to the base of the cliff an<l
·succor that woman, if she is possibly alhe, or
recover and remove her body if dead;" and
through the shadows along the cliff, aided by
the moon light, these two persons. who had been
the victims of such a strange fate, proceeded
toward the village, and on thu way, Edg;ar re lated the following facts:

" Atter my imerview with you, my dear
Adele, over the dead body of your uncle, I became convinced that I was the victim ot the
fatal re~emhlance my brother and myselt bore
to eacn other; and then 1 knew, also, lhat at
last 1 was upon his track.' This is not the firs!
time tllat I have been made to suffer on his account. Twice I have been arrested tor crime.
The first time 1 was not aware of his existence;
the last time, I have reason to believe that he
took: advantage of our likeness, and per.petrated
a crime wherein he purposely personated me,
and a second time I found myself imprisoned
on his account.
"lt was then that, in protection to myself,
and for the purpose of ridding the community
at large ot a pest, that 1 started upon his track,
determined to check his career of crime by some
means.
" Thus it was that after the first eurprise,
when you accused me of the murder of your
uncle, I again became aware that my brother
had committed fresh cximes, for which 1 was to
sutler.
"Then and thei:e 1 would have told you the
truth, but you repelled me."
"But what did you mean at that time," said
Adele, " when you told me that you would
make to me a strange confession?"
" 1 meant that 1 would tell you of this disgracefu 1 connection.''
" .\nd what confeseion was there in th11t ?"
"Rad l not won the love of a girl of an honorable name, and at any moment might not this
notorious criminal, my brother, be brought
prominently before the public as connected with
some terrible crime? and would not my relationship at any moment been llk:ely to have become
known; and it was because 1 had not told of
this that l used the word confession."
"'!"his.reminds me," said Ad1Jle, with a rosy
blush, which was plainly visible beneath the
moonlight, " that 1 have something to tell
you."
" Well, darling, what is it?"
" There is a doubt as to my really being the
niece of the late General Dutay. Another is in
poeHession of the estates, and be claims that my
parentage was disgraceful, and that I was only
a charity child whom the kind old man took in
off ot the streets."
·' My dear child, this story is false, and fortu
nalely I have the proofs that it is ialse. "
"The proofs? bow? Oh, tell me! I care
little tor the wealth, but I would like to know
that the dear, kind man was really my uncle."
"He was. 1 have in possession bis will.
wherein he solemnly affirms that you are his
niece-the only child of his younger and only
brother. lt appears that your father met with
a fatal accident, the details of which were heartrending, and that was why your uncle would
never converse with you about your parente."
" How did you get possession ot my uncle's
will? Mr. Hasbrouck and I searched for it immediately after bis death, and could find no
will .."
" I found the will in a secret drawei· of the
jewel casket which my b1·otlt61" stole from you the
night your uncle was killed."
"Tbe casket which contained my jewels I nnd
have you recovered possession of lhat ?"
"I have, and now l will surprise you still
further. I am a regularly enrolled officer on
the :New York Detective Force. 1 am known
upon the force as Charley Burton. I bPcame
a aetective for the sole purpose of tracking my
brother. This is bow I happened to be detailed
to work up the case disclosed by your ncte, and
this is why also that the police did not pay more
nttention to your communication. For reasons
of my own, l suppressed the information tor the
time being. l, among others, supposed you
dead, but as l was near death myselr, 1 had not
time to mourn for you or realize my loss before
1 learned that the rumor was a mistake, and that
you were Rtill alive."
" Bow did you learn that I was still living?"
"Have you forgotten thEl note of warning you
sent to me at my boardint:;-house?"
"1 bad forgotten that! "
" Well, when l received 1hat note, I had just
arisen from a bed of sicknel)S. 1 ~as nearly
killed by a woman whom I have since learned
wa11 my brother's wite, without knowing who
she was, for I had never seen her face. 1 was
• piping ' her as a supposed thief, and the desperate woman, to aid in her escape, at an unguarded moment suddenly dealt mea blow with
a 'billy,' and for a long time my life hung upon
a mere thread. "
" What a wonderful and strange series of ad-
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ventures have attended upon us both; but tell
me, how did you recover the casket?"
'' l tracked this woman to one of these resorts,
and while searching the house, ,l found the cas·
ket, and subsequently I found the secret drawer ·
and the will."
"J311t how did you find out that these people·
intended thus to attempt my lite?"
" 1 was upon their track day and night, and
when they hired a room in a certain low tenement on an obscure street, from motives of safe.ty, I hired the room adjoining theirs, and by·
making good use of my ears 1 overheard their·
pion. The man who is now in possession ofyour estates was the instigator of your a~sassi
nation."
"And why did you not warn me? "
"Because 1 wished to catch my brother in.
an attempted criminal act, when l would confront him with you, face to face, and, beyond
any possibility of doubt, remove the strange,
hallucination from your wind. 1 thou ght that
l had taken every precaution to avoid any risk,
but lam now convinced that !did wrong. But, .
thank Heaven, at least you are safe, the mystery
is cleared up, and we may yet be happy."
"We could, if it were not !or one thing."
"Yes-my brother; but, my darling, I am.
not going to allow bis wickedness to mar my
happiness any more; neither one of us has any
particular ties In this country, aud as soon as..
possible we will fiy from this land, and leave
forever behind us the scene of our trouble ancL
suftering, and my disgrace through rny brother."
" 1 wish there was still hope of his reform.
and repentance before death overtakes him."
" I have not the slie:htest hope; but here we·
are at the village. 1 shall try to obtain a conveyance, and we will return to the cit.y to-night
by land; it is not more than three hours' drive,
and, fortunately, I know the road very well."
As Edgar gave utterance to the last word,
Adele suddenly grasped his arm tightly, ancL
eicclaimed:
"Oh, Edgar, who-what Is thatY" and sheo
pointed to a figure just in advance of them.
"My dear, dear child, you are nervous and!
excited. That Is only the form ot a womansome one of the villagers, probably."
" No, it is n }t one of the villap;ers. I know:
that form well; it is your brother's wife, either·
in the body or in the spirit."
" In the body, it at all. I will speak to her.,,.
"I pray you do not; it she has miraculously
escaped death, so much the better; but do not;
let us address her. I tear that woman , and 1
would rather have her think me dead than living."
'
" You need tear no one now, my dear Adele:
You are always from hence under my special:
protection; but a few hours shall elapse after.
our return lo the city before I shall exact the
tulfi llment of your promise to become my wife.''"
"!Jo not speak of this now, Edgar."
"No, l will not; but i am going to speak tai
that woman."
'
And he started ahead, intending to address·
het, when, to his great amazementsbernddenly
vanished from sight, and he saw nothing but.
space before him.
With a start of surprise he turned toward!
Adelf, and murmured: "Can it be pos~ible that
it was a spirit, after all, and will we have to goto the base of tbe cliff tor the body?"
"No;" said Adele. " 1 saw what you diet
not; it was the woman in the flesh, and I am
glad that she escaped you-1 fear her."
After a great den\ of trouble, and the promise
of an exorbitant pl'ice, Edgar Hall finally secured:
a conveyance to New York, and after a pleasant
ride beneath the moonlight, they reach ed the
ctty; and upon the following day Edgar insisted
upon the fulfillment of Adele's promise, and
they were married.
Immediately after the ceremoqy, Edgar started for the office of Mr. Hasbrouck, the lawyeI'~
and fortunately found bim in. And alter listening to an account ot the adventmes through
which Edgar and Adele had passed, he related
his own, concluding with the statement that his
clerk had caused detectives to search the house,
and he waa thereby released trom his awful po·
silion.
After sQme further talk, steps were decided
upon for at once agii.in placing Adele in posses,
sion of her uncle's estates.
O!':IAPTER XXXI V.
As our readera recollect, when Tom Redway
fled away from the verge of the cliff, upon the
approach of , the detective officers, he was clad
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·ip the disguise of a woman, and he bad pro-ceeded but a f6w steps when he became con·
vinced that the chances for his escape in his
:present apparel were very slim. Fortunately
.be had other clothing beneath his disguise, and
.as 1rn sped along thruugli the underbrnsh •. over
.rocks and fallen trees, he removed article after
.article until he was completely unencumbered
by the awkward apparel in which he had start-ed. Tom was a light, athlet.ic man, and a good
.runner; but a sudden fall, and injury to his
knee, placed him at a disud.vantage. One ot his
_p msuers, he felt, was fast gaining upon him,
.and soon he received a hail to halt. To this he
paid no attention, but kept bravely on, when
·the report of a pistol broke the stillness, and a
•bullet whistled in close pt0ximity to his head.
.But Tom was not afraid ot bullets; he hacl been
iired aL so often, and had run so many perilous
risks, that he began to feel that he bore a
·charmed lite.
"The next time I fire," shouted his pursuer,
... I'll bring you down, so if you know when
you are well off, you'll stand."
But on Tom sped, as though he had not heard
.his voice. And a~ain a pistol report rang out
•upon ttle night-air, and another ball whistled
.harmlessly by him. Each time the detective hall
stopped to fire, Tom had gained several paces,
.and now, with a glad feeling ot triumph, he saw
.a clearing aheacl ot him, and felt that if he
.could once get beyond the woods his chances
for escape would be far better. Again and
·again, the detective shouted to him to stand;
:and twice more dischar,ged his pistol at the fleefog Brigand; and as he still beheld the pm sued
speeding alonp;, and felt his own breath and
:»trength givi ng out, curses, not loud but deep,
tell from his lips. He and Tom had outstripped
'the third, and 1vere far in advance, when sud,denly with a smothered cry ot cfelight, Tom cnme
'to a fence whicll bordered a road. By the time
the detective, puffing and blowing, and completely exhausted, reached the fence, the par.sued had disappeared entirely from view.
"Hang him!" exclaimed the discomfited
-Officer, "I can ' t travel any further without taking a breath; but that scamp sha'n't escape me!
.he must be pretty nearly run out himself. But
.he is a game .one, and no mistake."
By this time the other otticers came up, and
.one of them exclaimed:
" Iluve you got him, Bill?"
"Yes, I've got him, in a horn!" replied the
pant in~ oliicer. '' He's got the speed of a hound,
41nd be s as game as a bu!l-dJg."
" Well, you ain't going to give up the chase
·this way, are you?"
·
"I guess not.. That man's human-he can't
Tun all night, that's sure. I've been arter such
tellows before, and it's a hundred dollars to a
bad cent that he is already crawling into some
biding-place, and if we can't hound him out be~
tween four of us, we had better hand in .o\Jr
'badges to the chief and take a band at hod car·
Tying."
"Well, I think we had better beathisheels,"
.observed tDP. of the others.
" That's just what l ' rn 1ead_y to do, now that
I've hod a breathing spell: 9nd it we hope to
-capture that-chap, we've got to pla_v a cautious
game, for he's just as sharp as they make 'em."
With cautious tread, and with eyes and ears
·Wide open, the iour detectives stealthily moved
alon g the road, critically examining either sicle
-0f the way, for th e purpose ot notin g any place
where the man they were atter would be likely
<to leave lhe road.
ln the meantime, Tom had been speeding
Tapidly along, and, at length, he came to the
-edge of the woods. Befme him lay open fields
-00 either side, and in the distance, he saw, betwe:::n a clump ot trees upon a rising knoll, the
;glimmer of a light in a farm-house. Alre'ldy
he felt that his escape was as~ured, when sud·denly, and unforluuately for. him, he slepped
11pon a sharp stone, his ankle twisted beneath
•him, and he tell headlong, bruising ancl cutting
bis face. As.he attempted to rise to his feet, a
.cry of agony escaped him, followed by bitter
.cursee, as he realized tbat his ankle was either
sprained or broll:en, and tlrnt further flight was
impossible. Still his indomitable will waR aot
·broken, and despite the excruciating agony that
·every movement caused him. he cra wled through
the fence into a field, and slowly, thou gh surely,
made his way toward the barn which he now
:plainly beheld.
" lf 1 can once reach the cover of that barn,"
be murmnred, " I am all right. I once swore
that I would never be taken alive, and L never
w ill be, although I am sa1isfied now that the

jig is up. I'm run to earth. Lottie's warnings
must have been true. Never mind, it had to
come sooner or later, and it might as well be
now as any time.. But I'll die game!"
Thus sullering untold tort.ires, he crawled
along, and finally reached tbe barn. . The barn
door was tastened with a latch upon a staple.
As he rose to his ftet to unlatch it, he cast a
look behind him across the fields, and with a
grim smile ot desperation, beheld his tour pursuers comiug across the field toward the barn .
•• They have tracked me, and I knew they
woulll," he muttered; " but it's oil the same to
me," and pulling out the peg, he <lrew open the
barn door, entered, acct closing it after him, fastened it with a hook which he found on the inner
side. Then, as deliberately as though in the city,
unpursued and in his own room, he drew a
small dark-lantern from his pocket, struck a
match, lighted his lamp, and throwing its nar1ow, sharp ray about, discovered the steps leadinp; to the haty-mow above. Painfully he ascended, and had just time to l)rawl to a small
shutterless window, when the officers arrived in
trout of the horn.
"Hold on, there!" cried Tom; "dqn't Cl)ffifl
any nearer, or one of you will go down!"
" Say, old man," replied one ot the officers,
"this thing is played; you hr.ct better give yourself up like a man, and save any further
trouble."
" That ain't my style at all," replied Toro;
"I'll never be taken alive!"
" Then we'll have to take you dead, old man,
but take you we will."
"Never! " replied Tom, firmly.
" Your body will answer just as well, so yon
had belier tnke no chances, and surrender alive."
"All you'll ever find of my body," repliect
Tom," you're welcome to."
At that instant, one of the officers raised his
pistol and fired, and Tom gave a sudden start
ns the ball shattered his Jett shoulder; but
quickly drawing and cocking his own pistol,
he leveled it, and fired in return, when one ot
the detectives gave a leap into the air, and tell
back with a heavy groan. The other officers
now fired simultaneously, but Tom lrnd with·
drawn from the window, and their bullets flew
harmlessly through it.
" Let's make a rush for the door," said one
of the officers .
"Easy, my la:l," replied another; "that chap
means mischief. We've got him sure; let's see
first llow badly Jack is hurt.,.
"l'm all right," replied Jack, the one who
had been wounded: " the wound is a bad one,
bul not tatnl. I've been hit betore this. ' '
For a moment the offieers now held a consultation as to what was best to be done. During
their confab, the inmates of the farm-house
came rushiug out to ascertain thi: cause of the
shots they had heard. Suddenly one of the
offi cer~, turning toward the barn, exclaimed:
"Great Reaven! what's thntl"
"Thunder and lightning!" exclaimed their
lead er, "the barn is on fire!"
At the same moment, a dull report was heurct .
"He's fired the barn, and shot himselt !" was
the general exclamation; and the.)' told the
truth. Tom Red way had a deadly suggestion
in his worde, when he called bacR to them, thnt
they were welcome to all of his body that they
could get; for immediately after discharging his
pistol at the ottlcer, he had taken the lamp from
his lantern, turned away, and deliberately
ignited the immense pile of dry hay which filled
the barn; and when he found it blazing away
at full blast, he deliberately placed his pistol to
bis own temple, pulled the trigger, and scattered
his brnins abroad. And his thr<mt was fully
verified. Before the least effort could be made
to save it, th e wnole old. dry barn wns one per·
tect mass of fl9mes; and the detectives who had
run Tom Redway to earth, never hnd the satis·
faction of producing one atom of his I.Jody. All
that they could ofter to the authorities to substantiate their claim to the reward tor his capt·
lll'e, was the story ot lne BrigRna's tragic death
and utter bodily annihilation. -

of the past the fearful memories of my sojourn
in this land."
" Amen, Edar l" responded Adele, as she
gazed tondly upon his handsome face. " :But
we have one comfort-I hPlieve that the ~tpent
ance of your brother's 'Vite is sincere; 11nd I am
glad that it wa~ within our power to afford her
the means and opportunity to alone, as tar as
possible, tor the evil ot her past life."
And so the noble steamer slowly drew out
into the stream, and headed toward the Narrows. The will of General Dutay had bee n
proved; the property bad been restored to its
rightful owner, and Leon Duflon had perishr.d
by his own hand, thus ending the career of an·
other ot the Brigands ot New ): ork. And as
night fell upon the waters, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Hall stood upon the deck and took their last
view of the lading shores of America, far in the
distance, forever.
THE END.
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10 1971 Glencain. ........•••.••.••.•.••••.•.
10
10
10
20
20

50
1372
569
1413
738
1418
890
946
CUNNINGHAM GEIKIE'S WORKS.
986
'117 Life. and Words of Christ. First half. 20 1147
'117 Life and WordsofChrist. Second half. 20 1155
1224
CHARLES GIBBON'S WORKS.
1459
682 Queen of the Meadow . • • • . • . • . . • • • • • 20 1686
690 Robin Gray .. ...• ' •••.•••••••.•••••. 20
'751 In Honor Bound . ........... ...... .. 20
776 For Latk of Gold . • • • • • . • .. • •• • • • • • . 20
1173 A Heart's Problem •••••••• . •. •••••.. 10 889
1371 Of High Degree ..... . . . ............ 20 995
1495 What Will the World Say? ••••.••. .. 20
1503 The Golden Shaft ................... 20
1620 In Pastures Green. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . • . . . 10
8
A Maiden Fair .....•••..•...•......• 10 407
9
THEODORE GIFT'S WORKS.
427
1425 Maid Ellice ............... . .. ... .... 20
17
1028 A Mat.ter-of-Fact Girl.......... . .•. 20 434
1088 Visited on the Children . . ...... . •.•. 20
23
516
W. S. GILBERT'S WORKS.
27
29
{89 "Bab" B allads. 189 Illustrations ...• 20
421
-~li39 The Pirates of P enzance; or, The
275
Slave of D•.ity, and Other Origina!
10 363

tm

~ rie1a\Vi~k~ w~~ici; ·~~d· oili~~ orig:

MARIAM. GRANT'S WORKS.
Artiste.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . • • • . . .
Bright Morning; or, Once and Forever
The Sun Maid . ...•....•.••..••••••..
Victor Lescar . . . . . . • . . . . . • . • • • • • . . • .
My Heart's in the Highlands .••••••..
Prince Hugo .. ..............•.. •..•.
One May Day. A Sketch in Summer
Time .... . .... .. . ......... . . . .. ...
JeJ\nie Nairn's Wee Laddie. A Simple
Story oft.he Old Town..•••••• . •••.

10
10
10
10
1o
10
10
20

10'
10:

10

EDWARD GARRETT'S WORKS.
1333 Family Fortunes: A Domestic Story 20
l&l'< Her Object in Life. . • . . . • • • • • • . • • • • • 10
MRS. GASKELL'S WORKS.
Mary Barton .......................
My Lady Ludlow...... . • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Cousin Phillis ... .. . ......... ..... ...
North and South ..•..•••••••••••••..
A Dark Night's Work .•••.•••••••••.
Cranford .. . .... . ..... .. ..... .......
The Grey Woman, and Other Tales ...
Libbie Marsh's Three Eras, and Other
T ales ...•.....................•.. .
Li~ie Leigh, and Other Tales .......•
Wives and D aughters. First half ••.•
Wives and Daughters. Second half ..

404
420

JAMES GRANT'S WORKS.
Legends of the Black Watch ..•.•....
Jack Manly .........•..••.•..•......
Dick Rodney.........•....•.•.•..•..
Captain of the Guard ...... ......... .
The Queen's Cadet ..•.•••..•••• . , . . .
Letty Hyde's Lovers ...••••••••••••..
The Hundred Cuirassiers ••••..••••••
Torthorwald .. ... . ..• •• •••• •••••••••

440 The Sorrow of a Secret, and Lady Carmichael' s Will .• •.•.••.••• ••• •.••..
686 Breuda Yorke ....•...••••.•••• , •••••
724 For Her Dear Sake .•.•• ••••••••••• • •
852 Missing. ... .. .... .. ... .. ...........
855 Dolf's Big Brother.... . . . . ...... .. ...
930 In the Holidays, and The Name Cut
on a Gate. . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . .
935 Under Life's Key, a:id Other Stories . .
972 Into the Shade, and Other Stories .. . . .
1011 My First Offer • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
1014 Told in New England, and Other Tales.
1016 At the Seaside; or, A Sister's Sacriflcu
1220 Dorothy's Venture .........•.••.•...
1221 Among the Ruins, and Other Stories ..
1431 " A Little A version ". • . • • • • • . . • . • . . .
1549 Bid Me Discourse.. . . . . . • . . . . • . • . . • . .

inal P'.avs ..• ". . .• ••••. , . . . • • • • • • • . 10

THOMAS HARDY'S WORKS.
Under the Greenwood Tree •...•••...
Far From the Madding Crowd • • • . • . .
Fellow -Townsmen . . ... •••.• • •• • . • .•.
The Trumpet-Majer ....•••••• .•••• • .
The Hand of Ethelb1Jrta ••••.•••••...
A Pair of Blue Eyes ...... ...... .....
A Laodicean . ..... . ... . . •••.••• •.••.
What th e Shepberci 8aw ••••••••.•••.
Desperate Remedies. • . . • . . . • . . • • • • • .
Two On a Tower . .. ................•
The Romantic Adventures of a Milkmaid ......... .. . •• . •. .......... . . .

10 492
598
20 640
20 1041
20
20
20
20
1ll
20
10
20
20
20
20
10
20
20
10

·179
261
262
263
264
265
307
597

THOMAS HUGHES' WORKS.
Tom Brown's School Days at Rugby .. if
The Manliness of Christ .••••••••••••• 10:
Tom Brown at Oxford ••.•..••.•••••• 2();
Rugby-Tennessee.. ••• ••• •.• •••••••. 1~
VICTOR HUGO'S WORKS.
The History of a Crime .••••••••••• ,
Les Miserables-Fan tine....... ......
Les Miserables-Cosette. .. .... • • • • • • •
Les Miserables-Marius. ... . .........
Les Miserables-St. Denis. • • • • • • • • • • •
Les Miserables-Jean ';aljean • •• •••••
The Toilers of the Sea .••..••••.•••••
The Hunchback of Notre Dame • • .• •

!Or
!O
10.
10:
10
1()
26

20

MRS. ALFRED W. HUNT'S WORKS.
917 The Posy Ring ....•....••.••••. . .••• 1<Ji
925 The Leaden Casket ..•••.•..• •••.• .•• 20
611
694
839
982

JEA.N INGELOW'S WORKS.
Sarah de Berenger.. • . • • • • • • • . . • .. • • • ~O
Off the Skelligs ..................... 20
Fated to be Free • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . 20
Don John .... ....... .. . ...... ....... 20

LADY JACKSON'S WORKS.
WILLIAM HAUFF'S WORKS.
1190 - The French Court and Society. f'.art I. 20
Tbe Beggar Girl of the Bridge of Arts. 10 1190 The French Court and Society. Part IL 20
The Emperor's Picture.. .. ••••••.•.. 10 1270 The Old Regime: Court, Salons, and
Theaters. Part I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
MARY CECIL HAY'S WORKS.
1270 The Old Regime: Court, Salons, and
Theaters. Part II. • • • • ••••• ••••• 2Cl
The Arundel Motto ...... .. .......... 10
Tbe Arundel Motto (in large type) .... 20
G. P. R. JAMES' WORKS.
Old Myddelton's Mon ey ..... ..... .... 10
Olci MyddeJton's Money (in large type). 20 303 Margaret Graham ...•...••• •• •• ••• ••.• tQ
Hidden Perils ..•..••.. . .•..•.•••.••. 10 599 The Castle of Ehrenstem............ . 20
Hidden P erils (In large type) •...••••. 20 607 The Last of the Fairies .• . • • . . . . . . . . . ta
The Squire's Legacy . ... .•. •••• •. ..•. 10 614 The Man at Arms; ~r, Henry de Oere.ne 20
The Squire's Legacy (in large type) ... 20 692 The King's Highway •••••. •. .••..••• 20
Victor and Vanquished .•............ 20 755 The Smuggler....................... 20
Nora's Lo..-e Test .. ....•.••.• : ..••••• 10 814 Th~ Old Oak Chest. • • • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • 20
Nora's Love T est (in large typr} ..•••• 20 947 Philip Augustus .....••.••••••••••••• 00
A. Sbadow on the Threshold •.•••• •• •. 10 988 The Huguenot ...•• . ..•••••••••••••. 00
Reaping •he Whirlwind.•••••••••.• .. 10 1246 Richelieu: A Tale of France .•.•.••• 00
384 Back to tJ:ie Old Home. . • . • . • •. . . . . . . 10 1331 The False Heir •.....••.•.• • .•••••••• j(j
415 .A. Dark Tnheri~. '.~. . .. • . • • • . . • . . 10 1708 Agnes Sorel... . ............... . ... . . Ill

THE SEASIDE LIBRARY.-LrsT
1710 Rulilell.

A Tale of the Reign of
Charles II. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
1718 Darnley; or, The Field of the Cloth
of Gold ......................... 20
!719 The Robber. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
MISS HARRIETT JAY'S WORKS.
Madge Dunraven .. ... . ..............
The Queen of Connaught ............
Two Men and a Maid ........... , . . .
The Dark Colleen .. ................
My Connaught Cousins ............. .
The Priesfs Blessing ; or, Poor Patrick's
Progress from this World to a Better.
1808 Through the Stage Door. . . . . . . . . . . . •

637
650
1244
1374
1532
. 1557

20
10
ZO
20
20
10
20

JOHN CORDY JEAFFRESON'S WORKS.
1409 Olive Blake's Good Work .... . ....... 20
1609 Lottie Darling .... . .................. 20

MRB. C. JENKJN'S WORKS.

658 Who Breaks-Pays . ................ 10
1251 A Psyche of To·Day ................ 20

WORKS BY THE AUTHOR OF "MRS.
JERNJNGHAM'S JOURNAL."
1434 Miss Hitchcock's Wedding Dress. . . . . 10
1461 Very Genteel. ....................... 20
1536 The Jerningham Journals ............ 20
JULIA KAVANAGH'S WORKS.
288 Beatrice. . . . . • . . • • . . • • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . 20
879 Rachel Gray ........................ 10
681
715
793
1444
1493

ANNIE KEARY'S WORKS.
A Doubting Heart.. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . .
Oldbury.... .. ....................
Castle DalJ
.. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .
A York and a Lancaster Rose ........
Janet's Home ...... · ................

20
20
20
20
20

CHARLES KINGSLEY'S WORKS.
783 HVa~~.~;. -~~'. ~~~. :.~~~.~.i~~- ~~. Old
1237 Westward, Ho! First half .. .. . .....
1237 Westward, Ho! Second half ........
1248 Alton Locke, Tailor ~nd Poet. . . . . . . .

204
815
1194
1698

W. H. G. KINGSTON'S WORKS.
The Young Llanero . . . .. . • • .. • • • • • • •
Twice Lost .........................
The South Sea Whaler. . .. • . .. .. .. . ..
A Tale of the Shore and Ocean; or,
The Heir of Kilfinnan .............
Peter the Whaler ...... ........... ...
Mark Sea worth. A Tale of the Indian
Ocean ....... , ... ......... . ...... .
The Midshipman . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . ..

20
20
20
20

214
353
553
592
906
1126
98
132
137
146
152
168
169
174
257
296
296
319
319
464
470
5_29
546
566
609
633
657
657
822
872
872
951
965
965
989
989
1235
1309
1309
1342
1394
1394
1496
1496

10
10
20

BIRD'S PENITENCE."
tence.-Her Own Deception.-" We
Kissed A~ain, with Tears" (four
compl ~t e uovels in one number) ....
_1282 Maysel's Prisoner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1425 His Wedded Wife ...................
1713 Miss Masserene ......................

10
10
20
20

MAY LAFFAN'S WORKS.
163 Flitters, Tatters, ancl. the Counsellor .. 10
789 Christy Carew . . . ........ .......... . 20
763 No Relations. From the French of
Hector l\falot-.. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. 20
1100 Weeds . ~ ......... . . .. .............. 10
1175 Hogan, M.P....... ... . . ............. 20
1185 The Honorable Miss F errard ... ...... 20

ALPHONSE DE LAMARTINE'S WORKS.
792 Life of Mary, Queen of Scots ..... ... 10
1526 The Stonema11on of Saint Point ... . . . . . 10
806
809
1423
1435

GEORGE LAWRENCE'S WORKS.
Guy Livingstone ............ ... .... .
Sworll and Gown ..... . ............ .
Hagarene .......................... .
Brakespeare ... ... . .......... .. .. .. . .

10
10
20
20

998
1214
1548
1648

HOL~ LEE'S WORKS.
Katharine's Trial. ... .. .. ... . ....... .
The Beautiful Miss Barrington .. .... .
A Poor Squire ...................... .
Sylvan Holt's Daughter ......... .. . . .

10
20
20
20

SM
958
1024
1087
\7.a.4

A Celebrated Case.. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
Nellie. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. .
Lizzie Adriance ............... ; .....
The Missing Marriage Certificate .....
Since Fbat I Saw Your Face. . . .. . . . .

MARGARET LEE'S WORKS.
10
20
20
10
10

AUTHORS.

MRS. LEITH-ADAMS' WORKS.
Winstowe ..........................
Georgie's Wooer .. ..................
My Land of Beulah ..................
Madelon L emoine ...................
Aunt Hepsy's Foundling.. . . . . . • . . . . .
Lady Deane ....... , ..... : ..........
CHARLES LEVER'S WORKS.
Harry Lorrequer ....................
Jack Hinton, the Guardsman ...... ...
A Rent in a Cloud .. .... .. ...........
Charles O'Malley, the Irish Dragoon
(Triple Number) .. . ................
Arthur O'Leary .....................
Con Cregan .........................
St. Patrick's Eve ....................
Kate O'Donoghue ...................
_That Boy of Norcott's . ..............
Tom Burke of Ours. First half ......
Tom Burke of Ours. Second half. . . .
Davenport Dunn. First half.........
Davenport Duun. Second half ..•...
Gerald Fitzgerald ...................
The Fortunes of Glencore.......•....
Lord Kilgobbin .....................
Maurice Tiernay.. . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .
A Day's Ride .......................
Barrington .. .. . .....................
Sir Jasper Carew, Knight ...........•
The Martins of Cro' Martin. Part I..
The Martins of Cro' Martin. Part II.
Tony Butler .......... _.... .........
Luttrell of Arran. Part I. . . . . . . . . . . .
Luttrell of Arran. Part II .•••••....
Paul Gosslett's Confessions. . . . . . . . . •
One of Them. First half .......•....
One of Them. Second half..........
Sir Brook Fossbrooke. Part I.. . . . . .
Sir Brook Fossbrooke. Part II. .. . ..
The Brnmleighs of Bishop's Folly. . . .
The Dodd F amily Abroad. First half.
The Dodd F amily Abroad. Second half
Horace Templeton ....... .. . .........
Roland Cashel. First half. . . . . . . . . . .
Roland Cashel. Second half ...•.....
The Daltons; er, Three Roads in Life.
First half . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The Dal tons; or, Three Roads in Life.
Second half. . . .. . . .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .

T. B. MACAULA1''S WORKS.
20
10
10
20
20
10
20
20
10
30
20
20
10
20
10
20
20.
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
10
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

926 The Lays of Ancient Rome, and Other

t•

Poerr.8 ............................
History of England. Part I.. . . .. . . . . 2~
History of England. Part II.. . • • . • . . 2()1
History of England. Part III... . • . . • 2&
History of England. Part IV........ 20 1
History of England. Part V . . • • . . • • 20.
History of England. Part VI. . . .. . . . 2()l
History of England. Part VII. . . .. . . 2ei
History of England. Part VIII ..•... 2()
History of England. Part IX. _. . . • . • 2«
History of England_. Part X .. , . • . • • 2'!
GEORGE MACDONALD'S WOHKS.
455 Paul Faber, Surgeon ................ 21
491 Sir Gibbie. .. . .. . . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. 20
595 The Annals of a Quiet Neighborhood . 20
606 The Seaboard Pal"ish ................ 20
627 Thom&S Wingfold, CurnM ......••.. _ 20
643 The Vicar's Daughter.. . . .. . . • . . . . . . . 20
668 David Elginbrod .................... 20
677 St. George and St. Michael.. . . . . . . . . . 21).
790 Alec Forbes of Howglen ............. 20
887 Malcolm ............................ 20:
922 Mary Marston....... . ....... . ..... 20·
938 Guild Court A London Story . . . . . . 20
948 The Marquis of Lossie. . . . . . . . . . . . • . • 20
962 Robert Falconer.............. . ...... 2()1
1375 Castle Warlock: A Homely Romance. 20'
1439 Adela Cathcart . ..................... 2(J.
1466 The Gifts of the Child Christ, and Other
Tales ............................. 1().
1488 The Princess and Curdie. A Girl's Story 1<>
1498 Weighed and Wanting............... 2(>.
976
976
976
976
976
976
976
976
976
976

KATHARINE S. MACQUOID'S WORKS. ,
Patty ...... . ... ..... .. .. . . . •...... 2()i
The Awakening ..................... 10,
Hester Kirton . . . .. . • • • • • . • . .. . • .. . 2Q.
Beside the River .................... 20<
Esau Runswick ............ ; ........ 2t
Little Fifine, ·and Other Tales ........ 10Poor Roger, and Other Tales ... .....• 10.
Mrs. Stretton's Friend, and Other Tales 1@1
Her Sailor Love ..................... 20·

478
488
833
1006
1195
1279
1295
1378
1684

20 LADY MARGARET MAJENDIE'S WORKS
1105 Giannetto. _. ... . . ............ . ..... 1()i
20 1641 Fascination ......................... ~
1776 Dita. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . • 1IK

MRS. E. LYNN LINTON'S WORKS.
The World Well Lost ......... ·...... 20 WORKS BY THE AUTHOR OF "MAR:GARET AND HER BRIDESMAIDS."
Our Professor ....................... 10
My Love.. . . . . . • .. .. . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. . ~O 1272 The Queen of the County ............ 20.
Tod hunters' at Loanin' Head ......... 10 1315 Margaret and Her Bridesmaids. . . • . • . 20
Under Which Lord? ................. 20
E. MARLITT'S WORKS.
Witch Stories (Collected by E. Lynn
Linton) ..... ... ................... 20 453 The PrincesB of the Moor. . • . . . • . . . . 2tJo
Ione Stewart ........................ 20 522 The Countess Gisela ............•. , .• 20>
636 In the Schillingscourt... ...•...••.... 00.
L. W. M. LOCKHART'S WORKS.
866 The Second Wife....... . .. , . .. .. .. .. 2().
376 Mine is Thine ....................... 20 878 In the Counselor's House. • • • . • • . • . . . ~
1211 Fair to See. . . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. • 20 1055 The Bailiff's Maid ................... 201210 Old Mamselle's Secret ..........•..•. 20<
SAMUEL LOVER'S WORKS.
CAPTAIN MARRYAT'S WORKS.
33 Handy Andy ..............•..•••.... 20
66 Rory O'More ........... _
............. 20 108 The Sea-King ....................... 10-123 Irish Legends ....................... 10 122 The Privateersman.............. . .. , 10158 He Would be a Gentleman ........... 20 141 Masterman Ready. . . .. .. .. .. .. . • .. • . l()i
293 Tom Crosbie ....................... . 10 147 Rattlin, the Reefer ................. 1()
150 Mr. Midshipman Easy ....... . •..••.. 10SIR E. BUL WER LYTTON'S WORKS.
156 The King's Own. . . . . . . ... . . .. . . .. . . • 1t
I Tl1e Last Days of Pompeii ........... 20 159 The Phantom Ship .... .. ............ 10.
587 Zanoai. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 163 Frank Mildmay ..... ................ 1t·
689 Pilgrims of the Rhine ............... 10 170 Newton Forster ..................... lit
714 Leila; or, The Siege of Grenada .. .... 10 173 Japhet in Search of a Father ..•.•...• 2&
781 Rienzi, The Last of the Tribunes ..... 20 175 The Pachn of Many Tales. . • • . . . • . . . . 1()•
955 Eugene Aram ..................... _... 20 176 Percival Keene ...................... 16'
979 Ernest Maltravers ....... . ........... 20 185 Ttle Little ~avage.. . .. .. • .. .. .. .. • .. 1().
1001 Alice; or, The Mysteries ............. 20 192 The Three Cutters ..........•.••.... 10.
1064 The Caxtons....... .. . .. . .......... 20 199 Settlers in Canada. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 101089 My Novel. First half. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 207 The Children of the New Forest.. :.. 1e
1089 My Novel Second half ............. 20 266 Jacob Faithful. .... ... . ........ . ... : 1();
1205 Keaelm Chillingly: His Adventures
273 Snarleyyow, the Dog Fiend ..•..• , ... 10.
and Opiqj_oas. ..... ...... .. . .... . .. 20 · 282 Poor Jack .......................... 10
1316 Pelham; or, The Adventures of a Gen340 Peter Simple....... . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . 20tleman. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 898 The Mission; or, Scenes in Afrjca •.•. 00..
1454 The Last of the Barons. First half. .. 20 1070 The Poacher.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • 20<
1454 The Last of the Barons. Second half. 20 1116 Valerie ............................. ro
1529 A Strange Story. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . 20
1687 Night and Morning. . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . 20
- FLORENCE MARRYAT'S WORKS.
1690 What Will He Do With It? First half. 20 110 The Girls of Feversham ..........••. lOi
1690 What Will He Do With It? Second half 20 119 Petrone!. ........................ . .. 20
WORKS BY THE AUTHOR OF "MABEL'S 197 " No Intentions".............. , • • • . . 26206 The Poison of Asps ................. 1U
PROGRESS."
219 "My Own Child".. .. ............. 10·
1401 Anne Furness ....................... 20 305 Her Lord and Master ................ 10
1403 The Sacristan's Household: A Story of
323 A Lucky Disappointment ...•.•...•.. 10
Lippe-Detmold .................... 20 426 Written ia Fire ..................... 16
1417 Mabel's Progress............ ......... 20 533 Ange ............................... Ile·
1475 Veronica .............. _, ............. 20 635 A Harvest of Wild Oats.. • • .. • • • • • • . Mr

161
563
20 991
1747
10 1071
1792
1165
20 1510
1803
10
WORKS BY THE AUTHOR OF "LADY 1741

1112 A Willful Woman.-Ladvbird's Peni-

OF

1

MUNRO'S P UBLIOATIONS.

OLD SLEUTH
A

LIBRARY.

Serles of the Most Thrilling Detective Stories Ever Published!

The Folio-wing Books are No-w Read;,.. Others oC this Series in Preparation.

NO. 1.-0LD SLEUTH, THE DETECTIVE.

NO.

A dashing romance, detailing in graphic style the hair-breadth escapes
and thrilling adventures of a vettran agent of the law.

NO. 2.-THE KING OF 'rHE DETECTIVES.
In this story the shrewdness and cunning of a mnster mind are delineated in a fascinating manner.

NO. 3.-0LD SLEUTH'S 'l'RIUMPH.
In two balves-10 cents eacb.

'The crowning triumph of the great d!ltective's active career is
reached after undergoing many exciting perils and dangers.

8.-RED - LIGH'l' WILL,
'l'ECTIVE.

''HE

RIVER DE-

In this splendid romnnce, lovers of the weird , exciting phases of
life on the teemin g docks and wharfs of a great city, will find
a mine of thrilling interest.

NO.

9.-IRON

BURGESS, THE
DE'l'E01'IVE.

GOVERNMENT

The many sensational incidents of a detective's life in chasing to cover
the sharks who prey upon the revenue of the Government are
all described in a fascinating manner. This story will hold the
reader spell-bound with interest from beginning to end.

NO. 10.-THE BRIGANDS OF NEW YORK.
NO. 4.-UNDER A MILLION DISGUISES.
'The many subterfuges by which a detective tr11cks his game to
justice are all described in a graphic manner in this great story.

This work is a startling expose of the dangers of the great metropolis,
and brings to light many hitherto hidden crimes perpetrated by the
criminals of the city.

NO. 11.-TRAUKED BY A VEN'rRILOQUIST.
NO. 5.-NIGHT SCENES IN NEW YORK.
An absorbing story of life after dark in the great metropolis. All
the various features of metropolitan life-the pl~ces of amusement,
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